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Abstract
We construct a cohomological field theory for a gauged linear sigma model space in a geometric
phase, using the method of gauge theory and differential geometry. The cohomological field theory
is expected to match the Gromov–Witten theory of the classical vacuum up to a change of variable,
and is expected to match various other algebraic geometric constructions.
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1. Introduction
The GAUGED LINEAR SIGMA MODEL (GLSM) is a two-dimensional supersymmetric quan-
tum field theory introduced by Witten [Wit93] in 1993. It has stimulated many important
developments in both the mathematical and the physical studies of string theory and mir-
ror symmetry. For example, it plays a fundamental role in physicists argument of mirror
symmetry [HV00][GS18]. Its idea is also of crucial importance in the verification of genus
zero mirror symmetry for quintic threefold [Giv96][LLY97]. 1
Since 2012 the authors have initiated a project aiming at constructing a mathemati-
cally rigorous theory for GLSM, using mainly the method from symplectic and differential
geometry. In our previous works [TX15, TX16a, TX16b], we have constructed certain
correlation function (i.e. Gromov–Witten type invariants) under certain special condi-
tions: the gauge group is Up1q and the superpotential is a Lagrange multiplier. This
correlation function is though rather restricted, as for example, we do not know if they
satisfy splitting axioms or not.
A major difficulty in the study of the gauged Witten equation lies in the so-called
BROAD case, in which the Fredholm property of the equation is problematic. This issue
also causes difficulties in various algebraic approaches. Now we have realized that if we
restrict to the so-called GEOMETRIC PHASE, then the issue about broad case disappears
in our symplectic setting. Our construction in the geometric phase has been outlined in
[TX17]. It ends up at constructing a COHOMOLOGICAL FIELD THEORY (CohFT), namely
a collection of correlation functions which satisfy the splitting axioms. The detailed
construction in this scenario is the main objective of the current paper.
A natural question is the relation between the GLSM correlation functions and the
Gromov–Witten invariants. They are both multilinear functions on the cohomology
group of the classical vacuum of the GLSM space, which is a compact Ka¨hler manifold
or orbifold. The relation between them is a generalization of the quantum Kirwan map,
proposed by D. Salamon, studied by Ziltener [Zil14], and proved by Woodward [Woo15]
in the algebraic case. In short words, the two types of invariants are related by a “coor-
dinate change,” where the coordinate change is defined by counting point-like instantons.
The point-like instantons are solutions to the gauged Witten equation over the complex
plane C, a generalization of affine vortices in the study of the quantum Kirwan map.
These instantons appear as bubbles in the adiabatic limit process of the gauged Witten
equation. There has also been a physics explanation by Morrison–Plesser [MP95]. In the
forthcoming work [TX] we will rigorously construct such coordinate change and prove
the expected relation between GLSM correlation functions and the Gromov–Witten in-
variants.
A large proportion of this paper is devoted to the detailed construction of a virtual
fundamental cycle of the compactified moduli space of solutions to the gauged Witten
equation. Guided by the original work of Jun Li and the first named author [LT98b], we
filled in many details in the previous work [TX16b] about the abstract theory. In this
paper more details are provided which suits the much more general geometric situation
of the current problem.
1.1. The main theorem. The concept of cohomological field theory was introduced by
Manin [Man99] to axiomize Gromov–Witten invariants. Let us first recall its definition.
1By the name of “gauged linear sigma model,” we always mean the case that the superpotential W is
nonzero. On the technical level, a nonzero W makes a significant difference from the case when W “ 0.
However, in many literature, particularly physics literature, GLSM also include the case that W “ 0 and
many works only deal with this simpler case.
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Definition 1.1. (Cohomological field theory) Let Λ be a field of characteristic zero that
contains Q. A cohomological field theory2 on a Z2-graded vector space V consists of a
nondegenerate bilinear form and a collection of multilinear maps (correlations)
x¨yg,n : V bn bH˚pMg,n; Λq Ñ Λ, @g, n ě 0, 2g ` n ě 3
that satisfy a collection of splitting axioms.
(a) (NON-SEPARATING NODE) Suppose 2g ` n ą 3. Let γ P H2pMg,n;Qq be the class
dual to the divisor of configurations obtained by shrinking a non-separating loop,
which is the image of a map ιγ :Mg´1,n`2 ÑMg,n. Then
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αn;β Y γyg,n “ xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αn b∆; ι˚γβyg´1,n`2.
Here ∆ “ řj δj b δj is the “diagonal” representing the bilinear form.
(b) (SEPARATING NODE) Let γ P H2pMg,n;Qq be class dual to the divisor of con-
figurations obtained by shrinking a separating loop, which is the image of a
map ιγ : Mg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1 Ñ Mg,n, also characterized by a decomposition
t1, . . . , nu “ I1 \ I2 with |I1| “ n1, |I2| “ n2. Suppose 2gi ´ 2 ` ni ě 0. Then
for β P H˚pMg,n;Qq, if we write ι˚γβ “
ř
l β1,l b β2,l by Ku¨nneth decomposition,
then
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αn;β Y γyg,n “ ǫpI1, I2q
ÿ
j,l
xαI1 b δj ;β1,lyg1,n1`1xαI2 b δj ;β2,lyg2,n2`1
Here ǫpI1, I2q is the sign of permutations of odd-dimensional αi’s.
In practice, the coefficient field is usually the Novikov field
Λ “
! 8ÿ
i“1
aiT
λi | ai P Q, lim
iÑ8
λi “ `8
)
in which T is a formal variable. Then for any compact symplectic manifold pX,ωq,
the Gromov–Witten invariants gives a CohFT on the cohomology H˚pX; Λq which is
equipped with the Poincare´ dual pairing. There are also other instances of CohFT.
(a) Given a symplectic orbifold pX,ωq, the orbifold Gromov–Witten invariants, con-
structed by Chen–Ruan [CR02] and [AGV02], is a CohFT on the Chen–Ruan
cohomology H˚
CR
pX; Λq.
(b) Given a nondegenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial W : CN Ñ C and an ad-
missible symmetry group G of W , the Fan–Jarvis–Ruan–Witten invariants, con-
structed by Fan–Jarvis–Ruan [FJR13, FJR] (alternatively by [PV16]), is a CohFT
on the “state space” HW,G associated to pW,Gq.
Both the Gromov–Witten invariants and the FJRW invariants are defined by con-
structing certain virtual fundamental cycles on the moduli spaces of solutions to certain
elliptic partial differential equation (the pseudoholomorphic curve equation and the Wit-
ten equation). The splitting axioms rely on relations of the virtual fundamental cycles
of moduli spaces of different genera.
We would like to construct a CohFT for a GLSM space in geometric phase. A GLSM
space is a quadruple pX,G,W,µq where X is a noncompact Ka¨hler manifold, G is a
2Usually one imposes the Sn-symmetry axiom which says the correlation functions are (su-
per)symmetric with respect to permuting the marked points. We do not include this condition here,
nor prove it for the GLSM correlation function. Nonetheless, this symmetry will follow from the ex-
pected relation between the GLSM correlation functions and the Gromov–Witten invariants.
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reductive Lie group with maximal compact subgroup K, W (the superpotential) is a G-
invariant holomorphic function on X, and µ is a moment map of the K-action, which
specifies a stability condition. We also impose other conditions (see details in Section 3),
such as the existence of an R-symmetry: an R-symmetry is a C˚-action on X commuting
with G with respect to which W is homogeneous of degree r ě 1. The elliptic equation
we use is called the gauged Witten equation, defined over r-spin curves. An r-spin curve
is a quadruple C “ pΣC , zC , LC , ϕCq where ΣC is an orbifold smooth or nodal Riemann
surface, zC is the set of orbifold marked points, LC is an orbifold line bundle over ΣC,
and ϕC is an isomorphism from L
br
C to the log-canonical bundle of pΣC , zCq (see details
in Section 2).
The variables of the gauged Witten equation are called gauged maps. A gauged map
from an r-spin curve C to the GLSM space pX,G,W,µq is a triple pP,A, uq, where P is a
principal K-bundle over ΣC , A is a connection on P , and u is a section of a fibre bundle
Y Ñ ΣC associated to P and LC (with structure group K ˆ Up1q and fibre X). Such a
triple pP,A, uq leads to the following quantities:
(a) The covariant derivative dAu P Ω1pΣC , u˚T vertY q.
(b) The curvature FA P Ω2pΣC , adP q.
(c) The moment map µpuq P Ω0pΣC , adP_q.
(d) The gradient ∇W puq P Ω0,1pΣC , u˚T vertY q.
Upon choosing a metric on ΣC and a metric on the Lie algebra k, a natural energy
functional of pP,A, uq can be defined as
EpP,A, uq “ 1
2
ż
ΣC
´
}dAu}2 ` }µpuq}2 ` }FA}2 ` 2}∇W puq}2
¯
volΣC .
The gauged Witten equation is roughly, though not exactly, the equation of motion, i.e.,
the equation of minimizers of the above energy functional. It reads
pdAuq0,1 `∇W puq “ 0, ˚FA ` µpuq “ 0.
Here we use the metric on ΣC and the associated Hodge star operator to identify FA with
a zero-form, and use the metric on k to identify µpuq with a section of adP . The gauged
Witten equation is a generalization of the SYMPLECTIC VORTEX EQUATION introduced by
Mundet [Mun99, Mun03] and Cieliebak–Gaio–Salamon [CGS00]. It has a gauge symme-
try, and is elliptic modulo gauge transformations. The ellipticity roughly implies that
the moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of solutions should be finite dimensional,
and that there should be a well-behaved Fredholm theory (obstruction theory).
A crucial point in our framework is that the metrics on r-spin curves are of cylindrical
type near marked points and nodes, and the family of metrics vary smoothly over the
moduli space Mrg,n of stable r-spin curves. Such a choice has the following important
implications. Any finite energy solution should converge at marked points to a point in
CritW X µ´1p0q3,
and the limit is well-defined as a point in the classical vacuum
X¯W :“ CritW {G “ pCritW X µ´1p0qq{K.
When pX,G,W,µq is in geometric phase, namely when the semistable part of the critical
locus pCritW qss is smooth. It implies that the gauged Witten equation has a Morse–Bott
type asymptotic behavior near marked points. This fact resolves the previous difficulty of
3If the metric has finite area at marked points, then the limit is only in CritW .
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the gauged Witten equation studied in [TX15, TX16a, TX16b], namely in the broad case
one does not have Fredholm property without using a perturbation of the superpotential.
The remaining construction can be carried out via the standard, if not at all sim-
ple, procedure. For each given energy bound, one obtains a compactified moduli space
Mrg,npX,G,W,µq of gauge equivalence classes of solutions. The only bubbles are solu-
tions over the infinite cylinder, which we call solitons. The C0 bound is guaranteed by
certain assumption on the geometry of X at infinity. There is a continuous evaluation
map
Mrg,npX,G,W,µq Ñ pIX¯W qn ˆMg,n.
Here IX¯W is the inertia orbifold of the classical vacuum X¯W (which is a compact Ka¨hler
manifold or orbifold. The Fredholm property of the equation allows us to carry out
the sophisticated virtual cycle construction (which we give more detailed remarks in
Subsection 1.3). The whole construction can be concluded in the following main theorem.
Theorem 1.2. For a GLSM space pX,G,W,µq in geometric phase, there is a cohomo-
logical field theory on the Chen–Ruan cohomology
H˚CRpX¯W ; Λq
of the classical vacuum X¯W defined by virtual counting of gauge equivalence classes of
solutions to the gauged Witten equation.
Of course, the above theorem is meaningless if we cannot show that the GLSM CohFT
is nontrivial. Its nontriviality can be seen via its relation with the Gromov–Witten theory,
which is the topic of a forthcoming paper [TX]. Indeed, one studies the adiabatic limit of
the gauged Witten equation by blowing up the cylindrical metrics on the surfaces. Similar
to the case of [GS05], solutions to the gauged Witten equation converge to holomorphic
curves in X¯W , with the bubbling of point-like instanton. These instantons are solutions to
the gauged Witten equation over the complex plane. Hence we conjectured (see [TX17])
that the GLSM CohFT agrees with the Gromov–Witten theory of X¯W up to a correction,
where the correction should be defined by counting point-like instantons. Such a picture
is a generalization of the quantum Kirwan map conjectured by Salamon and studied by
Ziltener [Zil05, Zil14] and Woodward [Woo15], and should be a mathematical formulation
of the work of Morrison–Plesser [MP95] (see Subsection 8.2 for more discussions).
1.2. Comparison with algebraic geometric approaches. Besides our symplectic
approaches, there are other approaches toward mathematical theories of the gauged linear
sigma model using algebraic geometry. A general advantage of our symplectic approach
is that the method can be generalized the open-string situation. An example is the work
of the second-named author and Woodward [WX] on the open quantum Kirwan map in
the situation when the superpotential W is zero. When having a nonzero superpotential,
one can still study the gauged Witten equation over bordered surfaces with Lagrangian
boundary condition while assuming certain compatibility betweenW and the Lagrangian
L. For example, when W has real coefficients and L is the real locus of X.
1.2.1. Quasimap theory. The first algebraic approach we would like to mention is the
theory of QUASIMAPS developed in recent years in [CK10, CKM14, CK14, CCK15, CK17,
CK16]. In this theory one considers an affine variety W acted by a reductive group G.
A quasimap to the (projective) GIT quotient W{G is an algebraic analogue of a gauged
map. The moduli space of stable quasimaps admits a perfect obstruction theory, and the
virtual cycle gives rise to a cohomological field theory on H˚pW{Gq.
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The quasimap theory is similar to our theory in many aspects. However, one differ-
ence lies in the notion of ǫ-stability in the quasimap theory. For ǫ “ 8 the quasimap
theory coincides with the Gromov–Witten theory ofW{G, while a finite ǫ constrains the
degrees of “rational tails” and the degrees of base points. The wall-crossing between dif-
ferent ǫ-stability chambers is used to relate the quasimap invariants and Gromov–Witten
invariants of W{G (see [CK]). Our expectation is that rational tails in the quasimap
theory correspond to point-like instantons in our GLSM theory, and the wall-crossing
contribution in the quasimap theory should correspond to the counting of point-like
instantons.
1.2.2. Mixed-spin-p-fields. In the case of the Fermat quintic hypersurface, Chang–Li–Li–
Liu [CLLL15, CLLL16] developed the framework called the mixed-spin-p-fields towards
computing Gromov–Witten invariants by relating to FJRW invariants, via certain kind of
“master space” construction. It is worth mentioning that their virtual cycle is constructed
via the so-called COSECTION LOCALIZATION invented by Kiem–Li [KL13]. More precisely,
one first considers a nonproper moduli space of maps into an ambient space, which has
a perfect obstruction theory. Then the superpotential, or rather its gradient, defines a
cosection of the obstruction sheaf, which can localize the virtual cycle to a proper moduli
space. Such an idea is similar to our virtual cycle construction. To describe the our
moduli spaces one does not need the ambient geometry of the critical locus of W nor
the gauged Witten equation, however the obstruction theory depends on the ambient
information.
1.2.3. Fan–Jarvis–Ruan. In [FJR18] Fan–Jarvis–Ruan constructed correlation functions
xτl1pαkq, . . . , τlkpαkqy
in the context of gauged linear sigma mode. Here αi P HW,G are certain cohomological
“states” associated to a GLSM space and li are powers of the ψ-classes. In their approach,
they have to impose the restriction that αi are of compact type, namely, all cohomology
classes from narrow sectors and certain (but not all) cohomology classes from broad sec-
tors (see [FJR18, Example 4.4.2]). Their construction extended the notion of quasimaps
to Landau–Ginzburg phases and uses the cosection localization technique of Kiem–Li
[KL13]. For similar reasons as in the case of Fan–Jarvis–Ruan–Witten theory, without
including all broad states, their algebraic methods cannot construct a CohFT.
1.2.4. Matrix factorization and categorical construction. The B-model open string ana-
logue (in genus zero) of Fan–Jarvis–Ruan–Witten theory is the theory of matrix factor-
izations. We remind the reader that in A-model, the Fukaya category (viewed as certain
genus zero open string invariant of symplectic manifold) is related to the quantum co-
homology (closed string counterpart) via the Hochschild homology. Quite analogously,
in the Landau–Ginzburg side, Polishchuk–Vaintrob [PV16] constructed a cohomological
field theory on the Hochschild homology of the category of (equivariant) matrix factor-
izations as an algebraic version of Fan–Jarvis–Ruan–Witten theory. This leads to the
construction of Ciocan-Fontanine–Favero–Gue´re´–Kim–Shoemaker [CFG`] of a cohomo-
logical field theory associated to a GLSM space.
1.3. Virtual cycle. The construction of the correlation functions in the CohFT is based
on the theory of virtual cycles. In symplectic geometry, the virtual cycle theory arose in
people’s efforts in defining Gromov–Witten invariants for general symplectic manifolds.
Jun Li and the first named author have their approach in both the algebraic case [LT98a]
and the symplectic case [LT98b]. Meanwhile there were also other people’s approach such
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as the method of Kuranishi structure of Fukaya–Ono [FO99]. Until recently, there have
been various new developments in the virtual cycle theory, such as the polyfold method
of Hofer–Wysocki–Zehnder [HWZ07, HWZ09a, HWZ09b] and the algebraic topological
approach of Pardon [Par16].
Our approach follows the topological nature of Li–Tian’s method, which is based on
the fact that transversality can also be achieved in the topological category. The concrete
treatment, though, looks similar to the Kuranishi approach. The main difference from
the Kuranishi approach, besides that we are in the topological rather than the smooth
category, is that we directly construct a finite good coordinate system while bypassing
the Kuranishi structure.
1.4. Outline. This paper is divided into two parts. In Part I we focus on the setup of
the gauged Witten equation and the property of solutions, ending at the definition and
the topology of the moduli spaces. In Part II we concentrate on constructing the virtual
cycles on the moduli spaces and prove various properties of the virtual cycles.
1.5. Acknowledgement. We thank Mauricio Romo for helpful discussions on the physics
of GLSM. We thank Alexander Kupers for kindly answering questions about topological
transversality.
Part I
In Part I we provide the geometric setup of the problem and prove properties of
solutions to the gauged Witten equation and their moduli spaces. It is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we review the notion of r-spin curves and results about their
moduli spaces. We also construct a family of cylindrical metrics in order to define the
gauged Witten equation. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of gauged linear sigma
model spaces and define the gauged Witten equation. In certain parts we compare this
equation with the symplectic vortex equation. In Section 4 we include results about
vortices over cylinders, which play important roles in later construction such as the
asymptotic behavior of solutions. In Section 5 we prove properties of solutions to the
gauged Witten equation such as their asymptotic behavior and the energy inequality. In
Section 6 we study the topology of the set of gauge equivalence classes of solutions and
its compactification.
2. Moduli Spaces of Stable r-Spin Curves
In this section we recall the notions of r-spin curves and their moduli spaces. We also
set up notions and notations which are useful for the later constructions.
2.1. Marked nodal curves. Suppose g, n ě 0 and 2g ` n ě 3. The moduli space
of smooth genus g Riemann surfaces with n marked points has a well-known Deligne–
Mumford compactification, denoted byMg,n. It is a compact complex orbifold, which is
an effective orbifold except for pg, nq “ p1, 1q and p2, 0q (see [RS06] for related facts from
an analytical point of view).
2.1.1. Marked nodal curves. We denote a representative of a point of Mg,n by pΣ,~zq
where Σ is a compact smooth or nodal curve of genus g, and ~z “ pz1, . . . , znq is an
ordered set of marked points which are distinct and disjoint from the nodes. Given such
Σ, let VΣ be the set of irreducible components, whose elements are denoted by ν. Let EΣ
be the set of its nodal points, whose elements are denoted by w1, . . . , wm. Let π : Σ˜Ñ Σ
be the normalization, which is a possibly disconnected smooth Riemann surface with
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components tΣν |ν P VΣu. π is generically one-to-one and the preimages of the marked
points za are still denoted by za. On the other hand, each node of Σ has two preimages
and we denote by w˜a to be a preimage of some node.
2.1.2. Universal unfoldings. The Deligne–Mumford spaces (as well as the moduli spaces
of stable r-spin curves) have complete algebraic geometric description as certain Deligne–
Mumford stacks. However, to fit in the differential geometric construction, we would like
to give a differential geometric construction. Here we follow the approach of Robbin–
Salamon [RS06] which gives a differential geometric construction of the moduli space
Mg,n of stable marked Riemann surfaces.
A holomorphic family of complex curves consists of open complex manifolds U , V and
a proper holomorphic map π : U Ñ V with relative complex dimension one. It is called
a nodal family if for every critical point p P U of π, there exist holomorphic coordinates
pw0, w1, . . . , wsq of U around p and holomorphic coordinates of V around πppq such that
locally
πpw0, w1, . . . , wsq “ pw0w1, w2, . . . , wsq.
Given n ě 0, an n-marked nodal family consists of a nodal family π : U Ñ V together
with holomorphic sections Z1, . . . , Zn : V Ñ U whose images are mutually disjoint and
are disjoint from critical points of π. Then for each b P V, pπ´1pbq, Z1pbq, . . . , Znpbqq is a
marked nodal curve.
Given two n-marked nodal families pπi : Ui Ñ Vi, Zi,1, . . . , Zi,nq, pi “ 1, 2q, we abbre-
viate the data as U1 and U2. A morphism from U1 to U2 is a commutative diagram of
holomorphic maps
U1
ϕ˜ //
π1

U2
π2

V1
ϕ //
Z1,i
II
V2
Z2,i
UU
.
Definition 2.1. Let pΣ,~zq be a marked nodal curve. An unfolding of pΣ,~zq consists of a
nodal family π : U Ñ V with markings Z1, . . . , Zn, a base point b P V and an isomorphism
pΣ, z1, . . . , znq » pUb, Z1pbq, . . . , Znpbqq.
We can define morphisms of unfoldings as morphisms of marked nodal families that
respect the central fibre identifications. We can also define germs of unfoldings and
germs of morphisms of unfoldings. An unfolding is universal if for every other unfolding
consisting a nodal family π1 : U 1 Ñ V 1, markings Z 11, . . . , Z 1n, a base point b1 P V 1, and
for every isomorphism ϕ : U 1b1 » Ub, there is a unique germ of morphism from pU 1, b1q topU , bq whose restriction to U 1b1 coincides with ϕ.
By one of the main theorems of [RS06], a marked nodal curve pΣ,~zq has a unique germ
of universal unfolding if and only if it is stable. Notice that for any universal unfolding
π : U Ñ V, for any automorphism γ of pΣ,~zq, γ induces an action on U and V that
preserves the markings. Denote the actions by
γU : U Ñ U , γV : V Ñ V.
Hence π : U Ñ V becomes an AutpΣ,~zq-equivariant family. Hence from now on, for
all universal unfoldings U Ñ V of a stable marked curve pΣ,~zq, we always assume it is
AutpΣ,~zq-equivariant.
On the other hand, there is a natural continuous injection
V{AutpΣ,~zq ãÑMg,n
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hence a local universal unfolding provides a local orbifold chart of the Deligne–Mumford
space. It also implies the following facts. Suppose there is an isomorphism
ϕ : pUb1 , Z1pb1q, . . . , Znpb1qq » pUb2 , Z1pb2q, . . . , Znpb2qq
where b1, b2 P V. Then there must be a unique automorphism γ P AutpΣ,~zq such that
γVpb1q “ b2 and ϕ “ γU |Ub1 .
2.1.3. Dualizing sheaf. Given a holomorphic family π : U Ñ V of complex curves, the
dualizing sheaf is the line bundle
ωU{V :“ KU b π˚K_V .
Away from critical points of π, ωU{V is canonically isomorphic to the fibrewise canonical
bundle. We consider the particular case that V is a point and U “ Σ is a nodal curve.
Then if we pull back the dualizing sheaf ωΣ Ñ Σ to the normalization Σ˜, then it becomes
isomorphic to
KΣ˜ bOpw˜1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bOpw˜mq
where w˜1, . . . , w˜m are all preimages of nodes under the normalization. This isomorphism
is not canonical but up to a C˚-action. What is canonical is the isomorphism
ωΣ|Σ˚ » KΣ˚
where Σ˚ Ă Σ is the complement of nodes and KΣ˚ is the canonical bundle. To be
consistent, from now on, for a smooth or nodal Riemann surface KΣ, let KΣ be the
dualizing sheaf, and call it the canonical bundle of Σ.
2.1.4. Generalized marked curves. In the study of pseudoholomorphic curves, one usually
needs to add marked points to unstable components to obtain a stable domain curve. The
newly added marked points are unordered. It is then convenient to generalize the notion
of marked curves.
Definition 2.2. A generalized marked curve is a triple pΣ,~z,yq where pΣ,~zq is marked
curve and y is a set of points which does not intersect with ~z nor nodes. Two generalized
marked curves pΣ1,~z1,y1q and pΣ2,~z2,y2q are isomorphic if there is an isomorphisms
between pΣ1,~z1q and pΣ2,~z2q that maps y1 bijectively onto y2. A generalized marked
curve is stable if it becomes a stable marked curve after arbitrarily ordering ~zY y.
If the genus of Σ is g, #~z “ n and #y “ l, then we call it a generalized marked curve
of type pg, n, lq.
Let the moduli space of generalized marked curves of type pg, n, lq be Mg,n,l. It can
be viewed as the quotient
Mg,n,l :“Mg,n`l{Sl.
More generally, we can consider the moduli
Mg,n,m1,...,mr :“Mg,n`m1`¨¨¨`mr{Sm1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Smr .
From universal unfoldings of stable marked curves one can easily obtain universal
unfoldings of stable generalized marked curves. Indeed, let pΣ,~z,yq be a stable general-
ized marked curve. Give an arbitrary order of y, this produces a stable marked curve
pΣ,~zY~yq, hence admits a universal unfolding U Ñ V with sections Z1, . . . , Zn, Y1, . . . , Yl.
We also have the relations between the automorphism groups
AutpΣ,~zY ~yq Ă AutpΣ,~z,yq
where the former contains biholomorphic maps that preserves the ordering on y.
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Now for each h P Sl, consider the marked curves pΣ,~zYh~yq obtained by permuting the
ordering on y. Then for each h we can choose a universal unfolding Uh Ñ Vh. Moreover,
we can choose Uh’s in such a way that the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) If pΣ,~zY h1~yq and pΣ,~zY h2~yq are not isomorphic as stable marked curves, then
the underlying sets rVh1s and rVh2s are disjoint in Mg,n`l.
(b) If γ : pΣ,~zYh1~yq » pΣ,~z,Yh2~yq is an isomorphism, then there is an isomorphism
of nodal families
Uh1
//

Uh2

Vh1
// Vh2
.
(The existence of the above commutative diagram on the germ level is guaranteed
by the universality of the unfoldings).
Then the original U Ñ V can be viewed as a universal unfolding of the generalized marked
curve, which is AutpΣ,~z,yq-equivariant.
2.2. Resolution data and gluing parameters. (See [TF, Remark 5.2.3]) Consider a
(possibly) nodal stable generalized marked pΣ,~z,yq of type pg, n, lq. Its normalization is
another generalized marked pΣ˜,~z,w,yq of type pg, n,m, lq where m{2 is the number of
nodes of C. Notice that the preimages of the nodes are unordered. It is not necessarily
connected. For every vertex v P VΣ, denote the smooth generalized r-spin curve by
pΣ˜v,~zv ,wv,yvq.
It is a stable generalized r-spin curve of type pnv,mv, lvq (see Definition 2.2 and discussion
afterwards). Then there exist universal unfoldings πv : Uv Ñ Vv where we suppressed
the data of an identification of Cv with the central fibre. The product of these unfoldings
parametrizes deformations of C that do not resolve the nodes. Moreover, the automor-
phism group ΓC of pΣC ,~z,yq acts on the normalizationğ
vPVC
pΣ˜v,~zv,wv,yvq.
Hence can properly shrink Vv so that ΓC also acts on the disjoint union of the universal
unfoldings ğ
vPVC
Uv Ñ
ğ
vPVC
Vv. (2.1)
For the purpose of gluing, we need to have more explicit description of how to resolve
the nodes.
Lemma 2.3. [TF, Lemma 5.24] There exist a collection of universal unfoldings πv :
Uv Ñ Vv, a collection of open subsets Nv Ă Uv, which we call nodal neighborhoods,
and a collection of holomorphic functions ζv : Nv Ñ C for all v P VΣ satisfying the
following conditions.
(a) Nv is the disjoint union of open neighborhoods of points in wv, denoted by
Nv “
ď
w˜Pwv
Nv,w˜.
(b) For any automorphism γ of C4 there is an isomorphism
ϕγ : Uv » Uγv
4Remember γ acts on the set of irreducible components.
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such that ϕγ ˝ ϕγ1 “ ϕγγ1 .
(c) For any automorphism γ of C and w˜ P wv 5 we have
ϕγpNv,w˜q “ Nγv,γw˜.
Moreover,
ζγv,γw˜ ˝ ϕγ “ ζv,w˜. (2.2)
(d) For any node w of C with preimages w˜´, w˜` belonging to components v´, v` (which
could be equal if w is non-separating), for every automorphism γ of C of order mγ ,
there is an mγ-th root of unity µγ,w such that`
ζγv´,γw˜´ ˝ ϕγ
˘ `
ζγv`,γw˜` ˝ ϕγ
˘ “ µγ,wζv´,w˜´ζv`,w˜`.
Proof. Only (2.2) is not stated in [TF, Lemma 5.24], but it is a consequence of the
construction in their proof. 
The functions ζv,w are viewed as fibrewise coordinates around the nodes. Choosing
the data πv : Uv Ñ Vv, ζv : Nv Ñ C and µγ,w that satisfy conditions in Lemma 2.3, we
can produce a special type of universal unfolding of C. The following notations resemble
those in [FO99]. Define
Vdef “
ź
vPVΣ
Vv, Vres “
ź
wPEpΣq
C.
Then the automorphism group ΓC of C acts on Vdef . It also acts on Vres in the following
way. The coordinates of any ζ P Vres are denoted by ζw. For each γ P ΓC and ζ P Vres,
define
pγζqw “ µγ,wζγw.
Denote variables in Vdef by η and variables in Vres by ζ, call them deformation parameters
and gluing parameters. We construct a universal unfolding of pΣ,~z,yq in the following
way.
For each deformation parameter η, one has the corresponding fibre pΣη,~zη ,yηq ob-
tained attaching the preimages of the nodes together. Now for each (small) gluing pa-
rameter ζ, define an object pΣη,ζ ,~zη,ζ ,yη,ζq as follows. For each node w and corresponding
gluing parameter ζw, if ζw ‰ 0, then replace the union
Nw´ YNw` Ă Ση
by the annulus
Nw,ζ :“
!
pξ´, ξ`q P Nw´ ˆNw` | ξ´ξ` “ ζw
)
.
This provides a nodal (or smooth) curve
Ση,ζ :“
´
Ση r
ď
ζw‰0
Nw´ YNw`
¯
Y
ď
ζw‰0
Nw,ζ.
The positions of ~zη,ζ and yη,ζ are the same as ~zη and yη.
It is a well-known fact that this gives a universal unfolding of pΣ,~z,yq. We then define
the union of all Nv,w˜ and the neck region Nw,ζ as the thin part, denoted by
U thin Ă U ;
the closure of the complement of U thin is called the thick part, denoted by U thick. Then
U “ U thin Y U thick.
5Remember that γ acts on the set of preimages of nodes.
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From the construction we know that Vdef is contractible. Hence there exists a smooth
trivialization
U thick » V ˆ Σthick.
Definition 2.4. (Resolution data for stable curves) Let pΣ,~z,yq be a stable generalized
marked curve. A resolution data of pΣ,~z,yq consists of the following objects.
(a) A universal unfolding U˜ Ñ V˜ of its normalization of the form (2.1).
(b) A collection of holomorphic functions ζv : Nv Ñ C and µγ,w as in Lemma 2.3
(c) A smooth trivialization
U˜ r N˜ » V˜ ˆ `Σr pU˜b X N˜ q˘.
which is holomorphic near the boundary of N˜ .
In simple words, a resolution datum is a much more enhanced object than a universal
unfolding. We actually have shown the existence of resolution datum of any stable
generalized marked curve. As we have seen, a resolution datum provides the following
objects.
(a) A universal unfolding U Ñ V of
¯
C.
(b) Fibrewise holomorphic coordinates near nodes and markings that are invariant
under automorphisms.
(c) Trivializations of the thick part of U .
2.3. r-spin curves.
2.3.1. Orbifold curves and orbifold bundles. A one-dimensional complex orbifold is called
an orbifold Riemann surface or an orbifold curve. In this paper, we impose the following
conditions and conventions for orbifold curves.
(a) We always assume that orbifold curves are effective orbifolds, and has finitely
many orbifold points.
(b) We always assume that an orbifold curve is marked, and denoted by pΣ,~zq. More-
over, the set of orbifold points are contained in the set of markings ~z, however,
each za P ~z may not be a strict orbifold point.
Near each za P ~z there exists an orbifold chart of the form
pUa,Γaq » pDǫ,Zraq, ra ě 1.
The Zra action on Dǫ is the standard action, by viewing Zra as a subgroup of Up1q.
The notion of nodal orbifold curves is more complicated. If we use the notion of
groupoid, then a nodal orbifold curve is not a Lie groupoid, as the set of objects may
have nodal singularities. In an equivalent description, at a node w the nodal orbifold
curve has a chart of the form
pUw,Γwq »
`tpξ´, ξ`q P D2ǫ | ξ´ξ` “ 0(,Zrw˘, rw ě 1,
where the Zrw -action on Uw is given by
γpξ´, ξ`q “ pγ´1ξ´, γξ`q.
For a smooth or nodal orbifold curve pΣ,~zq, there is an underlying coarse curve, which
is a marked smooth or nodal Riemann surface, denoted by p
¯
Σ,~zq. There is a holomorphic
map ΣÑ
¯
Σ.
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Given a smooth orbifold curve pΣ,~zq, an orbifold line bundle is L is a complex orbifold
with a holomorphic map π : L Ñ Σ which, over non-orbifold points has local trivializa-
tions as an ordinary holomorphic line bundle, while over an orbifold chart pUa,Γaq there
is a chart of the form
pU˜a,Γaq » pUa ˆ C,Zraq
where the Zra-action on the C-factor is given by a weight na, i.e.
γpz, tq “ pγz, γnatq.
We call the element e2πqi P Zr, where q “ nara the monodromy of the line bundle at za.
When Σ is nodal, we require that an orbifold line bundle LÑ Σ has local charts at a
node w of the form
pU˜w,Γwq »
`tpξ´, ξ`, tq P Dǫ ˆ Dǫ ˆ C | ξ´ξ` “ 0u,Zrw˘ (2.3)
where the C-factor still has the linear action by the local group Zrw . Then with respect
to the normalization map π : Σ˜Ñ Σ, the pull-back bundle
L˜ :“ π˚LÑ Σ˜
is an orbifold line bundle whose monodromies at two opposite preimages of a node are
opposite.
Definition 2.5. (Log-canonical bundle) Let pΣ,~zq be a marked smooth or nodal curve
with n markings z1, . . . , zn. Its log-canonical bundle is the holomorphic line bundle
KΣ,log “ KΣ b
â
zaPΣv
Opzaq.
For an orbifold curve pΣ,~zq, its log-canonical bundle is the pull-back
KΣ,log :“ π˚K
¯
Σ,log,
where π : ΣÑ
¯
Σ is the desingularization map.6
Remark 2.6. When we discuss a single curve pΣ,~zq, over the complement of markings and
nodes we can trivialize Opzaq henceKΣ,log can be regarded as the canonical bundle of the
punctured surface. However, when we discuss a family of curves, there is no canonical
family of trivializations of the bundles Opzaq over the punctured surface. We make such
choices in Subsection 2.5.
2.3.2. r-spin curves. Now we introduce a central concept of this paper, called r-spin
curves.
Definition 2.7. (r-spin curve) Let r be a positive integer.
(a) A smooth or nodal r-spin curve of type pg, nq is denoted by
C “ pΣC ,~zC , LC , ϕCq
where pΣC ,~zCq is an n-marked smooth or nodal orbifold curve, LC Ñ ΣC is a
holomorphic orbifold line bundle, and ϕC is an isomorphism
ϕC : L
br
C
» KC,log :“ KΣC ,log.
6Indeed at a node KΣ,log has a local chart of the form (2.3).
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(b) Let Ci “ pΣCi ,~zCi , LCi , ϕCiq, i “ 1, 2 be two r-spin curves. An isomorphism from C1
to C2 consists of an isomorphism of orbifold bundles (represented by the following
commutative diagram)
LC1
ρ˜ //
π1

LC2
π2

ΣC1
ρ // ΣC2
such that the following induced diagram commutes
LbrC1
pρ˜qbr //
ϕC1

LbrC2
ϕC2

KC1,log
ρ // KC2,log
. (2.4)
(c) Let C “ pΣC ,~zC , LC , ϕCq be an r-spin curve. For any open subset U Ă ΣC , the
restriction C|U is also an r-spin curve. An open embedding from an r-spin curve
C to an r-spin curve C1 is an isomorphism from C to the restriction of C1 onto an
open subset of C1.
Remark 2.8. (Minimality of the local group) We require that the orbifold structures are
the markings or nodes of ΣC are minimal in the following sense. Take a local chart of LC
at a marking za
pDǫ ˆC,Zraq
where the action of Zra on the C-factor has weight na. Then the isomorphism ϕC : L
br
C
»
KC,log implies that rma{ra is an integer, hence there exists an integerma P t0, 1, . . . , r´1u
such that
na
ra
“ ma
r
.
We require that na and ra are coprime. Similar requirement is imposed for nodes. In
other words, the group generated by the monodromies of LC at a marking or a node is
the same as the local group of the orbifold curve at that marking or node. In particular,
when the monodromy of LC is trivial, the marking or node is not a strict orbifold point.
2.3.3. Infinite cylinders. Denote the infinite cylinder by
Θ :“ Rˆ S1.
Let the standard cylindrical coordinates be s` it where we also regard t P r0, πs. Hence
there is a complex coordinate z “ es`it which identifies Θ with C˚. For any cyclic group
Zk, it acts on Θ by rotating the t-coordinate. The orbifold Θ{Zk is still isomorphic to
Θ , hence we may either regard the infinite cylinder as a smooth object, or regard it as
an orbifold with local group Zk at ˘8 for certain k ě 1. When we are in the latter
perspective, we call it an orbifold cylinder.
The isomorphism classes of r-spin structures on an infinite are classified by their mon-
odromies. Indeed, for any m P t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u, there is an orbifold line bundle Lm Ñ Θ
whose monodromy at ´8 is e2πqi where q “ m
r
, together with a holomorphic isomor-
phism ϕ : Lbrm » KΘ . If we regard z as the local coordinate near ´8, then over each
contractible open subset of Θ , there is a holomorphic section e of Lm such that
ϕpebrq “ zm dz
z
.
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The monodromy at `8 of Lm is e´2πqi.
2.3.4. Automorphisms. Given an r-spin curve C, its automorphisms form a group, de-
noted by AutC. C is called stable if AutC is finite. Every automorphism of C induces
an automorphism of the underlying orbifold nodal curve ΣC. Let Aut0pLCq Ă AutC be
the subgroup of automorphisms which induce the identity of pΣC ,~zq, namely the set of
bundle automorphisms. Then there is a tautological exact sequence of groups
1 // Aut0LC // AutC // AutpΣC ,~zq.
It is easy to see that when C is smooth, Aut0LC » Zr (see Definition 2.7 and (2.4)). More
generally, suppose C is not smooth. Then for every irreducible component v P VC and
every preimage w˜ P Σ˜v of a node, there is a restriction map
rw˜ : Aut0LCv Ñ Zr.
as the automorphism of the fibre of LCv at w˜. For each node w P EpΣCq, choose an order
of its preimages as pw˜´, w˜`q, belonging to components v´ and v` respectively. Then
define
r :
ź
vPVC
Aut0LC˜v Ñ
ź
wPEpΣCq
Zr{Zrw ,
`
γv
˘
v
ÞÑ `rw˜`pγv´qrw˜´pγv´q´1˘w
where Zrw is the local group at the node w. Then there is an exact sequence
1 // Aut0LC //
ź
vPVC
Aut0LCv //
ź
wPEC
Zr {Zrw . (2.5)
Example 2.9. Consider a nodal r-spin curve pΣC , LC , ϕCq which has no marking but only
one node which separates the nodal curve into two irreducible components. Suppose a
local chart of the LC at the node w is of the form
pU˜w,Γwq »
` pξ´, ξ`, tq P Dǫ ˆ Dǫ ˆ C | ξ´ξ` “ 0(,Zr˘
where the action on ξ´, ξ`, t has weights ´1, 1, 1. Then consider the Zr-equivariant map
from U˜w to itself defined by
pξ´, ξ`, tq ÞÑ pξ´, e´2piir ξ`, tq.
This defines an automorphism of LC locally near the node. Let the irreducible component
corresponding to the branch ξ` “ 0 (resp. ξ´ “ 0) be C´ (resp. C`). Then this local
automorphism extends to the identity of LC |C´ and extends to the automorphism on
LC |C` by fibrewise multiplication of e
2pii
r . This is an example of automorphisms of LC
that has different scaler factors on different irreducible components.
2.3.5. Generalized stable r-spin curves. As in Definition 2.2, a generalized r-spin curve
is an object
C “ pΣC , LC , ϕC ,~z,yq
where the object without y is an r-spin curve and y is an unordered set of points on ΣC
that are disjoint from special points. If the genus of ΣC is g, #~z “ n and #y “ l, then
we call it a generalized r-spin curve of type pg, n, lq.
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2.4. Unfoldings of r-spin curves. We do not define the notion of unfoldings of (gen-
eralized) r-spin curves in the algebraic-geometric (stacky) fashion. Instead, we construct
universal unfoldings of stable r-spin curves from universal unfoldings of their underlying
coarse curves.
Let C “ pΣC , LC , ϕC ,~z,yq be a stable generalized r-spin curve. Let the underlying
coarse curve be p
¯
ΣC ,~z,yq which is a stable generalized marked curve. Given a resolution
datum r. Then we obtained an unfolding
¯
U Ñ V » Vdef ˆ Vres. We define an orbifold U
out of
¯
U as follows. Indeed, we can decompose the thin part
¯
U thin as
¯
U thin “
nğ
a“1
¯
N za \
mğ
b“1
¯
Nwb .
The resolution data provides holomorphic identifications
¯
N za » Dr ˆ V, ¯Nwb »
 pξ´, ξ`q P D2r | |ξ´||ξ`| ď ǫ(ˆ Vdef .
We glue in orbifold charts Nza and Nwb as follows. Suppose the local group of za is Zra.
Then Nza is just the ra-fold cover of Dr multiplying V. Suppose the local group of wb is
Zrb . Then define
Nwb “
 pξ˜´, ξ˜`q P D2r | |ξ˜´||ξ˜`| ď ǫ(.
Define the Zrb-action on Nwb by
γpξ˜´, ξ˜`q “ pγ´1ξ˜´, γξ˜`q.
Hence we obtained a complex orbifold U together with a holomorphic map U Ñ V. The
thick-thin decomposition on
¯
U induce a thick-thin decomposition
U “ U thick Y U thin. (2.6)
Moreover, it is easy to define the dualizing sheaf ωU{V as a holomorphic line bundle, and
the relative log-canonical bundle, whose restriction to each fibre is isomorphic to the
log-canonical bundle of that fibre.
Now we construct a holomorphic orbifold line bundle LU Ñ U and an isomorphism
ϕC : L
br
U
Ñ KU{V ,log.
Indeed, the central fibre is already equipped with the line bundle LC which is an r-th
root of the log-canonical bundle of the central fibre. Choose a collection of coordinate
charts tpWβ , wβqu on ΣC which cover the thick part ΣthickC . Moreover, assume that for
each two charts in this collection, the overlap is contractible. The transition function of
ωC are holomorphic functions
gββ1 :Wβ XWβ1 Ñ C˚
while the transition functions of LC are holomorphic functions
hββ1 : Wβ XWβ1 Ñ C˚
such that gββ1 “ hrββ1 . The smooth trivialization (2.6) makes wβ smooth coordinates on
each fibre, but not necessarily holomorphic. But still there are unique sections of the
canonical bundle of each fibre that over each Wβ of the form
dwβ ` ǫdw¯β
where ǫ is a smooth function defined onWβˆV. Hence gββ1 extends to a smooth function
on pWβ XWβ1q ˆ V that is fibrewise holomorphic.
The bundle LC also extends to a smooth complex line bundle over U
thick via (2.6).
Over Wβ XWβ1 , we can take r-th root of the transition function gββ1 which is fibrewise
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holomorphic. Since the overlap is contractible, there is a unique r-th root that continu-
ously extends the value on the central fibre. Therefore we obtain a fibrewise holomorphic
line bundle L over the thick part. It is also naturally a holomorphic bundle since the
canonical bundle is holomorphic over the family.
On the other hand, one can define the bundle over the thin part. Indeed, take a local
chart of LC near a node w by pξ´, ξ`, tq P Dr ˆ Dr ˆ C | ξ´ξ` “ 0(
where the local group is Zrw . Then gluing a bundle chart over U by pξ´, ξ`, tq P Dr ˆ Dr ˆ C | |ξ´||ξ`| ă ǫ(
where the action of Zrw on the three coordinates has the same weights as before. This
defines an orbifold line bundle LU Ñ U . The isomorphism ϕU : LbrU Ñ KU{V ,log is
immediate.
Remark 2.10. As in the case of universal unfoldings of stable marked curves, after ap-
propriate shrinkings of the family U Ñ V the automorphism group AutC also acts on
this family. More precisely, there is a ΓC-action on the line bundle LU that descends
to actions on U and V. We only remark on the somewhat unusual way of the action of
Aut0LC Ă AutC on this family. Given an element γ P Aut0LC which over each irreducible
component v P VC is an element γv P Zr. For each node w P EC where a local chart of
LU has coordinates pξ´, ξ`, tq and the Zrw -action has weights ´1, 1, nw. Then we define
γpξ´, ξ`, tq “ pξ´, γv`γ´1v´ ξ`, γv´tq “ γv`γ´1v´ pγv`γ´1v´ ξ´, ξ`, γv`tq.
Notice that by the exact sequence (2.5), γw :“ γv`γ´1v´ P Zrw . This is a well-defined map
on the total space of LU . Notice that this action will move the fibre over the gluing
parameter ζw “ ξ´ξ` to the fibre over another gluing parameter γv`γ´1v´ ζw.
Because of the above construction, a resolution datum of a stable generalized r-spin
curve is identified with a resolution datum of its underlying coarse curve.
The above construction also provides a way to define the topology on the moduli space
of stable r-spin curves.
Now given a stable generalized r-spin curve C and a resolution data rC which contains
the fibration U Ñ V, there is a smooth part
U‚ Ă U
which is the complement of the orbifold markings and the nodes.
2.4.1. Bundles over r-spin curves. Let K be a connected compact Lie group. In this
discussion we also need to include a smooth K-bundle over C. Since our surfaces have
nodes and orbifold points, we need to clarify the meaning of K-bundles over r-spin
curves. In this paper, a principal K-bundle over an r-spin curve C always means a
smooth principal K-bundle over the punctured smooth Riemann surface Σ˚C . However
we still denote it as
P Ñ C.
Definition 2.11. (Resolution data) Let C be a generalized r-spin curve and P Ñ C
be a smooth K-bundle. A resolution data of pC, P q, denoted by r “ prC , rPq, consists
of a resolution data rC of C and a resolution data rP , where the latter means smooth
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K-bundle P Ñ U‚ and an isomorphism of K-bundles
P //

Pb

Σ‚C
// U‚b
,
a smooth trivialization over the thin part,
tthinP : P
thin “ P|Uthin » U thin ˆK,
and a trivialization over the thick part
tthickP : P
thick “ P|Uthick » V ˆ P |Σthick
C
.
Moreover, they satisfy the following conditions. For any automorphism pγ, γP q P Γ “
AutpC, P q where γ : C Ñ C is an automorphism of the generalized r-spin curve C inducing
an action on the family U , and γP : P Ñ P is a smooth K-bundle isomorphism covering
γ : U Ñ U . Then we require that
Pthin
γP //
tthinP 
Pthin
tthinP
U thin ˆK γ // U thin ˆK
,
Pthick
γP //
tthickP

Pthick
tthickP

V ˆ P |Σthick
C
γ // V ˆ P |Σthick
C
. (2.7)
2.5. Universal structures. In this subsection we construct several structures for all r-
spin curves that vary at least smoothly over the moduli spaceMrg,n. First we construct a
family of conformal Riemannian metrics that are of cylindrical type over all r-spin curves.
Let g ě 0, n ě 0 with 2g ` n ě 3. For any smooth genus g curve with n marked points,
denote the punctured Riemann surface by Σ˚. Then for any local holomorphic coordinate
z centered at a marked point za, the coordinate s ` it “ ´ log z is called a cylindrical
coordinate on Σ˚ near the puncture za. The punctured neighborhood identified with a
cylinder rT,`8q ˆ S1 is called a cylindrical end.
We would like to specify certain type of Riemannian metrics on punctured Riemann
surfaces that are of cylindrical type. We always take metrics whose conformal class
belongs to the conformal class defined by the complex structure, hence a conformal
Riemannian metric is equivalent to its area two-form.
Definition 2.12. An conformal Riemannian metric on Σ˚ is called a cylindrical metric
of perimeter 2πλ2 if near each puncture za, there exists a cylindrical coordinate s ` it
such that the area two-form is
ν “ σps, tqdsdt
where σ : rS,`8q ˆ S1 Ñ R` satisfying
sup
rS,`8qˆS1
”
es
ˇˇ
∇lpσ ´ λ2qˇˇı ď Cl, @l ě 0. (2.8)
It is easy to verify that the above exponential decay condition is independent of the
choice of the local holomorphic coordinate z “ es`it.
Definition 2.13. Let g, n ě 0 be integers with 2g`n ě 3 and λ ą 0 be a real numbers. A
family of cylindrical metrics over Mg,n is a collection of conformal Riemannian metrics
on all Σ˚ where Σ˚ is the complement of special points of a stable n-marked genus g
Riemann surface. These metrics satisfy the following conditions.
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(a) The restriction of gΣ to each irreducible component is a cylindrical metric of
perimeter 2πλ2.
(b) If ρ : pΣ1,~z1q Ñ pΣ2,~z2q is an isomorphism, then it induces a diffeomorphism
ρ : Σ˚1 Ñ Σ˚2 . We require that ρ˚gΣ2 “ gΣ1 . In particular, gΣ is invariant with
respect to automorphisms.
(c) For any nodal family U Ñ V of stable curves with genus g and n markings, the
fibrewise metric defines a smooth metric on the vertical tangent bundle away from
the special points.
Our purpose is to construct families of cylindrical metrics over Mg,n for all pg, nq.
Similar construction is sketched in [Ven15]. It is also essentially used by Fan–Jarvis–
Ruan [FJR] in the construction of FJRW invariants. It is possible that more delicate
construction can produce metrics that are compatible with the operations that relate
moduli spaces for different pg, nq, but we do not require such conditions.
For each p P Mg,n, choose a representative pΣp,~zpq and a resolution data rp which
contains a local universal unfolding Up Ñ Vp. The resolution data also specifies a thin
part U thinp and a thick part U
thick
p , with a smooth trivialization
U thickp » Σthickp ˆ Vp.
Then one can equip an area form on U thickp by pulling back one on Σ
thick
p . On the other
hand, for each component of the thin part, if it is corresponds to a marking, then one can
use the local fibrewise coordinate w to define the volume form i
2
dw
w
dw¯
w¯ . If the component
of the thin part corresponds to a node, then for each gluing parameter ζ, the thin part of
the fibre over ζ is identified with a long cylinder w´w` “ ζ. Then the long cylinder can be
equipped with the volume form i
2
dw`
w`
dw¯`
w¯`
“ i
2
dw´
w´
dw¯´
w¯´
. This way we construct fibrewise
area forms over the thin part. One can use a smooth cut-off function to interpolate the
area forms on the thick part and thin part so that one has a fibrewise area form over U˚p .
Finally, one can use this action of Γp over Up to symmetrize so we obtain a Γp-invariant
fibrewise area form that is of cylindrical type.
Now for each p, the resolution data rp covers an open subset Wp ĂMg,n. SinceMg,n
is compact, one can find a finite cover Wp1 , . . . ,Wps ofMg,n. Choose a smooth partition
of unity (in the orbifold sense) subordinate to this open cover. Now we can define gΣ for
rΣs “ p PMg,n, define νΣ as follows. For each pi with p PWpi , there exists an embedding
Σ ãÑ Upi , by identification with a fibre. Different embeddings differ by an action by an
automorphism in Γpi . Then we can pull back two-forms
νΣ,pi P Ω2pΣ˚q.
It does not depends on the embeddings we choose. Then define
νΣ “
sÿ
i“1
ρippqνΣ,pi .
So νΣ is invariant under the automorphism group of Σ. Moreover, the exponential de-
cay condition (2.8) is conserved under convex combination. Hence νΣ is indeed a valid
cylindrical metric. The check of Item (c) of Definition 2.13 is left to the reader.
From now on, for each pair g, n with 2g`n ě 3, we fix the choice of such collection of
cylindrical metrics (of perimeter 1) on stable genus g, n-marked Riemann surfaces. When
we have a stable r-spin curve, we equip the underlying punctured Riemann surface the
cylindrical metric we choose.
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The family of cylindrical metric can be viewed as a family of Hermitian metrics on
the canonical bundle K
¯
C of
¯
C restricted to the complements of the markings and nodes.
However, in the concept of r-spin structures we used the notion of log-canonical bundles.
Over each stable r-spin curve C, one has an isomorphism
KC,log|Σ˚
C
» KΣ˚
C
(2.9)
because the divisor Opz1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bOpznq is trivial away from the markings. However there
is no canonical isomorphism.
Consider the universal curve Ug,n Ñ Mg,n. The markings give sections S1, . . . , Sn :
Mg,n Ñ Ug,n whose images are divisors D1, . . . ,Dn Ă Ug,n » Mg,n`1. Then one can
choose a holomorphic section of the line bundle rD1`¨ ¨ ¨`Dns that vanishes exactly along
these divisors. Then restrict to each fibre, this section provides a family of trivializations
of Opzq away from the markings which are invariant under automorphisms and vary in
a holomorphic way over Mg,n. From now on we choose such a section, upon which the
isomorphism (2.9) is regarded as canonical.
We claim that the cylindrical metrics and the canonical isomorphisms (2.9) induce on
each stable r-spin curve C “ p
¯
C, LC , ϕCq a Hermitian metric on LC away from punctures
and nodes. Indeed, given a local holomorphic coordinate z on ΣC and a local there exists
a local holomorphic section e of LC such that
ϕCpebrq “ dz.
Then define }e} “ p}dz}q 1r . Different choices of e differ by an element of Zr hence this is a
well-defined metric on LC . Further, near each marking or node at which the monodromy
of LC is e
2pimi
r , for any holomorphic coordinate w, there is a unique (up to Zr) section e
of LC such that
ϕCpebrq “ dw
w
wm.
The metric near this marking is
}e} “ |w|m´1p}dw}q 1r “ |w|m
ˆ
}dw
w
}
˙ 1
r
. (2.10)
Namely, }e} behaves like |w|m near the marking.
Let PC Ñ ΣC be the unit circle bundle of LC , which is a principal Up1q-bundle over
the punctured surface. The Hermitian metric on LC induces the Chern connection AC P
ApPCq. (2.10) implies that at a puncture where m ‰ 0, the connection is singular, and,
under the trivialization induced by the unitary frame e{}e}, the connection is
AC “ d` im
r
dt` α “ d` iqdt` α
where α decays exponentially in the cylindrical coordinates.
Late we will use the following result, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 2.14. For fixed g, n, given a family of cylindrical metrics overMg,n in the sense
of Definition 2.13, there exists C ą 0 such that, for all stable genus g, n-marked r-spin
curves C, we have
}FAC}L8pΣ˚
C
q ď C
where the norm is taken with respect to the cylindrical metric on Σ˚C. Moreover, we can
choose the family of metrics for all g, n such that for the same C the above inequality is
true for all g, n.
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We also need to specify the universal structures over infinite cylinders. As discussed
before, the r-spin structures over an infinite cylinder Θ is classified by the monodromies
of a line bundle Lm Ñ Θ at ´8. Let the cylindrical coordinate be s ` it. Then there
exists a global holomorphic sections of Lm such that
ϕmpebrq “ zm dz
z
.
Denote q “ mr . Equip with Θ the standard cylindrical metric of perimeter 2π. Then
define the Hermitian metric on Lm by }e} ” |z|q. Then ǫm :“ |z|´qe is a global smooth
section of unit length. Trivialize Lm by ǫm, we see that the Chern connection reads
AC “ d` iqdt.
3. Vortex Equation and Gauged Witten Equation
In this section we set up the gauged Witten equation as the classical equation of motion
for gauged linear sigma model. This equation is essentially induced from the GLSM
Lagrangian which is due to Witten [Wit93]. The current setting has appeared in [TX17],
while a slightly different version is used in the series of papers [TX15, TX16a, TX16b] of
the authors.
3.1. The GLSM space. Let K be a compact Lie group, G be its complexification, with
Lie algebras k and g. We choose an Ad-invariant metric on k, so that k is identified with
its dual space.
We do not require that K is connected, as we can view FJRW theory as a special case
of our theory where K is a finite group.
Consider a noncompact Ka¨hler manifold pX,ωX , JXq with the following additional
structures.
(a) A holomorphic C˚-action, which is usually referred to as the R-symmetry.
(b) A holomorphic G-action which restricts to a Hamiltonian K-action, with a mo-
ment map µ : X Ñ k˚ » k.
(c) A holomorphic function W : X Ñ C.
We require that these structures are compatible in the following sense.
Hypothesis 3.1.
(a) The R-symmetry commutes with the G-action.
(b) W is homogeneous of degree r, i.e., there is a positive integer r such that
W pξxq “ ξrW pxq, @ξ P C˚, x P X.
(c) W is invariant with respect to the G-action.
(d) 0 P k is a regular value of µ.
Definition 3.2. We call the quadruple pX,G,W,µq a GLSM space. It is said to be in
the geometric phase if µ´1p0q intersects only with the smooth part of CritW and the
intersection is transverse. Here CritW is an analytic subvariety of X; its smooth part is
where it is smooth and dW is normally hyperbolic.
We also make the following technical assumption.
Hypothesis 3.3. Let XW be the union of all irreducible components of CritW that have
nonempty intersections with µ´1p0q. There is a homomorphism ιW : C˚ Ñ G such that
ξ ¨ x “ ιW pξq ¨ x, @x P XW .
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All above hypothesis allow us to consider the symplectic reductions
X¯ :“ µ´1p0q{K, X¯W :“ rXW X µ´1p0qs{K. (3.1)
Here X¯ is a compact Ka¨hler orbifold and X¯W Ă X¯ is a closed suborbifold.
The following shows an important property of W .
Lemma 3.4. Any critical value of W must be zero.
Proof. By the homogeneity of W with respect to the R-symmetry, at a critical point x
of W , we have
0 “ XηW pxq “ rηW pxq.
where Xη is the infinitesimal C
˚-action for η P LieC˚. Hence W pxq “ 0. 
We also have the following assumption on the geometry at infinity.
Hypothesis 3.5. There exists ξW in the center Zpkq Ă k, and a continuous function τ ÞÑ
cW pτq (for τ P Zpkq) satisfying the following condition. If we define FW :“ µ ¨ ξW , then
FW is proper and
x P XW , ξ P TxX
FW pxq ě cW pτq ùñ
#
x∇ξ∇FW pxq, ξy ` x∇Jξ∇FW pxq, Jξy ě 0,
x∇FW pxq, JYµpxq´τ pxqy ě 0.
(3.2)
3.1.1. Example: hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces. Consider a quasihomoge-
neous polynomial Q : CN Ñ C. This means that there are integers r1, . . . , rN , r such
that for all ξ P C˚ and px1, . . . , xN q P CN ,
Qpξr1x1, . . . , ξrNxN q “ ξrQpx1, . . . , xN q.
It is called nondegenerate if 0 P CN is the only critical point of Q. It induces a C˚-action
(the R-symmetry) on CN by
ξ ¨ px1, . . . , xN q “ pξr1x1, . . . , ξrNxN q. (3.3)
The corresponding weighted projective space is
PN´1pr1, . . . , rN q “ pCN r t0uq{C˚.
The nondegenerate assumption implies that the vanishing of Q defines a smooth hyper-
surface (in the orbifold sense) X¯Q Ă PN´1pr1, . . . , rN q.
To realize the target X¯Q from a GLSM space, following Witten [Wit93], consider
X “ CN`1 with coordinates pp, x1, . . . , xN q. The R-symmetry extends to CN`1 by
acting trivially on p. Introduce W : CN`1 Ñ C which is defined as
W pp, x1, . . . , xN q “ pQpx1, . . . , xN q.
Let G be C˚ and act on X by
g ¨ pp, x1, . . . , xN q “ pg´rp, gr1x1, . . . , grNxN q.
It is Hamiltonian and a moment map is
µpp, x1, . . . , xN q “ ´ i
2
”
r1|x1|2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rN |xN |2 ´ r|p|2 ´ τ
ı
(3.4)
where τ is a constant, playing the role as a parameter of this theory.
It is easy to check that when τ ‰ 0, the quadruple pX,G,W,µq satisfies Hypothesis
3.1, and hence a GLSM space. Moreover, when τ ą 0, we are in the geometric phases.
Indeed, the critical locus of W decomposes as
CritW “
!
p0, x1, . . . , xN q | Qpx1, . . . , xN q “ 0
)
Y
!
pp, 0, . . . , 0q | p P C
)
. (3.5)
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We see that the first component above contains the smooth locus, and when τ ą 0,
µ´1p0q is disjoint from the second component above. Hence XW is the affine hypersurface
t0u ˆQ´1p0q Ă t0u ˆ CN . Moreover, one sees that
X¯ “ PN´1pr1, . . . , rN q, X¯W “ X¯Q
We remark that when τ ă 0, we are in the Landau–Ginzburg phase. Witten’s argument
for Landau–Ginzburg/Calabi–Yau correspondence is based on this observation.
3.1.2. Example: the PAX model. In [Wit93] there were also GLSM spaces which give rise
to complete intersections in toric varieties. They are all abelian GLSMs, namely, G is an
abelian group. Here we mention an example with nonabelian G, called the PAX model,
constructed by physicists (see [JKL`12, JKL`14]). More examples can be found in the
survey of Ruan [Rua17].
Let φ “ pφ1, . . . , φN q be the coordinate of CN and let A “ Apφq be an nˆ n complex
matrix whose coefficients are (quasi)homogeneous polynomials of φ of degree r ą 0.
Consider another pair of variables R P Cnpn´kq, P P Cpn´kqn as an n ˆ pn ´ kq matrix
and an pn´ kq ˆ n matrix respectively.
Let our GLSM space be X “ Cpn´kqn ˆ CN ˆ Cnpn´kq with coordinates pP, φ,Rq.
Let the R-symmetry act on X by acting on the variable φ. Let the gauge group be
K “ Up1qˆUpn´kq, where the Up1q factor acting on pP, φq by eiθ ¨pP, φq “ pe´irθP, eiθφq
and the Upn´kq factor acting on pP,Rq by U ¨ pP,Rq “ pUP,RU´1q. The superpotential
is defined as
W pP, φ,Rq “ tr“PApφqR‰.
This is why it is called the PAX model where we replaced the letter X by R to distinguish
from the GLSM space X. The moment map for the K-action is
µpP, φ,Rq “
« řN
i“1 |φi|2 ´ trpP :P q ´ τ1
PP : ´R:R´ τ2Idpn´kqˆpn´kq.
ff
An interesting feature is that there are three different phases depending on values of τ1
and τ2, and all of them are geometric phases and there is no Landau–Ginzburg phase.
In the case n “ 4, k “ 2, N “ 8 and r “ 1, one phase will give rise to a Calabi–Yau
threefold Y Ă P7 which is a resolution of the rank two locus of a generic section of
HomP7pO‘4P7 ,OP7p1q‘4q.
3.2. Chen–Ruan cohomology. In our situation, the theory in the classical level is the
cohomology of the orbifold X¯W . This is a special type of orbifolds, namely a quotient
M¯ “M{K of a compact smooth manifold by a compact Lie group where the action has
only finite stabilizers. We review the notion of Chen–Ruan cohomology for an orbifold
of this type. The original introduction of this cohomology theory is [CR04], motivated
from physicists’ consideration of string theory in orbifolds [DHVW85, DHVW86]. Here
we refrain from using the language of groupoids.
Let M be a compact smooth manifold acted by a compact Lie group K. Suppose the
action has only finite stabilizers. Then the quotient
M¯ “M{K
is naturally a smooth orbifold. We know that for any subgroup H Ă K, the fixed point
set MH ĂM is a smooth submanifold of M , and
gMH “MgHg´1 .
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Let rKs be the set of conjugacy classes of elements of K. We say that a point x¯ P M is
fixed by a conjugacy class rgs P rKs if there is a lift x PM whose stabilizer contains rgs.
We denote rgs ¨ x¯ “ x¯.
The inertia orbifold of M¯ is the disjoint union
IM¯ “
ğ
rgsPrKs
M¯ rgs :“
ğ
rgsPrKs
!
x¯ P M¯ | rgs ¨ x¯ “ x¯
)
.
For the identity element 1 P K and the conjugacy class r1s, the component M¯ r1s, which
is identified with M¯ itself, is called the untwisted sector. For other nontrivial conjugacy
classes rgs, the components M¯ rgs are called twisted sectors. Sometimes we also regard
M¯ r1s as a twisted sector.
The Chen–Ruan cohomology of M¯ is roughly
H˚CRpM¯ ;Qq :“
à
rgsPrKs
H˚pM¯ rgs;Qq.
An important feature is the so-called degree shifting. We need to assume that M¯ is almost
complex. Indeed for every conjugacy class pgq, there is a rational number
ιrgs P Q
and we define
HdCRpM¯ ;Qq “
à
rgsPrKs
Hd´2ιrgspM¯ rgs;Qq.
This degree shifting number ιrgs carries information of the normal direction of M¯pgq. This
number is defined as follows. One can choose a point x PM which is generic enough so
that the fixed point set is the finite subgroup xgy Ă K. Then there is a local uniformizer
at x¯ P X¯ which is a triple
pV, xgy, ϕq
where V is a smooth manifold acted by xgy and ϕ : V {xgy Ñ M¯ is a homeomorphism
onto an open neighborhood of x¯. Then the fixed point set of g is a smooth submanifold
Vg Ă V . The action makes the normal bundle of Vg a complex representation of the
abelian group xgy. Hence we can decompose the normal bundle into the direct sum of
one-dimensional representations, so that g acts as
diagpe2πim1{mg , . . . , e2πims{mgq, 1 ď m1, . . . ,ms ă mg.
Then define
ιpgq “
sÿ
l“1
ml
mg
P Q.
Indeed ιrgs is independent of the choice of local uniformizers. An important property is
that
ιrgs ` ιrgs´1 “ codimC
`
M¯ rgs, M¯
˘
:“ dimCM¯ ´ dimCM¯ rgs. (3.6)
3.3. Gauged maps and vortices. We review the basic notions about gauged maps
from surfaces to a manifold with group action. Let K be a compact Lie group. Let Σ
be a surface and P Ñ K be a smooth principal K-bundle. Let X be a smooth manifold
acted by K. The infinitesimal K-action is denoted by
Xη P ΓpTXq, @η P k.
Here the convention is that η ÞÑ Xη is an anti-homomorphism of Lie derivatives.
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Let Y “ P ˆK X be the associated fibre bundle over Σ, where the projection map is
denoted by πY : Y Ñ Σ. Then there is a vertical tangent bundle
T vertY Ñ Y.
Any connection A P ApP q induces a splitting of
0 // T vertY // TY // π˚Y TΣ
// 0
which induces a projection
TY Ñ T vertY.
A gauged map from Σ to X is a triple v “ pP,A, uq where P Ñ Σ is a principal K-
bundle, A P ApP q is a connection (or called a gauge field) and u P SpY q is a section of Y
(or called a matter field). When P is fixed in the context, we also call the pair v “ pA, uq
a gauged map from P toX. If u is (weakly) differentiable, one has the ordinary derivative
du P ΓpΣ,Λ1 b u˚TY q.
Using the projection TY Ñ T vertY induced by A, one has the covariant derivative
dAu P ΓpΣ,Λ1 b u˚T vertY q “ ΓpΣ,HompTΣ, u˚T verY qq.
If X has a K-invariant almost complex structure JX , then it induces a complex struc-
ture on T vertY . Meanwhile if Σ has a complex structure so it becomes a Riemann surface,
then one can take the p0, 1q-part of the covariant derivative, which is denoted by
BAu P Ω0,1pu˚T vertY q » ΓpΣ,Hom0,1pTΣ, u˚T vertY qq.
Associated to the adjoint representation there is the adjoint bundle
adP “ P ˆad k.
The space connections ApP q is an affine space modelled on the linear space Ω1pΣ, adP q.
The curvature of A is a 2-form
FA P Ω2pΣ, adP q.
A smooth gauge transformation of P is a smooth map g : P Ñ K satisfying
gpphq “ h´1gppqh, @h P K.
Here ph denotes the canonical right K-action on the principal bundle P . Gauge transfor-
mations naturally form an infinite-dimensional Lie group GpP q, using the multiplication
of G and they can be viewed as automorphisms of P (i.e., smooth fibre bundle auto-
morphisms that respect the right K-action). It acts on the spaces ApP q and SpY q by
reparametrization. Hence we regard gauge transformations as right actions by GpP q,
denoted by
pA, uq ¨ g “ pg˚A, g˚uq.
The covariant derivatives and curvatures transform naturally with respect to gauge trans-
formations. Namely, for any A P ApP q, u P SpY q and g P GpP q,
dg˚Ag
˚u “ g´1dAu, Fg˚A “ Ad´1g FA.
We only consider the case that the K-action on X is Hamiltonian. Namely, X is a
symplectic manifold with a symplectic form ωX , the K-action preserves ωX and there is
a moment map µ : X Ñ k˚ which means
ωpXη, ¨q “ dxµ, ηy, @η P k
as 1-forms on X, and we require µ is K-equivariant, which means
µpgxq “ Ad˚gµpxq.
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The co-adjoint action on k˚ induces a vector bundle adP ˚ which is naturally the dual of
adP . Then µ induces an element
µY P C8Σ pY, adP ˚q
where the (non-standard) notation means smooth maps between fibre bundles over Σ.
Then if u P SpY q is a section, the composition
µpuq P ΓpΣ, adP ˚q
is naturally defined.
Now we can review the basic set up of the symplectic vortex equation. This is an equa-
tion introduced first by Mundet [Mun99, Mun03] and Cieliebak–Gaio–Salamon [CGS00].
Assume that the K-action is Hamiltonian with moment map µ : X Ñ k˚ and there is
a K-invariant almost complex structure JX . Choose an adjoint-invariant metric on k so
that we can identify k » k˚. Choose an area form on Σ˚ so we can identify a zero-form
with a two-form on Σ by the Hodge star operator ˚. A vortex is a triple pP,A, uq where
P Ñ Σ is a principal K-bundle, pA, uq is a gauged map satisfying the following equation
BAu “ 0, ˚FA ` µpuq “ 0.
Here the second equation is viewed as an equality in the space ΓpΣ, adP q. This equa-
tion is gauge-invariant in the following sense. Given a gauge map pA, uq and a gauge
transformation g P GpP q, one has
Bg˚Ag˚u “ g´1pBAuq, ˚Fg˚A ` µpg˚uq “ Ad´1g p˚FA ` µpuqq.
There is also a notion of energy, called the Yang–Mills–Higgs functional for gauged
maps. It is defined as
EpA, uq “ 1
2
”
}dAu}2L2 ` }FA}2L2 ` }µpuq}2L2
ı
.
Here the energy density is computed using the metric on X induced from the symplectic
form and the almost complex structure, and the metric on Σ induced from the complex
structure and the area form.
Indeed the vortex equation can be viewed as the equation of motion with respect to the
above energy functional. To see we need to have a short review of equivariant topology.
The equivariant (co)homology of X is defined to be the usual (co)homology of the Borel
construction
XK “ EK ˆK X,
where EK Ñ BK is the universal K-bundle over the classifying space BK. Then for
any gauged map pP,A, uq over Σ, P induces a homotopy class of maps of K-bundles
P //

EK

Σ // BK
.
The section u is equivalent to an equivariant map Φu : P Ñ X. Hence there is a well-
defined homotopy class of equivariant maps
P Ñ EK ˆX.
It descends to a map ΣÑ XK . If Σ is a closed surface. Then it gives a homology class
A P HK2 pX;Zq.
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3.4. Gauged Witten equation. We first provide the formulation of the gauged Witten
equation over a smooth r-spin curve C “ pΣC , LC , ϕC ,~zq. Let Σ˚C Ă ΣC be the complement
of the markings and nodes, which is a smooth open Riemann surface. Recall that in
Subsection 2.5 we have chosen a Hermitian metric on LC which only depends on the
isomorphism class of C. Then PC Ñ Σ˚C is the associated Up1q-bundle and AC P ApPCq is
the Chern connection.
Definition 3.6. Let C “ pΣC , LC , ϕC ,~zq be a smooth or nodal r-spin curve. A gauged
map from C to X is a triple v “ pP,A, uq where P Ñ Σ˚C is a smooth principal K-bundle,
A P ApP q is a connection, and u P SpY q is a section of YC :“
¯
P C ˆ
¯
K X where
¯
P C Ñ Σ˚C
is the
¯
K-bundle constructed from PC and P .
Fix P Ñ Σ˚C . We can lift the superpotential W : X Ñ C to a section
WC P ΓpYC , π˚KC,logq » ΓpYC , π˚KΣ˚
C
q
as follows. A point of YC is represented by a triple rpC , p, xs with the equivalence
rpChC , ph, xs “ rpC , p, hChxs, @hC P C˚, h P K.
Then define
WCprpC , p, xsq “W pxqϕCpppCqrq.
By the fact that W is homogeneous of degree r and K-invariant, WC is a well-defined
section.
Consider arbitrary connections A P ApP q and let
¯
A “ pAC , Aq be the induced con-
nection on
¯
P . Since we are in two dimensions, any
¯
A P Ap
¯
P Cq induces a holomorphic
bundle structure on the complexification of
¯
P C . Moreover, since the
¯
G-action on X is
holomorphic, it induces a holomorphic structure on the total space YC . One has the
following important property of WC .
Lemma 3.7. For any A P ApP q, WC is a holomorphic section of π˚KΣ˚
C
with respect to
the holomorphic structure on YC induced from
¯
A.
Since the Ka¨hler metric is
¯
K-invariant, it induces a Hermitian metric on the verti-
cal tangent bundle T vertYC Ñ YC. Therefore, one can dualize the differential dWC P
ΓpYC , π˚KΣ˚
C
b pT vertYCq_q, obtaining the gradient
∇WC P ΓpYC , π˚K_Σ˚
C
b T vertYCq.
On the other hand, for each A P ApP q and u P SpYCq, one can take the covariant
derivative of u with respect to
¯
A, and take its p0, 1q part. We regard this as an operation
on the pair pA, uq and hence denote the covariant derivative by dAu and its p0, 1q part as
BAu P ΓpΣ˚C ,KΣ˚
C
b u˚T vertYCq “: Ω0,1pΣ˚C , u˚T vertYCq.
It lies in the same vector space as u˚∇WC “: ∇WCpuq. We have the Witten equation
BAu`∇WCpuq “ 0. (3.7)
We need to fixed the complex gauge by imposing a curvature condition. Let adP be
the adjoint bundle. Then the curvature form FA of A is a section of adP with two form
coefficients. On the other hand, since the R-symmetry commutes with the K-action, for
any u P SpY q, µpuq is a well-defined section of adP . The vortex equation is
˚ FA ` µpuq “ 0. (3.8)
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The gauged Witten equation over C is the system on pP,A, uq
BAu`∇WCpuq “ 0, ˚FA ` µpuq “ 0. (3.9)
Basic local properties of solutions to the gauged Witten equation still hold as for
vortices. For example, there is a gauge symmetry of (3.9) for gauge transformations
g : P Ñ K. Moreover, for any weak solution, there exists a gauge transformation making
it a smooth solution.
3.5. Energy and bounded solutions. Fix the smooth r-spin curve C. Choose p ą 2.
Consider pairs pA, uq P A1,plocpP q ˆ S1,ploc pYCq. With respect to a local trivialization of P
over a chart U Ă Σ˚C , u can be viewed as a map from U to X and A is identified with
d` φds`ψdt, where φ,ψ PW 1,ploc pU,¯kq and s, t are local coordinates of U . The covariant
derivative of u with respect to A, in local coordinates, reads
dAu “ dsb pBsu` Xφpuqq ` dtb pBtu` Xψpuqq.
For a gauged map v “ pP,A, uq from C to X, define its energy as
EpP,A, uq “ 1
2
´
}dAu}2L2 ` }µpuq}2L2 ` }FA}2L2
¯
` }∇WCpuq}2L2
“ 1
2
«ż
Σ˚
C
´
|dAu|2 ` |µpuq|2 ` |FA|2 ` 2|∇WCpuq|2
¯
σc
ff
. (3.10)
Let C be a smooth r-spin curve. We say that a gauged map pA, uq is bounded if it has
finite energy and if there is a
¯
K-invariant compact subset Z Ă X such that
upΣ˚Cq Ă ¯P C ˆ¯K Z.
3.6. The relation with vortices. For any smooth r-spin curve C, there is a subset of
solutions to the gauged Witten equation pP,A, uq for which
BAu “ 0, ∇WCpuq “ 0. (3.11)
Namely, those solutions which are holomorphic and whose images are contained in YW :“
¯
P ˆ
¯
K XW .
In Theorem 5.1 we prove that (3.11) is actually equivalent to (3.9). A convenient
consequence is that any bounded solution to the gauged Witten equation produces certain
type of vortices over the puncture Riemann surface ΣC with gauge group K. Indeed, the
homomorphism ιW : C
˚ Ñ G given by Hypothesis 3.3 combines the principal bundles
PC and P to a K-bundle P# Ñ ΣC , and the connections AC and A to a connection
A# P ApP#q. Then for all sections u : ΣC Ñ YC with images contained in Y ssW , it is the
same as a section u# : P# Ñ XW . Furthermore, fixing C the correspondence
pP,A, uq ÞÑ pP#, A#, u#q
is a one-to-one correspondence. Finally, Hypothesis 3.3 and the above holomorphicity re-
sult imply that if pP,A, uq is a solution to the gauged Witten equation, then pP#, A#, u#q
is a solution to the equation
BA#u# “ 0, ˚FA# ` µpu#q “ ˚ιW pFAC q, u#pΣCq Ă Y ssW .
Since FAC is nearly flat over the cylindrical ends, the above equation is a compact per-
turbation of the ordinary symplectic vortex equation with target X, together with the
constrain that the image of u# has to be contained in the singular subvariety XW .
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Remark 3.8. It seems that one does not need the discussion of r-spin curves to study
the gauged Witten equation. This is true in the level of solutions and moduli spaces.
However we do not have a theory for vortex equation with singular target, and one needs
the gauged Witten equation to obtain a well-behaved obstruction theory.
4. Vortices over Cylinders
In this section we study the analytical property of vortex equation over a cylinder.
Similar treatment and results have been obtained in various literaturs, such as [Xu16]
[Ven15]. The case that the quotient is an orbifold was first considered in [CW] and later
[CWW17]. Here we summarize the necessary results in our own languages.
4.1. Critical loops. We work under the same assumption as in Subsection 3.3. Over
a cylinder ra, bs ˆ S1 equipped with the trivial r-spin structure and the flat metric, the
vortex equation can be viewed as the equation of negative gradient flows over the loop
space
LpXq ˆ Lk » C8pS1,X ˆ kq.
Indeed, for a loop x “ px, ηq : S1 Ñ X ˆ k, one can define the action functional
Apxq “ ´
ż
D
u˚ωX `
ż
S1
xµpxptqq, ηptqydt.
Here u : DÑ X is a map whose boundary restriction coincides with x. We assume that
X is aspherical, hence the action functional is independent of the choice of the extension
u. It is easy to verify that, with respect to the L2-metric on the loop space induced from
the metric ωXp¨, JX ¨q on X and the chosen invariant metric on k, the gradient vector field
of A is formally
∇Apxq “
«
JX
`
x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq
˘
µpxptqq
ff
.
Hence critical points of A are loops that satisfy
µpxptqq ” 0, x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq “ 0.
The action functional A is invariant under the action of the loop group of K. Let
g : S1 Ñ K be a smooth (or of certain regularity) loop. Define
g˚xptq “ pgptq´1xptq, g´1 9gptq `Ad´1
gptq
ηptqq.
Hence the critical point set, denoted by ĂCA (consider only smooth loops) is invariant
under the smooth loop group C8pS1,Kq. Denote the quotient by
CA “ ĂCA{C8pS1,Kq.
Lemma 4.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence
CA » IX¯.
Here IX¯ is the inertia stack of the orbifold X¯.
Proof. For every critical loop xptq “ pxptq, ηptqq, define a map g : r0, 2πs Ñ K by
gp0q “ Id, 9gptqgptq´1 “ ηptq.
Then we have
d
dt
”
gptq´1xptq
ı
“ gptq´1
”
x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq
ı
“ 0.
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Hence xp0q “ gp2πq´1xp2πq “ gp2πq´1xp0q. Denote gp2πq “ gx. Then define the mapĂCAÑ IX¯, x ÞÑ xp0q P X¯rgxs.
It is easy to see that if x and x1 are gauge equivalent, then gx and gx1 are in the same
conjugacy class, while xp0q and x1p0q are in the same K-orbit. Hence this descends to
a map CA Ñ IX¯. We left to the reader the proof of injectivity and surjectivity of this
map. 
For each conjugacy class rgs P rKs, let
CArgs Ă CA
be the subset of critical loops that corresponds to the twisted sector X¯rgs.
Now we define a distance function on L. For two loops xi “ pxi, ηiq, i “ 1, 2,
dLpx1,x2q “ inf
gPC8pS1,Kq
sup
tPS1
´
dXpx1ptq, x2ptqq ` |η1ptq ´ η2ptq|
¯
.
dL is clearly gauge invariant. It then induces a (pseudo)distance on subsets of L. The
following two lemmata are left to the reader.
Lemma 4.2. For rgs ‰ rhs, the distance between CArgs and CArhs is positive.
Lemma 4.3. For any sufficiently small ǫ ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that for any C1
loop x “ px, ηq satisfying
sup
S1
´
|dηptqxptq| ` |µpxptqq|
¯
ă δ
there exists a unique conjugacy class rgs P rKs with X¯rgs ‰ H such that
dLpx, CArgsq ă ǫ.
One can normalize critical loops in the following sense, i.e., fix the gauge. For any
conjugacy class rτ s P rKs, choose a constant λ P k such that e2πiλ P rτ s. Then any critical
loop x P CArτ s is gauge equivalent to a critical loop of the form
xptq “ pxptq, λq, µpxptqq ” 0, x1ptq `Xλpxptqq “ 0.
A critical loop xptq “ pxptq, ηptqq with ηptq being a constant is called a normalized critical
loop.
4.2. Isoperimetric inequality. We first consider the untwisted sector. Notice that
every point of the untwisted sector, which is identified with X¯, can be lifted to a constant
loop.
Lemma 4.4. (cf. [Zil09, Theorem 1.2]) There is a constant C ą 0 and for every constant
c ą 1
2
, there exists δc satisfying the following condition. Let rτ s P rKs be a conjugacy
class and let x be a loop such that
dLpx, CArτ sq ď δc.
Suppose the order of rτ s is mrτ s. Then
Apxq ď cmrτ s
ż 2π
0
|x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq|2dt` C
ż 2π
0
|µpxptqq|2dt. (4.1)
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Proof. We regard x as defined over R with period 2π. Abbreviate mrτ s “ m. We first
treat the case that m “ 1, namely rτ s “ r1s. Indeed this is covered in [Zil09], although
Ziltener assumed that the quotient X¯ “ µ´1p0q{K is smooth. Let us explain. Up to gauge
transformation, we may assume that x is close to the constant loop pxp0q, 0q. Choose a
slice S of the K-action through xp0q such that S is orthogonal to the infinitesimal K-
action at xp0q. Then by using an additional gauge transformation we can make xptq P S
for all t. It follows that
xx1ptq,Xηptqpxptqqy ď Cdistpxptq, xp0qq|x1ptq||Xηptqpxptqq| (4.2)
where the coefficient Cdistpxptq, xp0qq can be arbitrarily small.
The usual isoperimetric inequality (see [MS04, Theorem 4.4.1]) implies that for any c0
between c and 1
2
, for δc sufficiently small, one has
´
ż
D2
u˚ωX ď c0
2π
ˆż 2π
0
|x1ptq|dt
˙2
.
Take ǫ ą 0 such that c0 ` 2ǫ “ c. We have
Apxq
“ ´
ż
D
u˚ωX `
ż 2π
0
xµpxptqq, ηptqydt
ď c0
2π
ˆż 2π
0
|x1ptq|dt
˙2
` }η}L2}µpxq}L2
ď c0
ˆż 2π
0
|x1ptq|2dt`
ż 2π
0
|Xηptqpxptqq|2dt
˙
` C
ż 2π
0
|µpxptqq|2dt
ď pc0 ` ǫq
ż 2π
0
|x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq|2dt` cǫ
ˇˇˇˇż 2π
0
xx1ptq,Xηptqpxptqqydt
ˇˇˇˇ
` C
ż 2π
0
|µpxptqq|2dt
ď pc0 ` ǫq
ż 2π
0
|x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq|2dt` δcǫ
ż 2π
0
|x1ptq||ηptq|dt ` C
ż 2π
0
|µpxptqq|2dt.
Here the last line follows from (4.2). By making δ sufficiently small, we see
Apxq ď pc0 ` 2ǫq
ż 2π
0
|x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq|2dt` C
ż 2π
0
|µpxptqq|2dt.
So (4.1) is proved for the case mpgq “ 1.
Now consider the general twisted case. For δc sufficiently small, the m-th iteration of
x, defined by
xmptq “ pxmptq, ηmptqq “ pxpmtq,mηpmtqq,
is a loop that is close to CAr1s. Then from the untwisted case, one has
Apxmq ď cm2
ż 2π
0
|x1pmtq ` Xηpmtqpxpmtqq|2dt`C
ż 2π
0
|µpxpmtqq|2dt
“ cm2
ż 2π
0
|x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq|2dt` C
ż 2π
0
|µpxptqq|2dt.
Moreover, Apxmq “ mApxq. Hence the general case follows from the untwisted case. 
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4.3. Vortex equation. Now we consider the symplectic vortex equation over a cylinder
Θ ba “ pa, bq ˆ S1 where a or b can be infinity. To define the vortex equation one needs to
choose an area form
σdsdt.
We say that σ is of cylindrical type if there is a constant c ą 0 such that
sup
Θba
ep2´τq|s|
ˇˇ
∇lpσ ´ cqˇˇ ă `8, @τ ą 0, l ě 0. (4.3)
Notice that the structure group K is not necessarily connected. Hence if we consider
vortex equation over the cylinder, we need to look at nontrivial K-bundles. However,
since K is compact, a multiple cover of any K-bundle over the cylinder must be triv-
ial. Since the concern of this section is analytical, we only consider trivial K-bundles.
Therefore, we can regard a gauged map pP,A, uq from Θ ba to X as a triple of maps
v “ pu, φ, ψq : Θ ba Ñ X ˆ kˆ k.
We introduce covariant derivatives
vs “ Bsu` Xφpuq, vt “ Btu` Xψpuq
and denote the curvature by
κ “ Bsψ ´ Btφ` rφ,ψs.
Then the symplectic vortex equation reads
vs ` JXvt, κ` σµpuq “ 0. (4.4)
The energy of a solution is defined as
Epvq “ }vs}2L2pΘbaq ` }
?
σµpuq}2L2pΘbaq
where the L2 norm is taken with respect to the standard cylindrical metric. A solution
is called bounded if it has finite energy and if its image has compact closure in X.
We introduce more notations under a local trivialization. Let A “ d`φds`ψdt be the
associated connection. Define the covariant derivatives∇As ,∇
A
t ,∇
A
z ,∇
A
z¯ : ΓpΘ0, u˚TXq Ñ
ΓpΘ0, u˚TXq by
∇As ξ “ ∇sξ `∇ξXφ, ∇At ξ “ ∇tξ `∇ξXφ.
∇Az ξ “ 12
´
∇As ξ ´ J∇At ξ
¯
, ∇Az¯ ξ “ 12
´
∇As ξ ` J∇At ξ
¯
.
On the other hand, define the covariant differentials of a map η : Θ0 Ñ k to be
∇As η “ Bsη ` rφK , ηs, ∇At η “ Btη ` rψK , ηs
4.3.1. Convergence. We define a notion of convergence of vortices. Consider a sequence
of cylinders
Θk :“ Θ bkak , ak ă bk, limkÑ8ak “ a8, limkÑ8 bk “ b8.
Let σk : Θk Ñ R` be a sequence of functions of cylindrical type with a constant c ą 0
independent of c, and satisfying
sup
k
sup
Θ0
ep2´τqs|∇lpσk ´ cq| ă `8, @τ ą 0, l ě 0. (4.5)
Let vk “ puk, φk, ψkq (including k “ 8) be a sequence of smooth gauged maps from
Θk to X. Then we say that vk converges to v8 in c.c.t. (compact convergence topology)
if for any compact subset Z Ă Θ8, vk|Z converges to v8|Z as smooth maps. We say that
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vk converges to v8 in c.c.t. modulo gauge if there exists a sequence of smooth gauge
transformations gk : Θk Ñ K such that g˚kvk converges in c.c.t. to v8.
It is easy to establish the following local compactness theorem. The proof is left to
the reader.
Proposition 4.5. Let Θk, σk be as above (including k “ 8). Suppose vk is a sequence
of smooth vortices, Z Ă Θ8 is precompact open subset such that
lim sup
kÑ8
sup
Z
epvkq ă `8 (4.6)
then there exist a smooth vortex v8 over Z and a subsequence (still indexed by k) such
that vk|Z converges in c.c.t. to v8 modulo gauge over Z.
Furthermore, if (4.6) holds for all precompact open subset Z Ă Θ8, then there exists a
smooth vortex v8 over Θ8 and a subsequence (still indexed by k) such that vk converges
to v8 in c.c.t. modulo gauge. Furthermore,
sup
Z
lim
kÑ8
Epvk, Zq “ Epv8q.
4.4. Annulus lemma. Now consider the case Θ ba “ ΘT´T “: ΘT . For every such a
gauged map v and s P r´T, T s, define the loop
xs “ pxps, tq, ψps, tqq P L˜.
Then we have the following energy identity (cf. [CWW17, Proposition 5.7])
Epvq “ Apx´T q ´ApxT q.
Lemma 4.6. (The annulus lemma) For every c ą 1
2
there exist δ and C ą 0 satisfying
the following conditions. For any T ą 0 and any solution v “ pu, φ, ψq to (4.4) over
r´T, T s ˆ S1 for a function σ ě 1, if
sup
sPr´T,T s
dLpxs,yq ď δ
for some y P CArτ s where rτ s has order m, then
sup
r´T`R,T´Rs
eps, tq ď Ce´ Rmc .
Proof. It is the same as the usual argument of deriving the annulus lemma from the
isoperimetric inequality. The details are left to the reader. 
4.5. Asymptotic behavior. Now consider the vortex equation over the semi-infinite
cylinder
Θ80 “ p0,`8q ˆ S1.
Theorem 4.7. (cf. [CWW17, Theorem 1.1]) Let v “ pu, φ, ψq be a bounded solution
to (4.4) over Θ80 . Then up to a smooth gauge transformation on Θ
8
0 , the following
conditions are satisfied.
(a) There exists λ P k such that
lim
sÑ`8
φ “ 0, lim
sÑ`8
ψ “ λ.
(b) There exists a point x P µ´1p0q such that
e2πλx “ x, lim
sÑ`8
e´λtups, tq “ x.
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(c) The above convergences are exponentially fast. Namely, denote γ “ e2πλ P K and
suppose the order of γ is m P N, then for all (small) τ ą 0, we have
sup
Θ80
e
1´τ
m
s
´
|φ| ` |∇φ| ` |ψ ´ λ| ` |∇ψ|
¯
ă `8.
Moreover, if we write
ups, tq “ expeλtx ζps, tq
then
sup
Θ80
e
1´τ
m
s
´
|ζ| ` |∇sζ| ` |∇tζ|
¯
ă `8.
Moreover, we would like to extend Theorem 4.7 to an uniform estimate for a converging
sequence of solutions. Consider a sequence of area forms σk on Θ
8
0 satisfying (4.5). The
following generalization of Theorem 4.7 is left to the reader.
Theorem 4.8. Suppose vk “ puk, φk, ψkq is a sequence of smooth solutions to
vk,s ` JXvk,t “ 0, κk ` σkµpukq “ 0.
Suppose the sequence vk is uniformly bounded, namely the energies Epvkq are uniformly
bounded and the images of uk are all contained in a fixed compact subset of X. Moreover,
suppose vk converges to v8 “ pu8, φ8, ψ8q in c.c.t with no energy loss, i.e.,
lim
kÑ8
Epvkq “ Epv8q.
Then for all sufficiently large k (including k “ 8), there exist smooth gauge transforma-
tions gk : Θ0 Ñ K such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) There exist λ P k (independent of k) and xk P µ´1p0q such that Item (a) and
Item (b) of Theorem 4.7 are satisfied with pu, φ, ψq replaced by puk, φk, ψkq and x
replaced by xk for all k.
(b) The convergences in Item (c) are uniformly exponentially fast in k. Namely, for
all τ ą 0, one has
sup
k
sup
Θ0
e
1´τ
m
s
´
|φk| ` |∇φk| ` |ψk ´ λ| ` |∇ψk|
¯
ă `8
Moreover, if we write
ukps, tq “ expeλtxk ζkps, tq,
then
sup
k
sup
Θ0
e
1´τ
m
s
´
|ζk| ` |∇sζk| ` |∇tζk|
¯
ă `8.
(c) xk converges to x. Moreover, if we write xk “ expx ξkp8q where ξkp8q P TxX,
then
ξkp8q P HxX.
(d) For k sufficiently large, we can write
uk “ expu8 ξk, φk “ φ8 ` ξ1k, ψk “ ψ8 ` ξ2k
and for δ ă 1
m
, we have
lim
kÑ8
p}ξk ´ ξkp8q}Lp,δ ` }DA8ξk}Lp,δq “ 0.
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5. Analytical Properties of Solutions
In this section we prove several properties of solutions to the gauged Witten equation
over a smooth r-spin curve, including the holomorphicity of solutions, and the asymptotic
behavior of solutions. A consequence is that solutions represents certain equivariant
homology classes in X in rational coefficients.
The properties of solutions over smooth r-spin curves are supposed to imply properties
of solutions over nodal r-spin curves. However, we need to explain a subtle point. Given
a nodal r-spin curve C and consider the gauged Witten equation over C. Each irreducible
component of C, after normalization, is technically not an r-spin curve, since the roles of
markings and nodes in the definition of r-spin structures are different. However, to write
down the gauged Witten equation, what we actually need is an isomorphism
ϕC : pLC |Σ˚
C
qbr » KΣ˚
C
of holomorphic line bundles over the punctured surface Σ˚C. This data is given by the
r-spin structure. Therefore, we still call a normalized irreducible component of a nodal
r-spin curve a smooth r-spin curve, although it does not satisfy Definition 2.7 completely.
5.1. Holomorphicity. Our first theorem about analytic properties of solutions says that
all bounded solutions are holomorphic and are contained in the closure of the semistable
part of the critical locus.
Theorem 5.1. Let v “ pP,A, uq be a bounded solution over a smooth r-spin curve
C “ pΣC ,~zC , LC , ϕCq. Then BAu “ 0 and
upΣ˚Cq Ď Y ssW :“ ¯P ˆ¯K X
ss
W .
Now we start to prove Theorem 5.1. For each puncture za P ΣC , there exists a local
coordinate w such that with respect to the cylindrical metric, near za, |d logw| “ |dww | “ 1.
Denote z “ s ` it “ ´ logw, the cylindrical coordinate on a cylindrical end U˚a . By the
definition of r-spin structure, there exists a holomorphic section e of LC |U˚a such that
ϕCpebrq “ wmadz.
Temporarily omit the index a and denote q “ ma{r. If the metric of LC is
}e} “ |w|qeh,
then by our choice of the metric, h is bounded from below near the puncture and we
have estimates
sup
U˚a
|∇lh| ď Cl, l “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . (5.1)
On the other hand, choose an arbitrary trivialization of P over the cylindrical end.
Then we obtain trivializations of
¯
P and Y . Under these trivializations, we write A “
d` φds` ψdt. Then
¯
A “ d`
¯
φds ` piq `
¯
φqdt “ d` piBth` φq ` p´iq ´ iBsh` ψqdt.
Moreover, we have
Wpz, xq “ e´irqt`rhW pxqdz, ∇Wpz, xq “ eirqt`rh∇W pxqdz¯.
Define the covariant derivatives ∇As ,∇
A
t ,∇
A
z ,∇
A
z¯ : ΓpU˚a , u˚TXq Ñ ΓpU˚a , u˚TXq by
∇As ξ “ ∇sξ `∇ξX
¯
φ, ∇
A
t ξ “ ∇tξ `∇ξX
¯
φ.
∇Az ξ “ 12
´
∇As ξ ´ J∇At ξ
¯
, ∇Az¯ ξ “ 12
´
∇As ξ ` J∇At ξ
¯
.
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Also introduce
vs “ Bsu` X
¯
φpuq, vt “ Btu` Xiq`
¯
ψpuq, vz “ 1
2
`
vs ` JXvt
˘
, vz¯ “ 1
2
`
vs ´ JXvt
˘
.
On the other hand, using the trivializations, we can view sections of adP as maps to k.
We define the covariant differentials of a map η : U˚a Ñ k to be
∇As η “ Bsη ` rφ, ηs, ∇At η “ Btη ` rψ, ηs. (5.2)
The curvature of
¯
A is written as
F
¯
A “
¯
κdsdt, where
¯
κ “ Bs
¯
ψ ´ Bt
¯
φ` r
¯
φ,
¯
ψs.
Lemma 5.2. In the above notations,
∇Az ∇Wpuq “ ∇vz¯∇Wpuq, ∇Az¯ ∇Wpuq “ ∇vz∇Wpuq ` 2rBhBz¯∇W.
Proof. We have the following straightforward calculations.
∇As ∇W “ ∇s
´
eirqt`rh∇W
¯
` eirqt`rh∇∇WX
¯
φ
“ eirqt`rh
´
rBsh∇W `∇vs∇W ` r∇W,X
¯
φs
¯
“ eirqt`rh
´
rBsh∇W `∇vs∇W ` r∇W,XiBths
¯
“ eirqt`rh
´
rBsh∇W `∇vs∇W ` pirBthq∇W
¯
“ ∇vseirqt`rh∇W ` 2rBhBz¯ e
irq`trh∇W.
For the third equality above we used the fact that W is K-invariant. Similarly,
∇At ∇W “ ∇t
´
eirqt`rh∇W
¯
` eirqt`rh∇∇WX
¯
ψ
“ eirqt`rh
´
pirq ` rBthq∇W `∇vt∇W ` r∇W,X
¯
ψs
¯
“ eirqt`rh
´
pirq ` rBthq∇W `∇vt∇W ` r∇W,X´iq´iBshs
¯
“ eirqt`rh
´
pirq ` rBthq∇W `∇vs∇W ` p´irq ´ irBshq∇W
¯
“ ∇vseirqt`rh∇W ` 2rBhBz¯ e
irqt`rh∇W.
Since W is holomorphic, we have
∇Az ∇W “ 12
´
∇vse
irqt`rh∇W ´ JX∇vteirqt`rh∇W
¯
“ ∇vz¯∇W,
and
∇Az¯ ∇W “ ∇vz∇W ` 2rBhBz¯∇W.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
The last lemma is used in proving the following result.
Lemma 5.3. (cf. [TX15, Proposition 4.5]) Using the above notations, one has
lim
sÑ`8
|vsps, tq| “ lim
sÑ`8
|vtps, tq| “ lim
sÑ`8
|∇Wpups, tqq| “ 0. (5.3)
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Proof. We have the following calculation.
p∇As q2vs ` p∇At q2vs
“ ∇As
´
∇As vs `∇At vt
¯
´ “∇As ,∇At ‰vt ´∇At ´∇As vt ´∇At vs¯
“ ∇As
´
∇As p´JXvt ´ 2∇Wpuqq
¯
`∇As
´
∇At pJXvs ` 2JX∇Wpuqq
¯
´Rpvs,vtqvt ´∇vtX
¯
κ ´∇At X
¯
κ
“ ´ JX∇As X
¯
κ ´∇At X
¯
κ ´∇vtX
¯
κ ´Rpvs,vtqvt ´ 4∇As ∇Az¯ ∇Wpuq
“ JX∇Az
´
´ X 1κC ` X 2µpuq
¯
`∇vt
´
´ X 1κC ` X 2µpuq
¯
´Rpvs,vtqvt ´ 4∇As
´
∇vz∇Wpuq ` 2rBhBz¯∇W
¯
“ JX∇Az
´
JXX
1
∆h ` X 2µpuq
¯
`∇vt
´
JXX
1
∆h ` X 2µpuq
¯
´Rpvs,vtqvt ´ 4∇As
´
∇vz∇Wpuq ` 2rBhBz¯∇W
¯
.
Using the fact that the solution is bounded and (5.1), one has the following estimates
of each terms of the last express. First, since the infinitesimal actions X 1 and X 2 are
holomorphic vector fields and behave equivariantly, we have
∇Az X
1
∆h “ ∇vzX 1∆h ` X 1B∆h
Bz
“ Op|vs|q `Op|vt|q `Op1q;
∇Az X
2
µpuq “ ∇vzX 2µpuq ` X 2∇Az µpuq “ Op|vs|q `Op|vt|q `Op1q.
We also have
∇vt
´
JXX
1
∆h ` X 2µpuq
¯
“ Op|vt|q `Op1q;
and
Rpvs,vtqvt “ Op|vs||vt|2q;
and
∇As ∇vz∇Wpuq “ Op|∇As vs|q `Op|∇As vt|q `Op|vs|2q `Op|vs||vt|q `Op1q;
and
∇As
Bh
Bz¯∇Wpuq “ Op|vs|q `Op1q.
Therefore, since ∇A preserves the metric, one has
1
2
∆|vs|2 “
A
p∇As q2vs ` p∇At q2vs,vs
E
` ˇˇ∇As vsˇˇ2 ` ˇˇ∇At vs ˇˇ2
ě ´C
´
1` p|vs|2 ` |vt|2q2
¯
` |∇As vs|2 ` |∇At vs|2 ´ C
´
|∇As vs| ` |∇As vt|
¯
.
Changing s to t, one has a similar estimate
1
2
∆|vt|2 ě ´C
´
1` p|vs|2 ` |vt|2q2
¯
` |∇As vt|2 ` |∇At vt|2 ´ C
´
|∇At vt| ` |∇At vs|
¯
.
Then adding the above two inequalities together and changing the value of C, one obtains
∆
´
|vs|2 ` |vt|2
¯
ě ´C
´
1` p|vs|2 ` |vt|2q2
¯
.
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By the mean value estimate, there exists ǫ ą 0 (depending on the above C) such that
for r ă 1 and ps0, t0q P U˚j , denoting the radius r disk centered at ps0, t0q by Br,ż
Br
´
|vs|2 ` |vt|2
¯
dsdt ď ǫ ùñ vsps0, t0q ď 8
πr2
ż
Br
´
|vs|2 ` |vt|2
¯
dsdt` Cr
2
4
.
One can then derive that |vs| and |vt| converge to 0 as s Ñ `8. The last equality of
(5.3) follows from the Witten equation (3.7). 
Since v is bounded, as a consequence, we know that
lim
sÑ`8
distpups, tq,CritW q “ 0. (5.4)
Then by the holomorphicity of W, we have
}BAu}2L2 ` }∇Wpuq}2L2 “ }BAu`∇Wpuq}2L2 ´ 2
ż
Σ˚
C
xBAu,∇Wpuqyσc
“ ´i
ż
Σ˚
C
dWpuq ¨ BAu “ i
ż
Σ˚
C
B“Wpuq‰ “ i ż
Σ˚
C
d
`
Wpuq˘ “ i nÿ
j“1
lim
sÑ`8
¿
Cspzjq
Wpuq.
By Lemma 3.4 and (5.4), the integrals of Wpuq along the loops appeared above all
converge to zero. It follows that }BAu}L2 “ }∇Wpuq}L2 “ 0.
Corollary 5.4. Given an r-spin curve C and a bounded solution pA, uq to (3.9). Then
u is holomorphic with respect to A and upΣ˚Cq Ă ¯P ˆ¯K XW .
Another part of the C0 asymptotic behavior for a solution v “ pA, uq is prove that
µpuq converges to zero at punctures.
Lemma 5.5. One has lim
sÑ`8
µpups, tqq “ 0.
Proof. Recall the definition of the covariant differential of maps into k given by (5.2). By
the holomorphicity of u, one has the following calculation.
p∇As q2µpuq ` p∇At q2µpuq “ ∇As pdµ ¨ vsq `∇At pdµ ¨ vtq
“ ∇At pdµ ¨ Jvsq ´∇As pdµ ¨ Jvtq
“ ´2ρ
¯
Kpvs,vtq ´ dµ ¨ JX
¯
κ
“ dµ ¨
”
JX 2µpuq ´ JX 1κC
ı
´ 2ρ
¯
Kpvs,vtq.
Therefore, for C ą 0 depending on the solution v,
1
2
∆
ˇˇ
µpuqˇˇ2 “ @p∇As q2µpuq ` p∇At q2µpuq, µpuqD ` ˇˇ∇As µpuqˇˇ2 ` ˇˇ∇At µpuqˇˇ2
ě @dµ ¨ `JX 2µpuq ´ JX 1κC˘´ 2ρ¯Kpvs,vtq, µpuqD ě ´C`1` |µpuq|4˘.
Again, this lemma follows from a mean-value estimate and the finite energy condition. 
Corollary 5.6. If v “ pA, uq is a bounded solution, then upΣ˚Cq Ă Y ssW :“ ¯P ˆ¯K X
ss
W .
Proof. By Corollary 5.4, the image of u is contained in CritW . Since u is a holomorphic
section and Σ˚C is nonsingular, its image can only be contained in a single irreducible
components of XW . Since the limit of u at a puncture must be in µ
´1p0q, the image of
u must be in the closure of the semi-stable part XssW . 
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Remark 5.7. In this paper we emphasize the case that Σ˚C has at least one punctures.
But there is a way to deal with the case with no punctures, by choosing a large enough
volume form for the vortex equation. Then somewhere in the domain |µpuq| must be
small enough so it is in the semi-stable part.
5.2. Asymptotic behavior. Another corollary of above results is the following result
on removal of singularity.
Corollary 5.8. Let v “ pP,A, uq be a bounded solution of the gauged Witten equation
over a smooth r-spin curve C. Let za be a puncture of C at which the monodromy of LC
is e2πqai. Then there exist xa P XW X µ´1p0q, ηa P k, and a smooth trivialization of
¯
P
over the cylindrical end at za such that, with respect to this trivialization, we can write
A “ d` φds` ψdt and regard u as a map ua : U˚a Ñ X, satisfying
lim
sÑ`8
φ “ 0, lim
sÑ`8
ψ “ ηa, lim
sÑ`8
e´piqa`ηaqtups, tq “ xa.
Proof. For any ǫ ą 0, define
UXpǫq :“
 
x P X | |µpxq| ă ǫ(.
Assume that upΣ˚Cq is contained in ¯P ˆ¯K N where N Ă X is a ¯K-invariant precompact
open subset. Since 0 is a regular value of µ, there exists ǫK ą 0 such that µpǫKq X N
contains no critical point of µ (i.e., no point at which dµ is not surjective). Then there
is a holomorphic projection
πK : UKpǫKq XXW Ñ X¯W
that annihilates infinitesimal G-actions. More precisely, for x P UKpǫKq XXW , a, b P k,
dπKpxq ¨ pXa ` JXbq “ 0. By (3) of Hypothesis 3.1, πK also annihilates infinitesimal
C˚-actions.
Corollary 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 imply that, near the puncture, the image of u is contained
in
¯
P ˆ
¯
K pXW ˆ UKpǫKqq. Take an arbitrary trivialization of
¯
P over the cylindrical end
U˚a , and denote the map from U
˚
a to X corresponding to u by ua : U
˚
a Ñ X. Denote
u¯a “ πK ˝ u. Then u¯a is holomorphic with respect to the complex structure J¯ , and u¯a is
independent of the choice of local trivializations. It is also easy to verify that the energy
of u¯a as a smooth map is finite. Hence by removal of singularity (for orbifold targets),
there exists a point x¯a P X¯W such that
lim
sÑ`8
u¯aps, tq “ x¯a.
Then by choosing suitable gauge on the cylindrical end, it is easy to find a smooth
trivialization of
¯
P |U˚a which satisfies the prescribed properties. 
Then over each cylindrical end of Σ˚C we can regard a solution to the gauged Witten
equation over C as a special solution to the symplectic vortex equation with target XssW .
We can view the gauge group as either K or
¯
K, because Hypothesis 3.3 says that over
XW the K-action and the R-symmetry merge together. Then we can use the results of
Section 4 to refine the asymptotic convergence result of Corollary 5.8, namely solutions
approach to critical loops exponentially fast. Then we have the following straightforward
corollary of Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8.
Theorem 5.9. Let v “ pP,A, uq be a bounded solution to the gauged Witten equation
over a smooth r-spin curve C. Let za be a puncture and U
˚
a be a cylindrical end around
za with cylindrical metric s` it.
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(a) Let ma P N be the order of the conjugacy class of τ#,a :“ ιW pe2πiqaqτa P K. Let
e : Σ˚C Ñ r0,`8q be the energy density function, then for any τ ą 0, we have
lim sup
sÑ`8
e
2´τ
ma
s
eps, tq ă `8.
(b) There exist a trivialization of
¯
P |U˚a , ηa P k and xa P XW X µ´1p0q satisfying the
conditions of Corollary 5.8. Moreover, if we write A “ d` φds` ψdt and u as a
map ua : U
˚
a Ñ X, then for any τ ą 0
lim sup
sÑ`8
´
|φ| ` |∇φ| ` |ψ ´ ηa| ` |∇ψ|
¯
e
1´τ
ma
s ă `8;
if we write xaptq “ epiqa`ηaqtxa and uaps, tq “ expxaptq ξaps, tq, then
lim sup
sÑ`8
´
}ξa} ` }∇ξa}
¯
e
1´τ
ma
s ă `8.
One can obtain a corresponding results for a converging sequence of solutions, by
applying Theorem 4.8. However the case with converging sequences usually involve with
degeneration of curves, which we would like to postpone until we need.
Another consequence of Corollary 5.8 is that a bounded solution represents an equi-
variant homology class in X. This generalizes the case we discussed in Subsection 3.3 for
closed non-orbifold surfaces, and the class represented by a solution is denoted by
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq
whose rational coefficients explains the orbifold feature of the problem.
Moreover, using the notations of Corollary 5.8 and Theorem 5.9, for every marking za,
denote
¯
τa :“ e2πiqaτa P
¯
K, τ#,a :“ ιW pe2πiqaqτa P K.
Then denote the twisted sector of X¯W corresponding to the conjugacy class rτ#,as by
X¯
r
¯
τas
W Ă IX¯W .
Denote
r
¯
τ s “ pr
¯
τ 1s, . . . , r
¯
τnsq.
Then one can use the topological information
¯
B and r
¯
τ s to label moduli spaces.
Definition 5.10. (Moduli spaces) Given g ě 0, n ě 0 with 2g ` n ě 3. Given
¯
B P
H ¯
K
2 pX;Qq and r¯τ s “ pr¯τ 1s, . . . , r¯τnsq P r ¯Ks
n, let
M˜rg,npX,G,W,µ; ¯B, r¯τ sq
be the set7 of pairs pC,vq where C is a smooth r-spin curve of type pg, nq and v “ pP,A, uq
is a smooth bounded solution to the gauged Witten equation over C which represents the
class
¯
B and whose evaluations at the n punctures of C lie in the twisted sectors of X¯W
labelled by r
¯
τ 1s, . . . , r
¯
τns respectively.
Furthermore, the exponential decay property of solutions given in Theorem 5.9 allows
a definition of Banach manifolds of gauged maps over the surface ΣC , where the norm is
modelled on certain weighted Sobolev norm. We will define the Banach manifolds when
we construct virtual cycles.
7Strictly speaking we should consider a category of such pairs.
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5.3. Uniform C0 bound. The next major result is the uniform C0 bound on solutions.
This is a crucial step towards the compactness of moduli spaces of gauged Witten equa-
tions.
Theorem 5.11. For every equivariant curve class
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq, there exists a ¯K-
invariant compact subset N “ N
¯
B Ă X satisfying the following condition. Given a
smooth r-spin curve C and v “ pP,A, uq P M˜CpX,G,W,µ;
¯
Bq, one has upΣCq Ă
¯
P ˆ
¯
KN .
Moreover, if C has at least one marked point, then N can be made independent of
¯
B.
Proof. Consider the function FW “ µ ¨ ξW given by Hypothesis 3.3. Choose local co-
ordinate z “ s ` it on ΣC . Let ∆ be the standard Laplacian in this coordinate. Let
the volume form be σdsdt and let the curvature form of AC be FAC “ κCdsdt. We also
choose local trivializations of PC and P so that the combined connection can be written
as d` φds` ψdt and the section is identified with a map u into X.
Then by the vortex equation ˚FA ` µpuq “ 0, one has
DA,svt ´DA,tvs “ ∇spBtu` Xψq `∇Btu`XψXφ ´∇tpBsu` Xφq ´∇Bsu`XφXψ
“ ∇BsuXψ ` XBsψ `∇Btu`XψXφ ´∇BtuXφ ´ XBtφ ´∇Bsu`XφXψ
“ XBsψ ´XBtφ ` rXψ,Xφs
“ XκC ´ λ2σXµ.
Moreover, since u is holomorphic with respect to A and FW is
¯
K-invariant, one has
∆FW puq
“ Bsx∇FW puq, Bsuy ` Btx∇FW puq, Btuy
“ Bsx∇FW puq,vsy ` Btx∇FW puq,vty
“ xDA,s∇FW puq,vsy ` x∇FW puq,DA,svsy ` xDA,t∇FW puq,vty ` x∇FW puq,DA,tvty
“ x∇vs∇FW ,vsy ` x∇vt∇FW ,vty ` x∇FW ,´JDA,svt ` JDA,tvsy
“ x∇vs∇FW ,vsy ` x∇vt∇FW ,vty ` x∇FW ,´JXκC ` λ2σJXµy.
Since u is contained in Y ssW , by Hypothesis 3.3, one has
∆FW puq “ x∇vs∇FW ,vsy ` x∇vt∇FW ,vty ` x∇FW ,´JXιW pκCq ` λ2σXµy.
By Lemma 2.14, which says that FAC is uniformly bounded, one can cover ΣC by coordi-
nate charts such that for certain τR ą 0 independent of C and v, one always have
|κC | ď τR.
Notice that the image of ιW in Zpkq is one-dimensional. By Hypothesis 3.5, whenever
FW puq ě max
 
cW pτRiq, cW p´τRiq
(
, one has
∆FW puq ě 0.
Therefore, FW puq is subharmonic whenever it is greater than max
 
cW pτRiq, cW p´τRiq
(
.
Assume that
sup
ΣC
FW puq ą max
 
cW pτRiq, cW p´τRiq
(
.
Then FW has to be a large constant over ΣC . If C has at least one puncture, then it is
impossible since the limits of FW puq at punctures are uniformly bounded by Theorem
5.9 and the compactness of XW X µ´1p0q. If C has no puncture, then the area of ΣC is
finite. By the vortex equation, one has
0 “ ˚FA ¨ ξW ` µpuq ¨ ξW .
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Integrate this equality over ΣC , one obtainż
ΣC
FA ¨ ξW “ ´
ż
ΣC
FW puqσdsdt.
Here the left hand side is a quantity that only depends on the class B. So FW puq cannot
be an arbitrarily large constant over ΣC either. Therefore FW puq is uniformly bounded
by a constant depending on B. By the properness of FW , we have proved Theorem
5.11. 
5.4. Energy identity. In this subsection we prove the following result which will be
referred to as the energy inequality.
Theorem 5.12. (Energy inequality) For each equivariant curve class
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq
there is a positive constant Ep
¯
Bq ą 0 satisfying the following condition. Suppose v “
pP,A, uq is a bounded solution to the gauged Witten equation over a smooth r-spin curve
C which represents the class
¯
B. Then
EpP,A, uq ď Ep
¯
Bq.
Proof. Choose a local coordinate chart U Ă ΣC with coordinates z “ s ` it. Choose a
local trivialization of P , so that u is identified as a map ups, tq and
¯
A is identified with
d`
¯
φds`
¯
ψdt. There is a closed 2-form on UˆX which transforms naturally with change
of local trivializations. Define
ω
¯
A “ ωX ´ dx
¯
µ,
¯
φds`
¯
ψdty P Ω2pU ˆXq
where
¯
µ “ pµR, µq : X Ñ
¯
k » iR ‘ k is the moment map for the
¯
K-action. It is easy
to see that ω
¯
A is a well-defined closed form on the total space Y
˚
C . Suppose locally the
volume form is σdsdt. Since u is holomorphic, one has
1
2
|dAu|2 “ 1
2σ
”
|Bsu` X
¯
φpuq|2 ` |Btu` X
¯
ψpuq|2
ı
“ 1
σ
ωX
´
Bsu` X
¯
φpuq, JpBsu` X
¯
φpuqq
¯
“ ˚
”
u˚ωX ´ dpµ ¨ p
¯
φds`
¯
ψdtqq `
¯
µpuq ¨ pBs
¯
ψ ´ Bt
¯
φ` r
¯
φ,
¯
ψsq
ı
“ ˚
”
u˚ω
¯
A `
¯
µpuq ¨ F
¯
A
ı
.
Therefore, by definition, the holomorphicity of u, and the vortex equation, one has
EpP,A, uq “ 1
2
”
}dAu}2L2 ` }FA}2L2 ` }µpuq}2L2
ı
“
ż
ΣC
u˚ω
¯
A `
ż
ΣC
¯
µpuq ¨ F
¯
A ` 1
2
}FA}2L2 `
1
2
}µpuq}2L2
“
ż
ΣC
u˚ω
¯
A `
ż
ΣC
µRpuq ¨ FAC `
1
2
} ˚ FA ` µpuq}2L2
“
ż
ΣC
u˚ω
¯
A `
ż
ΣC
µRpuq ¨ FAC .
(5.5)
It is a well-known fact that the integral of u˚ω
¯
A over ΣC is equal to the topological pairing
xrω ¯KX s, ¯By. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.14 and Theorem 5.11, the last term of (5.5)
is bounded by a constant C ą 0. Hence this theorem holds for Ep
¯
Bq “ xrω ¯KX , ¯By`C. 
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6. Moduli Space of Stable Solutions and Compactness
In the last section we considered solutions of the gauged Witten equation over a smooth
r-spin curve. We have see that solutions are contained in the critical locus of W and are
holomorphic. Hence in particular they are all solutions to the symplectic vortex equation
with target X. So the topologies on their moduli space can be defined as the same as if
it is a subset of the moduli space of vortices.
6.1. Solitons. Since we assume that X is aspherical, sphere bubbling cannot happen.
However, solutions can still bubble off solitons at punctures or nodes. The solitons are
bounded solutions to the gauged Witten equation over the infinite cylinder
Θ :“ p´8,`8q ˆ S1.
Notice that over the infinite cylinder, the log-canonical bundle is trivialized by ds ` idt
where s`it is the standard cylindrical coordinate. Then the set of isomorphism classes of
r-spin structures over Θ is a group isomorphic to Zr. By our convention (see Subsection
2.3) the line bundle LC which is trivial has a flat Hermitian metric with Chern connection
written as
AC “ d` iqdt, q P 1
r
t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u.
Definition 6.1. A q-soliton is a bounded solution to gauged Witten equation over the
infinite cylinder Θ “ Rˆ S1 equipped with translation invariant metric. More precisely,
a soliton is a gauged map v “ pu, φ, ψq from Θ to X solves the equation#
Bsu`Xφ ` JXpBtu` Xiq`ψq “ 0,
Bsψ ´ Btφ` rφ,ψs ` µpuq “ 0. upΘq Ă X
ss
W . (6.1)
The energy of a soliton is
Epu, φ, ψq “ 1
2
”
}dAu}2L2 ` }FA}2L2 ` }µpuq}2L2
ı
.
By Theorem 4.7, one can gauge transform a soliton so that
(a) as s Ñ ˘8, φ is asymptotic to zero and ψ is asymptotic to η˘ P k. Denote
τ˘ “ e2πη˘ .
(b) There exists x˘ P XW X µ´1p0q such that γ˘x˘ “ x˘ and
lim
sÑ˘8
eλ˘tups, tq “ x˘. (6.2)
So as before a soliton represents an equivariant curve class
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq, and we have
the following energy identity.
Proposition 6.2. (Energy identity for solitons) Given a soliton v “ pu, φ, ψq that rep-
resents an equivariant curve class
¯
B, one has
Epu, φ, ψq “ xrω ¯KX s, ¯By.
Proof. Using the same calculation of the proof of Theorem 5.12, we see in (5.5) the
curvature term FAC vanishes. Hence we obtain an equality. 
Moreover, for the purpose of proving compactness, one also need to prove that the
energy of a nontrivial soliton is bounded from below.
Theorem 6.3. There exists ǫW ą 0 that only depends on the GLSM space, such that for
any soliton v with positive energy, one has Epvq ě ǫW .
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Proof. One can use a standard argument to prove an estimate such as
Epv; rs0 ` T, s1 ´ T s ˆ S1q ď Ce´δTEpv; rs0, s1s ˆ S1q
for constants C, δ ą 0 independent of v, whenever the total energy of v is small enough. It
then implies that Epvq has a positive lower bound. The details are left to the reader. 
6.2. Decorated dual graphs. Recall that a marked curve is described by a dual graph.
Definition 6.4. (Dual graph) A dual graph is a tuple
Γ “
´
VpΓq,EpΓq,TpΓq, a, g
¯
where
(a) pVpΓq,EpΓq,TpΓqq is a graph where VpΓq is the set of vertices, EpΓq is the set of
oriented edges, TpΓq the set of tails. They are all finite sets.
(b) a : TpΓq Ñ VpΓq and g : VpΓq Ñ t0, 1, . . . , u are maps.
The valence of a vertex v P VpΓq is
dpvq “ # e P EpΓq | speq “ v(`# e P EpΓq | tpeq “ v(`# t P TpΓq | aptq “ v(.
A vertex v P VpΓq is stable if
2gpvq ` dpvq ě 3.
Here ends Definition 6.4.
To describe r-spin curves, we need extra structures on dual graphs. Given a dual
graph Γ, let Γ˜ be the dual graph obtained by cutting off all edges (including loops). So
EpΓ˜q “ H and there is a natural inclusion TpΓq ãÑ TpΓ˜q. Denote
E˜pΓq “ TpΓ˜qr TpΓq.
Definition 6.5. An r-spin dual graph is a tuple
Γ “
´
VpΓq,EpΓq,TpΓq, a, g, m
¯
where pVpΓq,EpΓq,TpΓq, a, gq is a dual graph in the sense of Definition 6.4, and
m : TpΓ˜q Ñ Zr
is a map. The following conditions are required.
(a) If e˜´, e˜` P E˜pΓq Ă TpΓ˜q are obtained by cutting off e P EpΓq, then mpe˜´qmpe˜`q “ 1.
(b) If gpvq “ 0, then dpvq ě 2, if gpvq “ 1, then dpvq ě 1.
(c) If gpvq “ 0, dpvq “ 2, then the two edges connecting v do not form a loop.
(d) If gpvq “ 0 and dpvq “ 2, then for the two tails t, t1 P TpΓ˜q that are attached to v,
we have mptqmpt1q “ 1.
Here ends Definition 6.5.
Now we define the notion of maps between dual graphs.
Definition 6.6. A map from an r-spin dual graph Γ to another r-spin dual graph Π
consists of a surjective map ρV : VpΓq Ñ VpΠq, a bijective ρT : TpΓq Ñ TpΠq and an
injective map ρE˜ : E˜pΠq Ñ EpΓq. They satisfy the following properties.
(a) If e P EpΓq connects two vertices v, v1 P VpΓq, then either ρVpvq “ ρVpv1q, or
ρVpvq and ρVpv1q are connected by an edge in EpΠq.
(b) If t P TpΓq is attached to v P VpΓq, then ρTptq is attached to ρVpvq.
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(c) For each e P EpΠq, if e is cut to e˜´, e˜` P E˜pΠq, then ρE˜pe˜´q and ρE˜pe˜`q are
also obtained by cutting off an edge in Γ. Hence ρE˜ induces an injective map
ρE : EpΠq Ñ EpΓq.
(d) For each v P VpΠq, we have
gΠpvq “
ÿ
wPρ´1
V
pvq
gΓpwq.
(e) The maps ρT and ρE˜ preserve the map m.
Here ends Definition 6.6.
We define a partial order among r-spin dual graphs. We denote Γ ď Π if there is a
map from Γ to Π.
Given an r-spin dual graph Γ, there is a notion of stabilization, denoted by Γst. Notice
that there is no morphism ΓÑ Γst in any sense.
Lemma 6.7. Let ρ : Γ Ñ Π be a map between r-spin dual graphs. Then it induces a
canonical map ρst : Γst Ñ Πst between their stabilizations.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
The combinatorial type of an r-spin curve can be described by an r-spin dual graph.
For a stable r-spin dual graph Γ, let MrΓ ĂMrg,n be the subset of points corresponding
to stable r-spin curves that have r-spin dual graph Γ. By using the partial order ď, the
closure of MrΓ can be described as
MrΓ “
ğ
ΠďΓ,Π“Πst
MrΠ.
The combinatorial type of such smooth or nodal r-spin curves can be described by
decorated dual graphs.
Definition 6.8. (Decorated dual graph) A decorated dual graph is a tuple
Γ “
´
Γ, p
¯
BvqvPVpΓq, prτtsqtPTpΓ˜q
¯
where Γ is an r-spin dual graph,
¯
Bv P H ¯K2 pX;Qq is a collection of equivariant curve
classes indexed by all vertices v P VpΓq, and r
¯
τ ts P r
¯
Ks is a collection of twisted sectors
indexed by all tails t P TpΓ˜q. In addition, we require that, for each edge e P EpΓq which
corresponds to a pair of tails e˜´, e˜` P TpΓ˜q, we have
r
¯
τ e˜´sr¯τ e˜`s “ r1s.
A decorated dual graph is stable if for each unstable vertex v P VpΓq,
¯
Bv ‰ 0.
A decorated dual graph is denoted by Γ. There is a natural map Γ ÞÑ Γ by forgetting
the decorations. The partial order can be lifted to a partial order among all decorated
dual graphs, which is still denoted by Π ď Γ.
6.3. Stable solutions. In this section we define the notion of stable solutions that in-
corporate the phenomenon that energy of solutions over stable r-spin curves may escape
from nodes or punctures.
Definition 6.9. (Stable solutions) Let Γ be a decorated dual graph. A solution to the
gauged Witten equation of combinatorial type Γ consists of a smooth or nodal r-spin curve
C of combinatorial type Γ, and a collection of objects
v :“
”
pvvqvPVpΓq
ı
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Here for each stable vertex v P VpΓq, vv “ pPv, Av , uvq is a solution to the gauged
Witten equation over the smooth r-spin curve Cv; for each unstable vertex v P VpΓq,
vv “ pPv, Av , uvq is a soliton. They satisfy the following conditions.
(a) For each vertex v P VpΓq, the equivariant curve class represented by vv coincides
with
¯
Bv (which is contained in the data Γ).
(b) For each tail t P TpΓ˜q, if t is attached to v P VpΓq, then the limiting holonomy of
vv at the (node or marking) zt P Σv is r
¯
τ ts.
(c) For each edge e P EpΓq corresponding to a node in C, let e˜´ and e˜` be the two
tails of Γ˜ obtained by cutting off e, which are attached to vertices v´ and v`
(which could be equal), corresponding to preimages w˜´ and w˜` of w in C˜. Let the
monodromies of the solution at w˜´ and w˜` be r
¯
τ´s and r
¯
τ`s respectively. Then
the evaluations of vv´ at w´ and vv` at w` (which exist by Corollary 5.8) are
equal as points in the twisted sector X¯
r
¯
τ´s
W » X¯r¯τ`sW .
The solution is called stable if Γ is stable. The energy (resp. homology class) of a
solution v is the sum of energies (resp. homology classes) of each component.
One can define an equivalence relation among all stable solutions, and define the
corresponding moduli spaces of equivalence classes.
Definition 6.10. Given a decorated dual graph Γ, let
MΓ :“MΓpX,G,W,µq
be the set of equivalence classes of stable solutions of combinatorial type Γ.
6.4. Topology of the moduli spaces. As usual, the topology of the moduli spaces
Mg,npX,G,W,µq is induced from a notion of sequential convergence. The reader can
compare with the notion of convergence defined by Venugopalan [Ven15, Definition 3.4].
We first define the convergence for a sequence of solutions defined on smooth r-spin
curves.
Definition 6.11. (Convergence of smooth solutions) Let Ck be a sequence of stable
smooth r-spin curves of genus g with n markings. Let vk be a sequence of stable solutions
over Ck. Let C be a smooth or nodal r-spin curve of genus g with n markings and v be
a stable solution over C. We say that vk converges to v if the following conditions hold.
(a) The isomorphism classes of Ck in M
r
g,n converges to the isomorphism class of
Cst. Choose an arbitrary resolution datum r of Cst, which contains a universal
unfolding U Ñ V and families of cylindrical coordinates near punctures and nodes.
Then the convergence Ck Ñ Cst implies that there exist embeddings φk : Ck Ñ U ,
and for each k, for each marking za (resp. each node w) of C
st, a specified
cylindrical end (resp. a long cylinder) with cylindrical coordinates s` it.
(b) Let the dual graph of C be Γ. For each stable vertex v P VpΓstq, for any compact
subset Z Ă ΣC,v, the resolution datum r and the embedding φk induce a canonical
inclusion ιk : Z Ñ ΣCk as r-spin curves. Then there is a bundle isomorphism
gk : P |Z Ñ Pk|Ck that covers ιk such that g˚kvk|Z converges in c.c.t. to v|Z .
(c) For each unstable vertex v P VpΓq, it is mapped under the stabilization map
C Ñ Cst to either a marking or a node. Then there exists a sequence of points
yk “ sk ` itk in the cylinder satisfying the following condition. For any R ą 0,
consider the cylinder rsk ´ R, sk ` Rs ˆ S1 Ă Ck where we use the cylindrical
coordinates specified in the resolution datum r. Then there is a sequence of
bundle isomorphisms gk : Pv|r´R,RsˆS1 Ñ Pk|rsk´R,sk`RsˆS1 that covers the map
y ÞÑ y ` yk such that g˚kvk converges in c.c.t. to vv|r´R,RsˆS1 .
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(d) There is no energy lost, namely
Epvq “ lim
kÑ8
Epvkq.
Here ends Definition 6.11.
We also define the sequence convergence of solitons. First, a chain of solitons is a
finite sequence of solitons v1# ¨ ¨ ¨#vs satisfying the following conditions.
(a) The r-spin structures of each vi are labelled by the same m P Zr.
(b) Each vi is a nontrivial soliton, i.e., having positive energy.
(c) For each i “ 1, . . . , s ´ 1, the limiting twisted sector of vi at `8 is opposite to
the limiting twisted sector of vi´1 at ´8, and their evaluations are the same.
Definition 6.12. (Convergence of solitons) Let vk be a sequence of solitons defined
over a sequence of infinite cylinders Ck. We say that vk converges to a chain of solitons
v1# ¨ ¨ ¨#vs if the following conditions hold.
(a) Removing finitely many elements in this sequence, the r-spin structures on Ck are
isomorphic.
(b) For b “ 1, . . . , s, there exist a sequence of points yb,k “ sb,k ` itb,k P Ck and a
sequence of r-spin isomorphisms
φb,k : C Ñ Ck
which covers the translation map y ÞÑ y ` yb,k, and a sequence of bundle iso-
morphisms gb,k : P Ñ Pk that covers φb,k such that g˚b,kvk converges in c.c.t. to
vb.
(c) The sequences of points yb,k satisfy
b ă b1 ùñ lim
kÑ8
sb1,k ´ sb,k “ `8.
(d) There is no energy lost, namely
Epvq “ lim
kÑ8
Epvkq.
Here ends Definition 6.12.
To define the notion of sequential convergence in the most general case, we need to
introduce a few more notations. Let Ck be a sequence of (not necessarily stable) smooth
or nodal r-spin curves. Let C be another smooth or nodal r-spin curve. Suppose they have
the same genus g and the same number of marked points n. Assume that the stabilization
of Ck converges to the stabilization of C. Then if Uα Ñ Vα is a local universal unfolding
of C, there exist embeddings φk : Ck Ñ Uα by identifying Ck with a fibre and the sequence
of fibres converge to the central fibre. Further, if we assume that all Ck has the same
dual graph Π with stabilization Πst and C has the dual graph Γ with stabilization Γst,
then the convergence and the stabilization give a diagram of maps of dual graphs
Γ

ρ // Π

Γst
ρ // Πst
. (6.3)
Here ρ may not exist in general, but will be required in the following definition.
On the other hand, given a stable solution v over a singular curve C. By cutting
off edges in certain subset of EpΓq, one obtains a possibly disconnected graph Γ1. Each
connected component gives a stable solution. Suppose we have a surjective graph map
ρ : ΓÑ Π and Π has only one stable vertex. Then each loop in Π
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Definition 6.13. Let Ck be a sequence of smooth or nodal r-spin curve of type pg, nq
and vk be a sequence of stable solutions over Ck. Let C be another smooth or nodal r-spin
curve of type pg, nq and v be a stable solution over C. We say that pCk,vkq converges
to pC,vq if after removing finitely many elements in the sequence, the sequence can be
divided into finitely many subsequences, and each subsequence satisfies the following
conditions. Without loss of generality, we assume there is only one subsequence, which
is still indexed by k.
(a) The underlying r-spin dual graphs of Ck are all isomorphic. Denote it by Π.
(b) The sequence of stabilizations Cstk converges to C
st. Denote the underlying r-spin
dual graph of C by Γ. This implies that, given a local universal unfolding U Ñ V
of Cst, there are embeddings φk : C
st
k Ñ U as described above. It also implies that
there is a map of r-spin dual graphs ρst : Γst Ñ Πst (see Definition 6.6).
(c) There is a map of r-spin dual graphs ρ : ΓÑ Π such that its induced map between
stabilizations (see Lemma 6.7) is ρst.
(d) For each vertex v P VpΠq, let Π˜v Ă Π˜ be the connected component of the normal-
ization Π˜ that contains v, which corresponds to a component C˜k,v of the normal-
ization C˜k. Let v˜k,v be the restriction of vk to C˜k,v. The preimage Γv :“ ρ´1pΠ˜vq
is an r-spin dual graph corresponding to a stable solution pCΓv ,vΓvq by restriction.
We require that (v is either stable or unstable), the sequence pC˜k,v, v˜k,vq converges
to pCΓv ,vΓv q in the sense of Definition 6.11 or Definition 6.12.
There are the following immediate consequences of convergence, whose proofs are
standard and are left to the reader.
Proposition 6.14. Suppose a sequence of stable solutions pCk,vkq converges to a stable
solution pC,vq in the sense of Definition 6.13, then the following holds.
(a) The limiting holonomies are preserved. More precisely, suppose the combinatorial
type of C is Γ. Then for each tail ta P TpΓq, which corresponds (for all large k)
a tail tk,a P TpΠkq, let r
¯
τ k,as P r
¯
Ks be the limiting holonomy of vk at tk,a and let
r
¯
τas P r
¯
Ks be the limiting holonomy of v at ta. Then
lim
kÑ8
r
¯
τk,as “ r
¯
τas.
(b) Suppose for all k the combinatorial type of vk are fixed and denoted by Π. For
any t P TpΠ˜q, which corresponds (via the map ρ : Γ Ñ Π in the definition of
convergence) to a tail t P TpΓ˜q, let the limiting holonomy of vk at t be r
¯
τ k,ts and
let the limiting holonomy of v at t be r
¯
τ ts. Then
lim
kÑ8
r
¯
τk,ts “ r
¯
τ ts.
(c) The homology classes are preserved. More precisely, let the homology class of
pCk,vkq be
¯
Bk and let the homology class of pC,vq be
¯
B. Then
lim
kÑ8 ¯
Bk “
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq.
Indeed for large k,
¯
Bk “
¯
B.
(d) The evaluation maps are continuous. More precisely, using the notation of Item
(a), if the evaluations of vk at tk,a are x¯k,a P X¯r¯τk,asW and the evaluation of v at ta
is x¯a P X¯r¯τasW , then
lim
kÑ8
x¯k,a “ x¯a.
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In the situation of Item (b), if the evaluations of vk at t are x¯k,t P X¯r¯τk,tsW and the
evaluation of v at t is x¯t P X¯r¯τ tsW , then
lim
kÑ8
x¯k,t “ x¯t.
One can also show that the notion of sequential convergence defined by Definition 6.13
descends to a notion of sequential convergence in the moduli space Mrg,npX,G,W,µq.
By Proposition 6.14, the subsets Mrg,npX,G,W,µ; ¯Bq Ă M
r
g,npX,G,W,µq are closed
under the sequential convergence. Given a positive number E ą 0, we also define
Mrg,npX,G,W,µqďE to be the set of isomorphisms classes of solutions whose energies
are at most E.
We explain why the notion of sequential convergence induces a unique topology on the
moduli spaces. The reason is similar to the case of Gromov–Witten theory and it has
been fully explained in [MS04, Section 5.6] in the context for pseudoholomorphic spheres.
In the current setting, since we can regard solutions to the gauged Witten equation as
special vortices over cylindrical ends with structure group
¯
K, the topology is induced in
the same way as [Ven15, Section 5]. We state the result as the following proposition.
Proposition 6.15. Define a topology on Mrg,npX,G,W,µq as follows. A subset of
Mrg,npX,G,W,µq is closed if it is closed under the sequential convergence. Then this
topology is Hausdorff, first countable, and the set of converging sequences in this topology
coincides with the set of converging sequences defined by Definition 6.13.
The next job is to prove the compactness. It suffices to prove sequential compactness.
Thanks to the uniform C0 bound proved in Theorem 5.11, the problem can be reduced
to the situation of [Ven15].
Theorem 6.16. (Compactness)
(a) For any E ą 0, Mrg,npX,G,W,µqďE is compact and Hausdorff.
(b) For any
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq, Mrg,npX,G,W,µ; ¯Bq is compact and Hausdorff.
(c) For any stable decorated dual graph Γ with n tails and genus g, MΓpX,G,W,µq
is a closed subset of Mrg,npX,G,W,µq.
Proof. To prove the first item, one only needs to prove sequential compactness. In-
deed this is the same as the case of [Ven15] and we only sketch the key ingredients.
Let pCk,vkq be a sequence of stable solutions which represent a sequence of points in
Mrg,npX,G,W,µqďE . Theorem 5.11 implies that the solutions are all contained in a
compact subset of X. Hence using the standard compactness results of vortices, which
combines both the Gromov compactness of pseudoholomorphic curves and the Uhlen-
beck compactness of connections, one can obtain a convergent subsequence. There is
no bubbling due to the aspherical condition on X (otherwise one needs to incorporate
the result of Ott [Ott14]). Lastly, near punctures or when nodes are forming, energy
may escape and form solitons in the limit. This can be analysed as proving compactness
of Floer trajectories. Theorem 6.3 implies that the number of soliton components in
the limit can only be finitely many. Hence we can prove the sequential compactness of
Mrg,npX,G,W,µqďE . The second item then follows from the energy inequality (Theo-
rem 5.12). Lastly, the closedness of the stratum MΓpX,G,W,µq follows from then from
Proposition 6.14. 
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Part II
In Section 7 we provide a detailed abstract theory of virtual cycles in the topological
category. In Section 8 we define the notion of cohomological field theories and state the
main theorem of this paper. In Section 9–11 we construct virtual orbifold atlases and
virtual fundamental cycles on moduli spaces of the gauged Witten equation, and define
the correlation functions. In Section 12 we establish the expected properties of the virtual
cycles which imply the axioms of CohFT.
7. Topological Virtual Orbifolds and Virtual Cycles
We recall the framework of constructing virtual fundamental cycles associated to mod-
uli problems. Such constructions, usually called “virtual technique”, has a long history
since it first appeared in algebraic Gromov–Witten theory by [LT98a]. The current
method is based on the topological approach of [LT98b].
Our current approach has been elaborated in [TX16b]. Here we provide more details
in order to give more general construction and topological results and correct a few errors
in the earlier versions of [TX16b].
7.1. Topological manifolds and transversality. In this subsection we review the
classical theory about topological manifolds and (microbundle) transversality.
Definition 7.1. (Topological manifolds and embeddings)
(a) A topological manifold is a second countable Hausdorff space M which is locally
homeomorphic to an open subset of Rn.
(b) A subset S Ă M is a submanifold if S equipped with the subspace topology is a
topological manifold.
(c) A map f : N Ñ M between two topological manifold is called a topological
embedding if f is a homeomorphism onto its image.
(d) A topological embedding f : N Ñ M is called locally flat if for any p P fpNq,
there is a local coordinate ϕp : Up Ñ Rm where Up Ă Rn is an open neighborhood
of p such that
ϕppfpNq X Upq Ă Rn ˆ t0u.
In this paper, without further clarification, all embeddings of topological manifolds
are assumed to be locally flat. In fact we will always assume (or prove) the existence of
a normal microbundle which implies local flatness.
7.1.1. Microbundles. The discussion of topological transversality needs the concept of
microbundles, which was introduced by Milnor [Mil64].
Definition 7.2. (Microbundles) Let B be a topological space.
(a) A microbundle over a B is a triple pE, i, pq where E is a topological space, i :
M Ñ E (the zero section map) and p : E Ñ M (the projection) are continuous
maps, satisfying the following conditions.
(i) p ˝ i “ IdM .
(ii) For each b P B there exist an open neighborhood U Ă B of b and an open
neighborhood V Ă E of ipbq with ipUq Ă V , jpV q Ă U , such that there is a
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homeomorphism V » UˆRn which makes the following diagram commutes.
V

p
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
U
i
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
i
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
U
U ˆ Rn
p
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
.
(b) Two microbundles ξ “ pE, i, pq and ξ1 “ pE1, i1, p1q over B are equivalent if there
are open neighborhoods of the zero sections W Ă E, W 1 Ă E1 and a home-
omorphism ρ : W Ñ W 1 which is compatible with the structures of the two
microbundles.
Vector bundles and disk bundles are particular examples of microbundles. More gen-
erally, an Rn-bundle over a topological manifold M is a fibre bundle over M whose fibres
are Rn and whose structure group is the group of homeomorphisms of Rn which fix the
origin. Notice that an Rn-bundle has a continuous zero section, thus an Rn-bundle is
naturally a microbundle. A very useful fact, which was proved by Kister [Kis64] and
Mazur [Maz64], says that microbundles are essentially Rn-bundles.
Theorem 7.3. (Kister–Mazur Theorem) Let B be a topological manifold (or a weaker
space such as a locally finite simplicial complex) and ξ “ pE, i, pq be a microbundle over
B. Then ξ is equivalent to an Rn-bundle, and the isomorphism class of this Rn-bundle
is uniquely determined by ξ.
However, Rn-bundles are essentially different from vector bundles. For example, vector
bundles always contain disk bundles, which is not true for Rn-bundles.
Definition 7.4. (Normal microbundles) Let f : S ÑM be a topological embedding.
(a) A normal microbundle of f is a pair ξ “ pN, νq where N Ă M is an open neigh-
borhood of fpSq and ν : N Ñ S is a continuous map such that together with the
natural inclusion S ãÑ N they form a microbundle over N . A normal microbundle
is also called a tubular neighborhood.
(b) Two normal microbundles ξ1 “ pN1, ν1q and ξ2 “ pN2, ν2q are equivalent if there
is another normal microbundle pN, νq with N Ă N1 XN2 and
ν1|N “ ν2|N “ ν.
An equivalence class is called a germ of normal microbundles (or tubular neigh-
borhoods).
For example, for a smooth submanifold S ĂM in a smooth manifold, there is always
a normal microbundle. Its equivalence class is not unique though, as we need to choose
the projection map.
7.1.2. Transversality. We first recall the notion of microbundle transversality. Let Y be
a topological manifold, X Ă Y be a submanifold and ξ “ pN, νq be a normal microbundle
of X. Let f :M Ñ Y be a continuous map.
Definition 7.5. (Microbundle transversality) Let Y be a topological manifold, X Ă Y
be a submanifold and ξX be a normal microbundle of X. Let f :M Ñ Y be a continuous
map. We say that f is transverse to ξ if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) f´1pXq is a submanifold of M .
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(b) There is a normal microbundle ξ1 “ pN 1, ν 1q of f´1pXq ĂM such that the follow-
ing diagram commute
N 1

f // N

f´1pXq // X
and the inclusion f : N 1 Ñ N induces an equivalence of microbundles.
More generally, if C ĂM is any subset, then we say that f is transverse to X near C if
the restriction of f to an open neighborhood of C is transverse to X.
It is easy to see that the notion of being transverse to ξ only depends on the germ of
ξ.
Remark 7.6. The notion of microbundle transversality looks too restrictive at the first
glance. For example, the line x “ y in R2 intersects transversely with the x-axis in the
smooth category, however, the line is not transverse to the x-axis with respect to the
natural normal microbundle given by the projection px, yq Ñ px, 0q.
The following theorem, which is of significant importance in our virtual cycle construc-
tion, shows that one can achieve transversality by arbitrary small perturbations.
Theorem 7.7. (Topological transversality theorem) Let Y be a topological manifold and
X Ă Y be a proper submanifold. Let ξ be a normal microbundle of X. Let C Ă D Ă Y
be closed sets. Suppose f :M Ñ Y is a continuous map which is microbundle transverse
to ξ near C. Then there exists a homotopic map g : M Ñ Y which is transverse to ξ
over D such that the homotopy between f and g is supported in an open neighborhood of
f´1ppD r Cq XXq.
Remark 7.8. The theorem was proved by Kirby–Siebenmann [KS77] with a restriction
on the dimensions of M , X and Y . Then Quinn [Qui82] [Qui88] [FQ90] completed
the proof of the remaining cases. Notice that in [Qui88], the transversality theorem is
stated for an embedding i : M Ñ Y and the perturbation can be made through an
isotopy. This implies the above transversality result for maps as we can identify a map
f : M Ñ Y with its graph f˜ :M ÑM ˆ Y , and an isotopic embedding of f˜ , written as
g˜pxq “ pg1pxq, g2pxqq, can be made transverse to the submanifold X˜ “M ˆX ĂM ˆ Y
with respect to the induced normal microbundle ξ˜. Then it is easy to see that it is
equivalent to g2 :M Ñ Y being transverse to ξ.
In most of the situations of this paper, the notion of transversality is about sections
of vector bundles. Suppose f : M Ñ Rn is a continuous map. The origin 0 P Rn has a
canonical normal microbundle. Therefore, one can define the notion of transversality for
f as a special case of Definition 7.5. Now suppose E ÑM is an Rn-bundle and
ϕU : E|U Ñ U ˆ Rn
is a local trivialization. Each section s : M Ñ E induces a map sU : U Ñ Rn. Then
we say that s is transverse over U if sU is transverse to the origin of R
n. This notion is
clearly independent of the choice of local trivializations. Then s is said to be transverse
if it is transverse over a sufficiently small neighborhood of every point of M .
Notice that the zero section of E has a canonical normal microbundle in the total space,
and this notion of transversality for sections never agrees with the notion of transversality
for graphs of the sections with respect to this canonical normal microbundle. Hence there
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is an issue about whether this transversality notion for sections behaves as well as the
microbundle transversality.
Theorem 7.9. Let M be a topological manifold and E Ñ M be an Rn-bundle. Let
C Ă D Ă M be closed subsets. Let s : M Ñ E be a continuous section which is
transverse near C. Then there exists another continuous section which is transverse near
D and which agrees with s over a small neighborhood of C.
Proof. The difficulty is that the graph of s is not microbundle transverse to the zero
section, hence we cannot directly apply the topological transversality theorem (Theorem
7.7). Hence we need to use local trivializations view the section locally as a map into
Rn. For each p P D, choose a precompact open neighborhood Up Ă M of p and a local
trivialization
ϕp : E|Up » Up ˆ Rn.
All Up form an open cover of D. M is paracompact, so is D. Hence there exists a locally
finite refinement with induced local trivializations. Moreover, D is Lindelo¨f, hence this
refinement has a countable subcover, denoted by tUiu8i“1. Over each Ui there is an
induced trivialization of E.
We claim that there exists precompact open subsets Vi Ă Ui such that tViu8i“1 still
cover D. We construct Vi inductively. Indeed, a topological manifold satisfies the T4-
axiom, hence we can use open sets to separate the two closed subsets
D r
ğ
i‰1
Ui, D r U1.
This provides a precompact Vi Ă Ui such that replacing U1 by V1 one still has an open
cover of D. Suppose we can find V1, . . . , Vk so that replacing U1, . . . , Uk by V1, . . . , Vk still
gives an open cover of D. Then one can obtain Vk`1 Ă Uk`1 to continue the induction.
We see that tViu8i“1 is an open cover of D because every point p P D is contained in at
most finitely many Ui.
Now take an open neighborhood UC ĂM of C over which s is transverse. Since M is
a manifold, one can separate the two closed subsets C and M rUC by a cut-off function
ρC :M Ñ r´1, 1s
such that
ρ´1C p´1q “ C, ρ´1C p1q “M r UC .
Define a sequence of open sets
Ck “ ρ´1C pr´1,
1
k ` 1qq.
Similarly, we can choose a sequence of shrinkings
Vi Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V k`1i Ă V ki Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Ui.
Define
W k “ Ck Y
kď
i“1
V ki
which is a sequence of open subsets of M .
Now we start an inductive construction. First, over U1, the section can be identified
with a map s1 : U1 Ñ Rn. By our assumption, s1 is transverse over UC X U1. Then
apply the theorem for the pair of closed subsets C1 X U1 Ă pC1 X U1q Y V 11 of U1. Then
one can modify it so that it becomes transverse near pC1 X U1q Y V 11 , and the change is
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only supported in a small neighborhood of V 11 r C
1. This modified section still agrees
with the original section near the boundary of U1, hence still defines a section of E. It
also agrees with the original section over a neighborhood of C2. Moreover, the modified
section is transverse near
W 1 :“ C1 Y V 11 .
Now suppose we have modified the section so that it is transverse near
W k :“ Ck Y
kď
i“1
V ki ,
and such that s agrees with the original section over an open neighborhood of Ck`1.
Then by similar method, one can modify s (via the local trivialization over Uk`1) to a
section which agrees with s over a neighborhood of
Ck`1 Y
kď
i“1
V k`1i
and is transverse near W k`1. In particular this section still agrees with the very original
section over Ck`1.
We claim that this induction process provides a section s of E which satisfies the
requirement. Indeed, since the open cover tUiu8i“1 of D is locally finite, the value of
the section becomes stabilized after finitely many steps of the induction, hence defines a
continuous section. Moreover, in each step the value of the section remains unchanged
over the open set ρ´1C pr´1, 0qq. Transversality also holds by construction. 
Corollary 7.10. LetM be a topological manifold with or without boundary, and let s1, s2 :
M Ñ E be two transverse sections which are homotopic. Then the two submanifolds (with
or without boundary) S1 :“ s´11 p0q and S2 :“ s´12 p0q are cobordant.
Remark 7.11. In the application of this paper, the target pair pX,Y q in the transversality
problem is either a smooth submanifold inside a smooth manifold (or orbifolds), or the
zero section of a vector bundle. Hence X admits a tubular neighborhood and a unique
equivalence class of normal microbundle. In fact the normal microbundle is equivalent to
a disk bundle of the smooth normal bundle. Hence in the remaining discussions, we make
the stronger assumption that all normal microbundles are disk bundles of some vector
bundle. This does not alter the above discussion. For example, the compositions of two
embeddings with disk bundle neighborhoods is still an embedding with a disk bundle
neighborhood.
7.2. Topological orbifolds and orbibundles. We use Satake’s notion of V-manifolds
[Sat56] instead of groupoids to treat orbifolds, and only discuss it in the topological
category. However it is necessary to consider non-effective orbifolds. For example, the
Deligne–Mumford spaces M1,1 and M2,0 are not effective.
Definition 7.12. Let M be a second countable Hausdorff topological space.
(a) Let x PM be a point. A topological orbifold chart (with boundary) of x consists
of a triple pU˜x,Γx, ϕxq, where U˜x is a topological manifold with possibly empty
boundary BU˜x, Γx is a finite group acting continuously on pU˜x, BU˜xq and
ϕx : U˜x{Γx ÑM
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is a continuous map which is a homeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of x.
Denote the image Ux “ ϕxpU˜x{Γxq ĂM and denote the composition
ϕ˜x : U˜x // U˜x{Γx ϕx // M .
(b) If p P U˜x, take Γp “ pΓxqp Ă Γx the stabilizer of p. Let U˜p Ă U˜x be a Γp-invariant
neighborhood of p. Then there is an induced chart (which we call a subchart)
pU˜p,Γp, ϕpq, where ϕp is the composition
ϕp : U˜p{Γp   // U˜x{Γx ϕp // M .
(c) Two charts pU˜x,Γx, ϕxq and pU˜y,Γy, ϕyq are compatible if for any p P U˜x and
q P U˜y with ϕxppq “ ϕypqq P M , there exist an isomorphism Γp Ñ Γq, subcharts
U˜p Q p, U˜q Q q and an equivariant homeomorphism ϕqp : pU˜p, BU˜pq » pU˜q, BU˜qq.
(d) A topological orbifold atlas of M is a SET tpU˜α,Γα, ϕαq | α P Iu of topologi-
cal orbifold charts of M such that M “ ŤαPI Uα and for each pair α, β P I,
pU˜α,Γα, ϕαq, pU˜β ,Γβ , ϕβq are compatible. Two atlases are equivalent if the union
of them is still an atlas. A structure of topological orbifold (with boundary)
is an equivalence class of atlases. A topological orbifold (with boundary) is a
second countable Hausdorff space with a structure of topological orbifold (with
boundary).
We will often skip the term “topological” in the rest of this paper.
Now consider bundles. Let E, B be orbifolds and π : E Ñ B be a continuous map.
Definition 7.13. A vector bundle chart (resp. disk bundle chart) of π : E Ñ B is a
tuple pU˜, Fn,Γ , ϕˆ, ϕq where Fn “ Rn (resp. Fn “ Dn), pU˜,Γ , ϕq is a chart of B and
pU˜ ˆ Fn,Γ , ϕˆq is a chart of E, where Γ acts on Fn via a representation Γ Ñ GLpRnq
(resp. Γ Ñ Opnq). The compatibility condition is required, namely, the following diagram
commutes.
U˜ ˆ Fn{Γ ϕˆ //
π˜

E
π

U˜{Γ ϕ // B
.
If pU˜p,Γp, ϕpq is a subchart of pU˜,Γ , ϕq, then one can restrict the bundle chart to π˜´1pU˜pq.
We can define the notion of compatibility between bundle charts, the notion of orbifold
bundle structures and the notion of orbifold bundles in a similar fashion as in the case
of orbifolds. We skip the details.
7.2.1. Embeddings. Now we consider embeddings for orbifolds and orbifold vector bun-
dles. First we consider the case of manifolds. Let S and M be topological manifolds
and E Ñ S, F Ñ M be continuous vector bundles. Let φ : S Ñ M be a topological
embedding. A bundle embedding covering φ is a continuous map pφ : E Ñ F which makes
the diagram
E
pφ //

F

S
φ // M
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commute and which is fibrewise a linear injective map. Since pφ determines φ, we also
call pφ : E Ñ F a bundle embedding.
Definition 7.14. (Orbifold embedding) Let S, M be orbifolds and f : S Ñ M is a
continuous map which is a homeomorphism onto its image. φ is called an embedding if
for any pair of orbifold charts, pU˜,Γ , ϕq of S and pV˜,Π , ψq ofM , any pair of points p P U˜ ,
q P V˜ with φpϕppqq “ ψpqq, there are subcharts pU˜p,Γp, ϕpq Ă pU˜,Γ , ϕq and pV˜q,Πq, ψqq Ă
pV˜,Π , ψq, an isomorphism Γp » Πq and an equivariant locally flat embedding φ˜pq : U˜p Ñ
V˜q such that the following diagram commutes.
U˜p
ϕ˜p

φ˜pq // V˜q
ψ˜q

S
φ // M
7.2.2. Multisections and perturbations. The equivariant feature of the problem implies
that transversality can only be achieved by multi-valued perturbations. Here we review
basic notions and facts about multisections. Our discussion mainly follows the treatment
of [FO99].
Definition 7.15. (Multimaps) Let A, B be sets, l P N, and S lpBq be the l-fold symmetric
product of B.
(a) An l-multimap f from A to B is a map f : AÑ S lpBq. For another a P N, there
is a natural map
ma : S
lpBq Ñ SalpBq (7.1)
by repeating each component a times.
(b) If both A and B are acted by a finite group Γ , then we say that an l-multimap
f : A Ñ S lpBq is Γ -equivariant if it is equivariant with respect to the Γ -action
on A and the induced Γ -action on S lpBq.
(c) If A and B are both topological spaces, then an l-multimap f : A Ñ S lpBq is
called continuous if it is continuous with respect to the topology on S lpBq induced
as a quotient of Bl.
(d) A continuous l-multimap f : A Ñ S lpBq is liftable if there are continuous maps
f1, . . . , fl : AÑ B such that
fpxq “ rf1pxq, . . . , f lpxqs P S lpBq, @x P A.
f1, . . . , f l are called branches of f .
(e) An l1-multimap f1 : AÑ S l1pBq and an l2-multimap f2 : A Ñ S l2pBq are called
equivalent if there exists a common multiple l “ a1l1 “ a2l2 of l1 and l2 such that
ma1 ˝ f1 “ ma2 ˝ f2
as l-multimaps from A to B.
(f) Being equivalent is clearly reflexive, symmetric and transitive. A multimap from
A to B, denoted by f : A
mÑ B, is an element of˜ğ
lě1
MappA,S lpBqq
¸
{ „
where „ is the above equivalence relation.
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In the discussions in this paper, we often identify an l-multimap with its equivalence
class as a multimap.
Definition 7.16. (Multisections) Let M be a topological orbifold and E Ñ M be a
vector bundle.
(a) A representative of a (continuous) multisection of E is a collection!
pU˜α,Rk,Γα, ϕˆα, ϕα; sα, lαq | α P I
)
where tpU˜α,Rk,Γα, ϕˆα, ϕαq | α P Iu is a bundle atlas for E Ñ M and sα : U˜α Ñ
S lαpRkq is a Γα-equivariant continuous lα-multimap, satisfying the following com-
patibility condition.
‚ For any p P U˜α and q P U˜β with ϕαppq “ ϕβpqq P M , there exist subcharts
U˜p Ă U˜α, U˜q Ă U˜β, an isomorphism pϕˆpq, ϕpqq of subcharts, a common
multiple l “ aαlα “ aβlβ of lα and lβ, such that
ϕˆpq ˝maβ ˝ sβ|U˜q “ maα ˝ sα|U˜p ˝ ϕpq.
(b) Two representatives are equivalent if their union is also a representative. An
equivalence class is called a multisection of E, denoted by
s : O
mÑ E.
(c) A multisection s :M
mÑ E is called locally liftable if for any p PM , there exists a
local representative pU˜pˆRk,Γp, ϕˆp, ϕp; sp, lpq such that sp : U˜p Ñ S lppRkq which
is a liftable continuous lp-multimap.
(d) A multisection s : M
mÑ E is called transverse if it is locally liftable and for any
liftable local representative sp : U˜p Ñ S lpRkq, all branches are transverse to the
origin of Rk.
The space of continuous multisections of E Ñ M , denoted by C0mpM,Eq, is acted by
the space of continuous functions C0pMq on M by pointwise multiplication. C0mpM,Eq
also has the structure of a commutative monoid, but not an abelian group. The additive
structure is defined as follows. If s1, s2 :M
mÑ E are multisections, then for liftable local
representatives with branches sa1 : U˜ Ñ Rn, 1 ď a ď l, sb2 : U˜ Ñ Rn, 1 ď b ď k, define
ps1 ` s2qab “ rsa1 ` sb2s1ďbďk1ďaďl .
However there is no inverse to this addition: one can only invert the operation of adding
a single valued section. It is enough, though, since we have the notion of being transverse
to a single valued section which is not necessarily the zero section.
We also want to measure the size of multisections. A continuous norm on an orbifold
vector bundle E Ñ M is a continuous function } ¨ } : E Ñ r0,`8q which only vanishes
on the zero section such that over each local chart, it lifts to an equivariant norm on the
fibres. It is easy to construct norms in the relative sense, as one can extend continuous
functions defined on closed sets.
The following lemma, which is a generalization of Theorem 7.9, shows one can achieve
transversality for multisections by perturbation relative to a region where transversality
already holds.
Lemma 7.17. Let M be an orbifold and E Ñ M be an orbifold vector bundle. Let
C Ă D Ă M be closed subsets. Let S : M Ñ E be a single-valued continuous function
and tC :M
mÑ E be a multisection such that S ` tC is transverse over a neighborhood of
C. Then there exists a multisection tD :M
mÑ E satisfying the following condition.
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(a) tC “ tD over a neighborhood of C.
(b) S ` tD is transverse over a neighborhood of D.
Moreover, if E has a continuous norm } ¨ }, then for any ǫ ą 0, one can require that
}tD}C0 ď }tC}C0 ` ǫ.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 7.9, one can choose a countable locally finite open
cover tUiu8i“1 of D satisfying the following conditions.
(a) Each Ui is compact.
(b) There are a collection of precompact open subsets Vi Ă Ui such that tViu8i“1 is
still an open cover of D.
(c) Over each Ui there is a local representative of tC , written as
pU˜i ˆ Rk,Γi, ϕˆi, ϕi; ti, liq
where ti : U˜i Ñ S lipRkq is a Γi-equivariant li-multimap which is liftable. Write
tipxq “ rt1i pxq, . . . , tlii pxqs.
In this chart also write S as a map Si : U˜i Ñ Rk.
The transversality assumption implies that there is an open neighborhood UC ĂM of
C such that for each i, each a P t1, . . . , liu, sai is transverse to the origin over
U˜i,C :“ ϕ´1i pUCq Ă U˜C .
Using an inductive construction which is very similar to that in the proof of Theorem
7.9, one can construct a valid perturbation. We only sketch the construction for the first
chart. Indeed, one can perturb each ta1 over U˜1 to a function 9t
a
1 : U˜1 Ñ Rk, such that
S1 ` 9ta1 is transverse over a neighborhood of the closure of V˜1 :“ ϕ´11 pV1q inside U˜1, but
9ta1 “ ta1 over a neighborhood of U˜1,C and the near the boundary of U˜1. Moreover, given
ǫ ą 0 we may require that
sup
xPU˜1
} 9ta1pxq} ď sup
xPU˜1
}ta1pxq} ` ǫ2 . (7.2)
Then we obtain a continuous l1-multimap
9t1pxq “ r 9t11pxq, . . . , 9tl11 pxqs.
This multimap may not be Γ1-transverse. We reset
9t1pxq :“ rtab1 s1ďbďn11ďaďl1 :“ rg´1b 9ta1pgbxqs1ďbďn11ďaďl1
where Γ1 “ tg1, . . . , gn1u. It is easy to verify that this is Γ1-invariant, and agrees with t1
over a neighborhood of U˜1,C and near the boundary of U˜1. There still holds
sup
a,b
sup
xPU˜1
} 9tab1 pxq} ď sup
a
sup
xPU˜1
}ta1pxq} ` ǫ2 .
Therefore, together with the original multisection over the complement of U1, 9t1 defines
a continuous multisection of E. Moreover, it agrees with the original one over a neigh-
borhood of C and is transverse near C Y V1. In this way we can continue the induction
to perturb over all U˜i. At the k-th step of the induction, we replace
ǫ
2
by ǫ
2k
in the C0
bound (7.2). Since Ui is locally finite, near each point, the value of the perturbation
stabilizes after finitely many steps of this induction. This results in a multisection tD
which satisfies our requirement. 
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7.3. Virtual orbifold atlases. Now we introduce the notion of virtual orbifold atlases.
This notion plays a role as a general structure of moduli spaces we are interested in,
and is a type of intermediate objects in concrete constructions. The eventual objects we
would like to construct are good coordinate systems, which are special types of virtual
orbifold atlases.
Definition 7.18. Let X be a compact and Hausdorff space.
(a) A virtual orbifold chart (chart for short) is a tuple
C :“ pU,E, S, ψ, F q
where
(i) U is a topological orbifold (with boundary).
(ii) E Ñ U is a continuous orbifold vector bundle.
(iii) S : U Ñ E is a continuous section.
(iv) F Ă X is an open subset.
(v) ψ : S´1p0q Ñ F is a homeomorphism.
F is call the footprint of this chart C, and the integer dimU ´ rankE is called the
virtual dimension of C.
(b) Let C “ pU,E, S, ψ, F q be a chart and U 1 Ă U be an open subset. The restriction
of C to U 1 is the chart
C 1 “ C|U 1 “ pU 1, E1, S1, ψ1, F 1q
where E1 “ E|U 1 , S1 “ S|U 1 , ψ1 “ ψ|pS1q´1p0q, and F 1 “ Imψ1. Any such chart
C 1 induced from an open subset U 1 Ă U is called a shrinking of C. A shrinking
C 1 “ C|U 1 is called a precompact shrinking if U 1 Ă U , denoted by C 1 Ă C.
A very useful lemma about shrinkings is the following, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 7.19. Suppose C “ pU,E, S, ψ, F q is a virtual orbifold atlas and let F 1 Ă F be
an open subset. Then there exists a shrinking C 1 of C whose footprints is F 1. Moreover,
if F 1 Ă F , then C 1 can be chosen to be a precompact shrinking.
Definition 7.20. Let Ci :“ pUi, Ei, Si, ψi, Fiq, i “ 1, 2 be two charts of X. An embedding
of C1 into C2 consists of a bundle embedding pφ21 satisfying the following conditions.
(a) The following diagrams commute;
E1
pφ21 //
π1

E2
π2

U1
S1
CC
φ21 // U2
S2
[[ S
´1
1 p0q
φ21 //
ψ1

S´12 p0q
ψ2

X
Id // X
(b) (TANGENT BUNDLE CONDITION) There exists an open neighborhood N21 Ă U2 of
φ21pU1q and a subbundle E1;2 Ă E2|N21 which extends pφ21pE1q such that S2|N2 :
N2 Ñ E2|N2 is transverse to E1;2 and S´12 pE1;2q “ φ21pU1q.
The following lemma is left to the reader.
Lemma 7.21. The composition of two embeddings is still an embedding.
Definition 7.22. Let Ci “ pUi, Ei, Si, ψi, Fiq, pi “ 1, 2q be two charts. A coordinate
change from C1 to C2 is a triple T21 “ pU21, φ21, pφ21q, where U21 Ă U1 is an open subset
and pφ21, pφ21q is an embedding from C1|U21 to C2. They should satisfy the following
conditions.
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(a) ψ1pU21 X S´11 p0qq “ F1 X F2.
(b) If xk P U21 converges to x8 P U1 and yk “ φ21pxkq converges to y8 P U2, then
x8 P U21 and y8 “ φ21py8q.
Lemma 7.23. Let Ci “ pUi, Ei, Si, ψi, Fiq, pi “ 1, 2q be two charts and let T21 “
pU21, pφ21q be a coordinate change from C1 to C2. Suppose C 1i “ Ci|U 1i be a shrinking
of Ci. Then the restriction T
1
21 :“ T21|U 11Xφ´121 pU 12q is a coordinate change from C 11 to C 12.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
We call T 121 in the above lemma the induced coordinate change from the shrinking.
Now we introduce the notion of atlases.
Definition 7.24. Let X be a compact metrizable space. A virtual orbifold atlas of
virtual dimension d on X is a collection
A :“
´!
CI :“ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , FIq | I P I
)
,
!
TJI “
`
UJI , φJI , pφJI˘ | I ď J)¯,
where
(a) pI,ďq is a finite, partially ordered set.
(b) For each I P I, CI is a virtual orbifold chart of virtual dimension d on X.
(c) For I ď J , TJI is a coordinate change from CI to CJ .
They are subject to the following conditions.
‚ (COVERING CONDITION) X is covered by all the footprints FI .
‚ (COCYCLE CONDITION) For I ď J ď K P I, denote UKJI “ UKIXφ´1JI pUKJq Ă UI .
Then we require that pφKI |UKJI “ pφKJ ˝ pφJI |UKJI
as bundle embeddings.
‚ (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) For I, J P I, we have
FI X FJ ‰ H ùñ I ď J or J ď I.
All virtual orbifold atlases considered in this paper have definite virtual dimensions,
although sometimes we do not explicitly mention it.
7.3.1. Orientations. Now we discuss orientation. When M is a topological manifold,
there is an orientation bundle OM ÑM which is a double cover of M (or a Z2-principal
bundle). M is orientable if and only if OM is trivial. If E Ñ M is a continuous vector
bundle, then E also has an orientation bundle OE Ñ M as a double cover. Since Z2-
principal bundles over a base B are classified by H1pB;Z2q, the orientation bundles can
be multiplied. We use b to denote this multiplication.
Definition 7.25. (Orientability)
(a) A chart C “ pU,E, S, ψ, F q is locally orientable if for any bundle chart pU˜,Rn,Γ , pϕ,ϕq,
if we denote E˜ “ U˜ ˆRn, then for any γ P Γ , the map
γ : OU˜ bOE˜˚ Ñ OU˜ bOE˜˚
is the identity over all fixed points of γ.
(b) If C is locally orientable, then OU˜bOE˜˚ for all local charts glue together a double
cover OC Ñ U . If OC is trivial (resp. trivialized), then we say that C is orientable
(resp. oriented).
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(c) A coordinate change T21 “ pU21, φ21, pφ21q between two oriented charts C1 “
pU1, E1, S1, ψ1, F1q and C2 “ pU2, E2, S2, ψ2, F2q is called oriented if the embed-
dings φ21 and pφ21 are compatible with the orientations on OC1 and OC2 .
(d) An atlas A is oriented if all charts are oriented and all coordinate changes are
oriented.
7.4. Good coordinate systems. Now we introduce the notion of shrinkings of virtual
orbifold atlases. However, to obtain a good coordinate system, it is more convenient to
use more general shrinkings, which we call generalized shrinkings.
Definition 7.26. Let A “ ptCI |I P Iu, tTJI |I ď Juq be a virtual orbifold atlas on X.
(a) A shrinking of A is another virtual orbifold atlas A1 “ ptC 1I |I P Iu, tT 1JI |I ď Juq
indexed by elements of the same partially ordered set I such that for each I P I,
C 1I is a shrinking CI |U 1I of CI and for each I ď J , T 1JI is the induced shrinking of
TJI given by Lemma 7.23.
(b) If for every I P I, U 1I is a precompact subset of UI , then we say that A1 is a
precompact shrinking of A and denote A1 Ă A.
Given a virtual orbifold atlas A “ ptCI |I P Iu, tTJI |I ď Juq, we define a relation O
on the disjoint union
Ů
IPI UI as follows. UI Q xO y P UJ if one of the following holds.
(a) I “ J and x “ y;
(b) I ď J , x P UJI and y “ φJIpxq;
(c) J ď I, y P UIJ and x “ φIJpyq.
If A1 is a shrinking of A, then it is easy to see that the relation O1 on ŮIPI U 1I defined as
above is induced from the relation O for A via restriction.
For an atlas A, if O is an equivalence relation, we can form the quotient space
|A| :“
´ğ
IPI
UI
¯
{ O .
with the quotient topology. There is a natural injective map
X ãÑ |A|.
We call |A| the virtual neighborhood of X associated to the atlas A. Denote the quotient
map by
πA :
ğ
IPI
UI Ñ |A| (7.3)
which induces continuous injections UI ãÑ |A|. A point in |A| is denoted by |x|, which
has certain representative x P UI for some I.
Definition 7.27. A virtual orbifold atlas A on X is called a good coordinate system if
the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) O is an equivalence relation.
(b) The virtual neighborhood |A| is a Hausdorff space.
(c) For all I P I, the natural maps UI Ñ |A| are homeomorphisms onto their images.
The conditions for good coordinate systems are very useful for later constructions (this
is the same as in the Kuranishi approach, see [FOOO16]), for example, the construction of
suitable multisection perturbations. In these constructions, the above conditions are often
implicitly used without explicit reference. Therefore, an important step is to construct
good coordinate systems.
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Theorem 7.28. (Constructing good coordinate system) Let A be a virtual orbifold atlas
on X with the collection of footprints FI indexed by I P I. Let F ˝I Ă FI for all I P I be
a collection of precompact open subsets such that
X “
ď
IPI
F ˝I .
Then there exists a generalized shrinking A1 of A such that the collection of shrunk foot-
prints F 1I contains F
˝
I for all I P I and A1 is a good coordinate system.
Moreover, if A is already a good coordinate system, then any shrinking of A remains
a good coordinate system.
We give a proof of Theorem 7.28 in the next subsection. A similar result is used in
the Kuranishi approach while our argument potentially differs from that of [FOOO16].
Remark 7.29. If A is a good coordinate system, and A1 is a shrinking of A, then the
shrinking induces a natural map
|A1| ãÑ |A|.
If we equip both |A1| and |A| with the quotient topologies, then the natural map is
continuous. However there is another topology on |A1| by viewing it as a subset of |A|.
We denote this topology by }A1} and call it the subspace topology. In most cases, the
quotient topology is strictly stronger than the subspace topology. Hence it is necessary
to distinguish the two different topologies.
7.5. Shrinking good coordinate systems. In this subsection we prove Theorem 7.28.
First we show that by precompact shrinkings one can make the relation O an equivalence
relation.
Lemma 7.30. Let A be a virtual orbifold atlas on X with the collection of footprints
tFI | I P Iu. Let F ˝I Ă FI be precompact open subsets such that
X “
ď
IPI
F ˝I .
Then there exists a precompact shrinking A1 of A whose collection of footprints F 1I con-
tains F ˝I for all I P I such that the relation O on A1 is an equivalence relation.
Proof. By definition, the relation O is reflexive and symmetric. By the comments above,
any shrinking of A will preserve reflexiveness and symmetry. Hence we only need to
shrink the atlas to make the induced relation transitive.
For any subset I 1 P I, we say that O is transitive in I 1 if for x, y, z P ŮIPI 1 UI , xO y,
yO z imply xO z. Being transitive in any subset I 1 is a condition that is preserved under
shrinking. Hence it suffices to construct shrinkings such that O is transitive in tI, J,Ku
for any three distinct elements I, J,K P I. Let x P UI , y P UJ , z P UK be general
elements.
Since UI (resp. UJ resp. UK) is an orbifold and hence metrizable, we can choose
a sequence of precompact open subsets UnI Ă UI (resp. U
n
J Ă UJ resp. U
n
K Ă UK)
containing F ˝I (resp. F
˝
J resp. F
˝
K) such that
Un`1I Ă U
n
I , U
n`1
J Ă U
n
J , U
n`1
K Ă U
n
K ,
and č
n
UnI “ ψ´1I pF ˝I q,
č
n
UnJ “ ψ´1J pF ˝J q,
č
n
UnK “ ψ´1K pF ˝Kq.
Then for each n, UnI , U
n
J , U
n
K induce a shrinking of the atlas A, denoted by A
n. Let the
induced binary relation on UnI \UnJ \UnK still by O. We claim that for n large enough, O
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is an equivalence relation on this triple disjoint union. Denote the domains of the shrunk
coordinate changes by UnJI , U
n
KJ and U
n
KI respectively.
If this is not true, then without loss of generality, we may assume that for all large n,
there exist points xn P UnI , yn P UnJ , zn P UnK such that
xn O yn, yn O zn, but pxn, znq R O; (7.4)
Then for some subsequence (still indexed by n), xn, yn and zn converge to x8 P
ψ´1I pF ˝I q Ă UI , y8 P ψ´1J pF ˝J q Ă UJ and z8 P ψ´1K pF ˝Kq Ă UK respectively. Then
by the definition of coordinate changes (Definition 7.22), one has
x8 O y8, y8 O z8 ùñ ψIpx8q “ ψJ py8q “ ψKpz8q P F ˝I X F ˝J X F ˝K .
By the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) of Definition 7.24, tI, J,Ku is totally ordered. Since
the roles of K and I are symmetric, we may assume that I ď K. Then since
x8 P ψ´1I
`
F ˝I X F ˝K
˘ Ă ψ´1I pFI X FKq “ ψ´1I pFKIq Ă UKI
and UKI Ă UI is an open set, for n large enough one has
xn P UKI .
(a) If I ď J ď K, then by (COCYCLE CONDITION) of Definition 7.24,
φKIpxnq “ φKJpφJIpxnqq “ φKJpynq “ zn.
So xn O zn, which contradicts (7.4).
(b) If J ď I ď K, then (COCYCLE CONDITION) of Definition 7.24,
zn “ φKJpynq “ φKI
`
φIJpynq
˘ “ φKIpxnq.
So xn O zn, which contradicts (7.4).
(c) If I ď K ď J , then since φKIpx8q P ψ´1K pFJ X FKq Ă UJK , for large n, xn P
φ´1KIpUJKq. Then by (COCYCLE CONDITION) of Definition 7.24,
φJKpznq “ yn “ φJIpxnq “ φJK
`
φKIpxnq
˘
.
Since φJK is an embedding, we have φKIpxnq “ zn. Therefore, xn O zn, which
contradicts (7.4).
Therefore, On is an equivalence relation on UnI \ UnJ \ UnK for large enough n. We
can perform the shrinking for any triple of elements of I, which eventually makes O an
equivalence relation. By the construction the shrunk footprints F 1I still contain F
˝
I . 
Lemma 7.31. Suppose A is a virtual orbifold atlas on X such that the relation O is
an equivalence relation. Suppose there is a collection of precompact subsets F ˝I Ă FI of
footprints of A such that
X “
ď
IPI
F ˝I .
Then there exists a precompact shrinking A1 Ă A satisfying
(a) The shrunk footprints F 1I all contain F
˝
I .
(b) The virtual neighborhood |A1| is a Hausdorff space.
Before proving Lemma 7.31, we need some preparations. Order the finite set I as
tI1, . . . , Imu such that for k “ 1, . . . ,m,
Ik ď J ùñ J P tIk, Ik`1, . . . , Imu.
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For each k, O induces an equivalence relation on Ůiěk UIi and denote the quotient space
by |Ak|. Then the map πA of (7.3) induces a natural continuous map
πk :
ğ
iěk
UIi Ñ |Ak|.
Lemma 7.32. For k “ 1, . . . ,m, if |Ak| is Hausdorff and A1 is a shrinking of A, then
|A1| is also Hausdorff.
Proof. Left to the reader. A general fact is that the quotient topology is always stronger
than (or homeomorphic to) the subspace topology (see Remark 7.29). 
Lemma 7.33. The natural map
|Ak`1| Ñ |Ak| (7.5)
is a homeomorphism onto an open subset.
Proof. The map is clearly continuous and injective. To show that it is a homeomorphism
onto an open set, consider any open subset Ok`1 of its domain. Its preimage under the
quotient map
UIk`1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ UIm Ñ |Ak`1|
is denoted by
O˜k`1 “ OIk`1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \OIm ,
where OIk`1 , . . . , OIm are open subsets of UIk`1 , . . . , UIm respectively. Define
OIk :“
ď
iěk`1, IiěIk
φ´1IiIkpOIiq.
This is an open subset of UIk . Then the image of Ok`1 under the map (7.5), denoted by
Ok, is the quotient of
O˜k :“ OIk \OIk`1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \OIm Ă UIk \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ UIm
On the other hand, O˜k is exactly the preimage of Ok under the quotient map. Hence by
the definition of the quotient topology, Ok is open. This show that (7.5) is a homeomor-
phism onto an open subset. 
Proof of Lemma 7.31. For each k, we would like to construct shrinkings U 1Ii Ă UIi for all
i ě k such that |A1k| is Hausdorff and the shrunk footprints F 1Ii contains F ˝Ii for all i ě k.
Our construction is based on a top-down induction. First, for k “ m, |Am| » UIm and
hence is Hausdorff. Suppose after shrinking |Ak`1| is already Hausdorff.
Choose open subsets F 1Ii Ă FIi for all i ě k such that
F ˝Ii Ă F 1Ii , X “
ď
iěk
F 1Ii Y
ď
iďk´1
FIi .
Choose precompact open subsets U 1Ii Ă UIi for all i ě k such that
ψIipU 1Ii X S´1Ii p0qq “ F 1Ii , ψIipU 1Ii X S´1Ii p0qq “ F 1Ii .
Then U 1Ii for i ě k and UIi for i ă k provide a shrinking A1 of A. We claim that |A1k| is
Hausdorff.
Indeed, pick any two different points |x|, |y| P |A1k|. If |x|, |y| P |A1k`1| Ă |A1k|, then
by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 7.32, |x| and |y| can be separated by two open
subsets in |A1k`1|. Then by Lemma 7.33, these two open sets are also open sets in |A1k|.
Hence we assume that one or both of |x| and |y| are in |A1k|r |A1k`1|.
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Case 1. Suppose |x| and |y| are represented by x, y P U 1Ik . Choose a distance function on
UIk which induces the same topology. Let O
ǫ
x and O
ǫ
y be the open ǫ-balls in U
1
Ik
centered
at x and y respectively. Then for ǫ small enough, Oǫx XOǫy “ H.
Claim. For ǫ sufficiently small, for all Ik ď Ii and Ik ď Ij , one has
πk`1
`
φIiIkpOǫx X U 1IiIkq
˘X πk`1`φIjIkpOǫy X U 1IjIkq˘ “ H.
Here the closures are the closures in UIi and UIj respectively.
Proof of the claim. Suppose it is not the case, then there exist a sequence ǫn Ñ 0, Ik ď Ii,
Ik ď Ij, and a sequence of points
|zn| P πk`1
`
φIiIkpOǫnx X U 1IiIkq
˘X πk`1`φIjIkpOǫy X U 1IjIkq˘ Ă |Ak`1|.
Then |zn| has its representative pn P φIiIkpOǫnx X U 1IkIiq Ă UIi and its representative
qn P φIjIkpOǫny X U 1IjIkq Ă UIj . Then pn O qn and without loss of generality, assume that
Ii ď Ij . Then p
n P UIjIi and qn “ φIjIippnq.
Choose distance functions di on UIi and dj on UIj which induce the same topologies.
Then one can choose xn P Oǫnx X U 1IiIk and yn P Oǫny X U 1IjIk such that
dippn, φIiIkpxnqq ď ǫn, dpqn, φIiIkpynqq ď ǫn. (7.6)
Since U 1Ii and U
1
Ij
are compact and pn P U 1Ii , qn P U 1Ij , for some subsequence (still indexed
by n), pn converges to some p8 P U 1Ii and qn converges to some q8 P U 1Ij . Then p8O q8.
Moreover, by (7.6), one has
lim
nÑ8
φIiIkpxnq “ p8, limnÑ8φIjIkpy
nq “ q8.
On the other hand, xn converges to x and yn converges to y. By the property of coordinate
changes, one has that x P UIiIk , y P UIjIk and
xO p8 O q8 O y.
Since O is an equivalence relation and it remains an equivalence relation after shrinking,
xO y, which contradicts x ‰ y. End of the proof of the claim.
Now choose such an ǫ and abbreviate Ox “ Oǫx, Oy “ Oǫy. Denote
PIi “ φIiIkpOx X U 1IiIkq Ă U 1Ii , QIi “ φIiIkpOy X U 1IiIkq Ă U 1Ii
(which could be empty). They are all compact, hence
Pk`1 :“ πk`1p
ğ
iěk`1
PIiq Ă |Ak`1|, Qk`1 :“ πk`1p
ğ
iěk`1
QIiq Ă |Ak`1|
are both compact. The above claim implies that Pk`1 X Qk`1 “ H. Then by the
induction hypothesis which says that |Ak`1| is Hausdorff, they can be separated by open
sets Vk`1,Wk`1 Ă |Ak`1|. Write
π´1k`1
`
Vk`1
˘ “ ğ
iěk`1
VIi , π
´1
k`1
`
Wk`1
˘ “ ğ
iěk`1
WIi .
Define V 1Ii “ VIi X U 1Ii , W 1Ii “WIi X U 1Ii and
V 1Ik :“ Ox Y
ď
IkďIi
φ´1IiIkpV 1Iiq X U 1Ik , W 1Ik :“ Oy Y
ď
IkďIi
φ´1IiIkpW 1Iiq X U 1Ik
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and
V 1k :“ πk
` ğ
iěk
V 1Ii
˘ Ă |A1k|, W 1k :“ πk` ğ
iěk
W 1Ii
˘ Ă |A1k|.
It is easy to check that V 1k and W
1
k are disjoint open subsets containing |x| and |y|
respectively. Therefore |x| and |y| are separated in |A1k|.
Case 2. Now suppose |x| is represented by x P U 1Ik and |y| P |A1k`1|. Similar to Case 1,
we claim that for ǫ sufficiently small, for all Ik ď Ii, one has
|y| R πk`1
`
φIiIkpOǫxq X U 1IiIk
˘ “: PIi Ă U 1Ii .
The proof is similar and is omitted. Then choose such an ǫ and abbreviate Ox “ Oǫx. PIi
are compact sets and so is
Pk`1 :“ πk`1
` ğ
iěk`1
PIi
˘ Ă |Ak`1|.
The above claim implies that |y| R Pk`1. Then by the induction hypothesis, |y| and Pk`1
can be separated by open sets Vk`1 and Wk`1 of |Ak`1|. By similar procedure as in
Case 1 above, one can produce two open subsets of |A1k| which separate |x| and |y|.
Therefore, we can finish the induction and construct a shrinking such that |A1| is
Hausdorff. Eventually the shrunk footprints still contain F ˝I . 
Now we can finish proving Theorem 7.28. Suppose |A| is Hausdorff. By the definition
of the quotient topology, the natural map UI ãÑ |A| is continuous. Since UI is locally
compact and |A| is Hausdorff, a further shrinking can make this map a homeomorphism
onto its image. This uses the fact that a continuous bijection from a compact space
to a Hausdorff space is necessarily a homeomorphism. Hence the third condition for a
good coordinate system is satisfied by a precompact shrinking of A, and this condition
is preserved for any further shrinking. This establishes Theorem 7.28.
7.6. Perturbations. Now we define the notion of perturbations.
Definition 7.34. Let A be a good coordinate system on X.
(a) A multi-valued perturbation of A, simply called a perturbation, denoted by t, con-
sists of a collection of multi-valued continuous sections
tI : UI
mÑ EI
satisfying (as multisections)
tJ ˝ φJI “ pφJI ˝ tI |UJI .
(b) Given a multi-valued perturbation t, the object
s˜ “
´
s˜I “ SI ` tI : UI mÑ EI
¯
satisfies the same compatibility condition with respect to coordinate changes. The
perturbation t is called transverse if every s˜I is a transverse multisection.
(c) Suppose A is infinitesimally thickened by N “ tpNJI , EI;Jq | I ď Ju. We say that
t is N -normal if for all I ď J , one has
tJpNJIq Ă EI;J |NJI . (7.7)
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(d) The zero locus of a perturbed s˜ gives objects in various different categories. De-
note
Z “
ğ
IPI
s˜´1I p0q.
It is naturally equipped with the topology induced from the disjoint union of UI .
Denote by
|Z| :“ Z{ O .
the quotient of Z, which is equipped with the quotient topology. Furthermore,
there is a natural injection |Z| ãÑ |A|. Denote by }Z} the same set as |Z| but
equipped with the topology as a subspace of |A|.
In order to construct suitable perturbations of a good coordinate system, we need
certain tubular neighborhood structures with respect to coordinate changes. In our
topological situation, it is sufficient to have some weaker structure near the embedding
images.
Definition 7.35. Let A be a good coordinate system with charts indexed by elements
in a finite partially ordered set pI,ďq and coordinate changes indexed by pairs I ď J P I.
A thickening of A is a collection of objects pNJI , EI;Jq | I ď J(
where NJI Ă UJ is an open neighborhood of φJIpUJIq and EI;J is a subbundle of EJ |NJI .
They are required to satisfy the following conditions.
(a) If I ď K, J ď K but there is no partial order relation between I and J , then
NKI XNKJ “ H. (7.8)
(b) For all triples I ď J ď K,
EI;J |φ´1KJ pNKI qXNJI “ pφ´1KJpEI;Kq|φ´1KJ pNKI qXNJI .
(c) For all triples I ď J ď K, one has
EI;K |NKIXNKJ Ă EJ ;K |NKIXNKJ .
(d) Each pNJI , EI;Jq satisfies the (TANGENT BUNDLE CONDITION) of Definition 7.20.
Remark 7.36. The above setting is slightly more general than what we need in our appli-
cation in this paper and the companion [TX16b]. In this paper we will see the following
situation in the concrete cases.
(a) The index set I consists of certain nonempty subsets of a finite set t1, . . . ,mu,
which has a natural partial order given by inclusions.
(b) For each i P I, Γi is a finite group and ΓI “ ΠiPIΓi. UI “ U˜I{ΓI where U˜I is a
topological manifold acted by ΓI . Moreover, E1, . . . ,Em are vector spaces acted
by Γi and the orbifold bundle EI Ñ UI is the quotient
EI :“ pU˜I ˆEIq{ΓI , where EI :“
à
iPI
Ei.
(c) For I ď J , UJI “ U˜JI{ΓI where U˜JI Ă U˜I is a ΓI -invariant open subset and the
coordinate change is induced from the following diagram
V˜JI //

U˜J
U˜JI
(7.9)
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Here V˜JI Ñ U˜JI is a covering space with group of deck transformations identical
to ΓJ´I “ ΠjPJ´IΓj; then ΓJ acts on V˜JI and V˜JI Ñ U˜J is a ΓJ -equivariant
embedding of manifolds, which induces an orbifold embedding UJI Ñ UJ and an
orbibundle embedding EI |UJI Ñ EJ .
In this situation, one naturally has subbundles EI;J Ă EJ for all pairs I ď J . Hence a
thickening of such a good coordinate system is essentially only a collection of neighbor-
hoods NJI of φJIpUJIq which satisfy (7.8) and
S´1J pEI;Jq XNJI “ φJIpUJIq.
Theorem 7.37. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and have a good coordinate system
A “
´ 
CI “ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , FIq | I P I
(
,
 
TJI | I ď J
(¯
.
Let A1 Ă A be any precompact shrinking. Let N “ tpNJI , EI;Jqu be a thickening of A and
N 1JI Ă U 1J be a collection of open neighborhoods of φJIpU 1JIq such that N 1JI Ă NJI . Then
they induce a thickening N 1 of A1 by restriction. Let dI : UIˆUI Ñ r0,`8q be a distance
function on UI which induces the same topology as UI . Let ǫ ą 0 be a constant. Then
there exist a collection of multisections tI : UI
mÑ EI satisfying the following conditions.
(a) For each I P I, s˜I :“ SI ` tI is transverse.
(b) For each I P I,
dI
`
s˜´1I p0q X U 1I , S´1I p0q X U 1I
˘ ď ǫ. (7.10)
(c) For each pair I ď J , we havepφJI ˝ tI |U 1JI “ tJ ˝ φJI |U 1JI .
Hence the collection of restrictions t1I :“ tI |U 1I defines a perturbation t1 of A1.
(d) t1 is N 1-normal.
Proof. To simplify the proof, we assume that we are in the situation described by Remark
7.36. The general case requires minor modifications in a few places. Then the subbundles
EIb,Ia are naturally define over UIb .
We use the inductive construction. Order the set I as I1, . . . , Im such that
Ik ď Il ùñ k ď l.
For each k, l with k ă l, define open sets N´Il,k by
N´Il,k “
ď
aďk,IaăIl
NIlIa .
Define open sets N`Il,k inductively. First N
`
Im,k
“ H. Then
N`Il,k :“
ď
IlăIb
φ´1IbIlpNIb,kq, NIl,k “ N´Il,k YN`Il,k.
Replacing NJI by N
1
JI in the above definitions, we obtain N
1
Il,k
Ă U 1Il with
N 1Il,k Ă NIl,k.
If k ě l, define
NIl,k “ UIl , N 1Il,k “ U 1Il .
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On the other hand, it is not hard to inductively choose a system of continuous norms
on EI such that, for all pairs Ia ď Ib, the bundle embedding pφIbIa is isometric. Given
such a collection of norms, choose δ ą 0 such that for all I,
dI
`
x, S´1I p0q X U 1I
˘ ą ǫ, x P U 1I ùñ }SIpxq} ě p2m` 1qδ. (7.11)
Now we reformulate the problem in an inductive fashion. We would like to verify the
following induction hypothesis.
Induction Hypothesis. For a, k “ 1, . . . ,m, there exists an open subset OIa,k Ă NIa,k
which contains N 1Ia,k and multisections
tIa,k : OIa,k
mÑ EIa.
They satisfy the following conditions.
(a) For all pairs Ia ď Ib, over a neighborhood of the compact subset
N 1Ia,k X φ´1IbIapN 1Ib,kq Ă U 1IbIa Ă UIbIa
one has
tIb,k ˝ φIbIa “ pφIbIa ˝ tIa,k. (7.12)
(b) In a neighborhood of N 1IbIa , the value of tIb,k is contained in the subbundle EIa;Ib .
(c) SIa ` tIa,k is transverse.
(d) }tIa,k}C0 ď 2kδ.
It is easy to see that the k “ m case implies this theorem. Indeed, (7.10) follows
from (7.11) and the bound }tIl,m} ď mδ. Now we verify the conditions of the induction
hypothesis. For the base case, apply Lemma 7.17 to
M “ UI1 , C “ H, D “ UI1 ,
we can construct a multisection tI1,1 : UI1
mÑ EI1 making SI1 ` tI1 transverse with}tI1} ď δ. Now we construct tIa,1 for a “ 2, . . . ,m via a backward induction. Define
OIa,1 “ NIa,1 “ NIaI1 Y
ď
IaăIb
φ´1IbIapNIb,1q, a “ 1, . . . ,m.
Then (7.12) determines the value of tIm,1 over the set
φImI1pUImI1q Ă NIm,1 “ NImI1 .
It is a closed subset of NIm,1, hence one can extend it to a continuous section of EI1;Im
which can be made satisfy the bound
}tIm,1} ď
ˆ
1` 1
m
˙
δ.
Suppose we have constructed tIa,1 : OIa,1
mÑ EIa for all a ě l` 1 such that together with
tI1,1 they satisfy the induction hypothesis for k “ 1 with the bound
}tIa,1} ď
ˆ
1` m´ l
m
˙
δ.
Then we construct tIl,1 : OIl,1
mÑ EIl as follows. Given
zIl P φIlI1pUIlI1q YN`Il,1 “ φIlI1pUIlI1q Y
ď
IlăIb
φ´1IbIlpNIb,1q,
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if zIl is in the first component, then define tIl,1pzIlq by the formula (7.12) for b “ l, a “ 1.
If zIl P NIbIl X φ´1IbIlpNIb,1q for some b, then define
tIl,1pzIlq “ pφ´1IbIlptIb,1pφIbIlpzIlqqq.
It is easy to verify using the (COCYCLE CONDITION) that these definitions agree over some
closed neighborhood of
φIlI1pU 1IlI1q Y
ď
IlăIb
φ´1IbIlpN 1IbIlq.
Then one can extend it to a continuous multisection of EI1;Il satisfying the bound
}tIl,1} ď
ˆ
1` m´ l ` 1
m
˙
δ.
Then the induction can be carried on and stops until l “ 2, for which one has the bound
}tI2,1} ď
ˆ
1` m´ 1
m
˙
δ ď 2δ.
The transversality of SIa ` tIa,1 for a ě 2 follows from the fact that tIa,1 takes value in
EI1;Ia , the fact that SIa|NIaI1 intersects with EI1;Ia transversely along φIaI1pUIaI1q, and
the fact that SI1 ` tI1,1 is transverse. Hence we have verified the k “ 1 case of the
induction hypothesis.
Suppose we have verified the induction hypothesis for k ´ 1. For all a ď k ´ 1, define
OIa,k “ OIa,k´1, tIa,k “ tIa,k´1.
The induction hypothesis implies that we have a multisection
tIk,k´1 : OIk,k´1
mÑ EIk
such that SIk ` tIk,k´1 is transverse and }tIk,k´1} ď p2k ´ 2qδ. Then apply Lemma
7.17, one can obtain a multisection tIk,k defined over a neighborhood of U
1
Ik
“ N 1Ik,k
contained in UIk “ NIk,k such that SIk ` tIk,k is transverse, }tIk,k} ď p2k ´ 1qδ, and
tIk,k “ tIk,k´1 over a neighborhood of N 1Ik,k´1 which is smaller than OIk,k´1. Then by
the similar backward induction as before, using the extension property of continuous
multi-valued functions, one can construct perturbations with desired properties. The
remaining details are left to the reader. 
In our argument, condition (7.10) is crucial in establishing the compactness of the
perturbed zero locus. In the situation of Theorem 7.37, suppose a perturbation t1 is
constructed over the shrinking A1 Ă A2. Then for a further precompact shrinking A2 Ă
A1, (7.10) remains true (with U 1I replaced by U
2
I ).
Proposition 7.38. Let A be a good coordinate system on X and let A1 Ă A be a pre-
compact shrinking. Let N be a thickening of A. Equip each chart UI a distance function
dI which induces the same topology. Then there exists ǫ ą 0 satisfying the following
conditions. Let t be a multi-valued perturbation of s which is N -normal. Suppose
dI
`
s˜´1I p0q X U 1I , S´1I p0q X U 1I
˘ ď ǫ, @I P I. (7.13)
Then the zero locus }ps˜1q´1p0q} is sequentially compact with respect to the subspace topol-
ogy induced from |A1|.
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Proof. Now for each x P |A1|, define Ix P I to be the minimal element for which x can
be represented by a point x˜ P U 1Ix .
Claim. Given I, there exists ǫ ą 0 such that, for any perturbations s˜ that satisfy (7.13),
if xi P }ps˜1q´1p0q} with Ixi “ I for all i, then xi has a convergent subsequence.
Proof of the claim. Suppose this is not true, then there exist a sequence ǫk ą 0 that
converge to zero, and a sequence of multi-valued perturbations tk satisfying
dI
`
s˜´1k,Jp0q X U 1J , S´1J p0q X U 1J
˘ ď ǫk, @J P I (7.14)
and sequences of points x˜k,i P s˜´1k,Ip0q X U 1I such that the sequence txk,i “ πApx˜k,iqu8i“1
does not have a convergent subsequence. Since x˜k,i P U 1I which is a compact subset of UI ,
for all k the sequence x˜k,i has subsequential limits, denoted by x˜k P s˜´1k,Ip0q X U 1I . Then
since ǫk Ñ 0, the sequence x˜k has a subsequential limit x˜8 P U 1I X S´1I p0q. Denote
x8 “ ψIpx˜8q P ψIpU 1I X S´1I p0qq “ F 1I Ă FI Ă X.
Since all F 1I cover X, there exists J P I such that x8 P FJ . Then by the (OVERLAPPING
CONDITION) of the atlas A1, we have either I ď J or J ď I but J ‰ I. We claim that
the latter is impossible. Indeed, if x8 “ ψJpy˜8q with y˜8 P U 1J , then we have y˜8 P U 1IJ
and x˜8 P ϕ1IJpU 1IJq. Then for k sufficiently large, we have x˜k in NJI . Fix such a large
k, then for i sufficiently large, we have x˜k,i P NJI . However, since the perturbation t is
N -normal, it follows that x˜k,i P ϕ1IJpU 1IJ q. This contradicts the assumption that Ixk,i “ I.
Therefore I ď J . Then there is a unique y˜8 P U 1J X S´1J p0q such that ψ1Jpy˜8q “ x8 and
y˜8 “ ϕJIpx˜8q. Then x˜8 P UJI . Therefore, for k sufficiently large, we have x˜k P UJI and
we have the convergence
y˜k :“ ϕJIpx˜kq Ñ y˜8
since ϕJI is continuous. Since y˜8 P U 1J which is an open subset of UJ , for k sufficiently
large, we have y˜k P U 1J . Fix such a large k. Then for i sufficiently large, we have
x˜k,i P UJI X ϕ´1JI pU 1J q X U 1I .
Hence we have y˜k,i :“ ϕ1JIpx˜k,iq P U 1J and
lim
iÑ8
y˜k,i “ y˜k.
Since the map U 1J Ñ |A1| is continuous, we have the convergence
lim
iÑ8
xk,i “ lim
iÑ8
πA1py˜k,iq “ πA1py˜8q.
This contradicts the assumption that xk,i does not converge for all k. Hence the claim is
prove. End of the proof of the claim.
Now for all I P I, choose the smallest ǫ such that the condition of the above claim
hold. We claim this ǫ satisfies the condition of this proposition. Indeed, let t be such
a perturbation and let xk be a sequence of points in }ps˜1q´1p0q}. Then there exists an
I P I and a subsequence (still indexed by k) with Ixk “ I. Then by the above claim, xk
has a subsequential limit. Therefore }ps˜1q´1p0q} is sequentially compact. 
7.7. Branched manifolds and cobordism. Now given an oriented good coordinate
system A on a compact Hausdorff space X, and a transverse perturbation t making the
perturbed zero locus compact, one can define a fundamental class of the perturbed zero
locus
rXsvir P Hdp|Zt|;Qq.
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Here d is the virtual dimension of A. We call rXsvir the virtual fundamental class of A,
or more roughly, the virtual fundamental class of X. The precise way of constructing
this class is to either use a triangulation as in [FO99, Section 4], or to use the notion of
weighted branched manifolds as in [MW15, Appendix]. Note that there is no difficulty to
extend from the smooth category in the above two references to the current topological
category.
More generally, consider an oriented good coordinate system with boundary A on a
compact Hausdorff space X. Let the charts of A be CI “ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , FIq. Then
define
BI “ tI P I | BUI ‰ Hu
which is equipped with the induced partial order ď. For each I P BI, define
BCI :“
`BUI , EI |BUI , SI |BUI , ψI |S´1I p0qXBUI , ψIpS´1I p0q X BUIq˘.
For each pair I ď J , I, J P BI, define
BTJI :“ pBUJI , pφJI |BUJI , pπJI |BUJI q
where BUJI could be empty. Define BFI “ ψIpS´1I p0q X BUIq. Then the image of the
natural map ğ
IPBI
BFI Ñ |A|
is a compact subset of X. We denote it by BX. Then it follows immediately that
BA “
´
tBCI | I P BIu, tBTJI | I ď J P BIu
¯
is a good coordinate system on BX. It is also easy to verify that the natural map
|BA| Ñ |A| is a homeomorphism onto a closed set.
Now consider a transverse perturbation t on A that has a compact perturbed zero locus
|Z|. t can be restricted to BA such that for the perturbed zero locus of the restriction,
denoted by |BZ| Ă |BA|, one has the relation
|BZ| “ |Z| X |BA|.
The restricted perturbation Bt is also transverse. Moreover, if A is oriented, then BA has
an induced orientation.
Lemma 7.39. A transverse perturbation t on A with compact perturbed zero locus defines
a relative virtual fundamental class
rXsvir P Hdp|Z|, |BZ|;Qq
such that via the map B : Hdp|Z|, |BZ|;Qq Ñ Hd´1p|BZ|;Qq one has
BrXsvir “ rBXsvir.
Lemma 7.39 can be used to prove that the virtual fundamental class is independent
of the choice of perturbation. Indeed, let A be an oriented good coordinate system
(without boundary) on X. Then there is a natural oriented good coordinate system
A˜ on X ˆ r0, 1s. There are also “boundary restrictions” A˜|Xˆt0u and A˜|Xˆt1u of A˜.
Let A1 Ă A be a precompact shrinking, with the product A˜1 Ă A˜. Suppose t0, t1 are
transverse perturbations on A. Then one can construct a transverse perturbation t˜ on
A˜1 with compact perturbed zero locus, such that
t˜|Xˆt0u “ t0, t˜|Xˆt1u “ t1.
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Then one obtains a relative cycle in |A˜| whose boundary is the difference of the two cycles
defined by t0 and t1.
7.8. Strongly continuous maps. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and suppose
X is equipped with an oriented, d-dimensional topological virtual orbifold atlas without
boundary
A “
´
pCIqIPI , pTJIqIďJ
¯
.
On the other hand, let Y be a topological manifold or orbifold.
Definition 7.40. A strongly continuous map from pX,Aq to Y , denoted by e : A Ñ Y ,
consists of a family of continuous maps
eI : UI Ñ Y
such that for all pairs I ď J ,
eJ ˝ φJI “ eI |UJI .
Suppose X is a compact Hausdorff space equipped with an oriented topological virtual
orbifold atlas A of dimension d. Suppose e : A Ñ Y is a strongly continuous map. Sup-
pose after shrinking A one obtains a good coordinate system. The strongly continuous
map restricts to a strongly continuous map on the shrunk atlas. Choosing certain trans-
verse multi-valued perturbations, one obtains the perturbed zero locus as an oriented
weighted branched manifold Z of dimension d. Then obviously e induces a continuous
map e : Z Ñ Y . Then we can push forward the fundamental class to Y , namely
e˚rZs P HdpY ;Qq.
a priori this homology class depends on various choices, notably on the original atlas
A, the shrinking to a good coordinate system, and the perturbation. However, we will
always be in the situation that the pushforward e˚rZs does not depend on these choices.
We simply denote it as
e˚rXsvir P HdpY ;Qq
as if there is a virtual fundamental class supported in X itself.8
When we prove the splitting axioms of the GLSM correlation function, we need to
constrain the moduli space by certain cycles in the target space of the evaluation map.
Definition 7.41. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, A be a virtual orbifold atlas
with charts indexed by elements of a partially ordered set I. Let f : AÑ Y be a strongly
continuous map where Y is an orbifold. Let Z Ă Y be a closed suborbifold equipped
with a germ of tubular neighborhoods. We say that f is transverse to Z if for every I P I,
the map fI : UI Ñ Y is transverse to Z.
Suppose we are in the situation of the above definition. Define
XZ :“
 
x P X | fXpxq P Z
(
.
Then XZ is a compact Hausdorff space. Indeed the atlas A induces an atlas on XZ . Let
NZ Ñ XZ be the normal bundle, which is an orbifold vector bundle. Then for each I P I,
define
CZ,I “ pUZ,I , EZ,I , SZ,I , ψZ,I , FZ,Iq
where UZ,I “ f´1I pZq, EZ,I “ EI |UZ,I , SZ,I “ SI |UZ,I , ψZ,I “ ψI |S´1Z,Ip0q, and FZ,I “
XZ XFI . The transversality condition guarantees that UZ,I is still a topological orbifold.
Hence CZ,I is a chart on XZ . Moreover, by restricting the coordinate changes from UI
8Indeed there is a well-defined class in the Cˇech homology of X.
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to UZ,I , one obtains a virtual orbifold atlas on XZ , denoted by AZ . Further, if A is a
good coordinate system, so is AZ .
Proposition 7.42. Let ιZ : Z Ñ Y be a closed oriented suborbifold. Then
pιZq˚peZq˚rXZsvir “ e˚rXsvir X rZs. (7.15)
Proof. First, one constructs a transverse perturbation tZ of AZ , consisting of chartwise
perturbations tZ,I : UZ,I
mÑ EZ,I . Then one can extend tZ,I to a multisection tI : UI mÑ EI
such that all tI gives a transverse perturbation t of s. Then on the zero locus |s˜´1p0q| as a
weighted branched manifold, the restriction of f is transverse to Z, and the preimage of Z
is exactly the zero locus |s˜´1Z p0q|. Then (7.15) follows from basic algebraic topology. 
8. Virtual Cycles and Cohomological Field Theory
In this section we define the cohomological field theory associated to a GLSM space.
The definition relies on the existence and various properties of the virtual cycles on the
moduli spaces of gauged Witten equation. We also state the desired properties of the
virtual cycle as Theorem 8.1 and prove the axioms of CohFT using these properties.
Lastly, we give a brief argument showing the relation between the GLSM CohFT and
the orbifold Gromov–Witten theory of the classical vacuum X¯W .
8.1. Cohomological field theories. Let Γ be a stable decorated dual graph with n tails
(not necessarily connected). Then we have defined the moduli space of gauge equivalence
classes of solutions to the gauged Witten equation with combinatorial type Γ, and its
compactification, denoted by
MΓ :“MΓpX,G,W,µq.
Γ contains the information of conjugacy classes r
¯
τas for a “ 1, . . . , n, hence identifies a
collection of twisted sectors
X¯
r
¯
τ1s
W , . . . , X¯
r
¯
τns
W .
Denote
X¯ΓW “
nź
a“1
X¯
r
¯
τas
W .
Then there are natural evaluation maps
ev :MΓ Ñ X¯ΓW.
There is another map, called the forgetful map or the stabilization map, denoted by
st :MΓ ÑMΓ ĂMg,n.
Here Γ is the underlying dual graph of Γ, where unstable rational components are con-
tracted, and st is defined by forgetting the r-spin structure, forgetting the gauged maps,
and stabilization. Denote
ev :“ pev, stq :MΓ Ñ X¯ΓW ˆMΓ. (8.1)
Notice that both X¯ΓW andMΓ are compact complex orbifolds, hence have Poincare´ dual
and homological intersection pairings.
Now we state the main result about the virtual cycles. Recall the knowledge in Sub-
section 7.8 which says that if a compact Hausdorff space X has an oriented topological
virtual orbifold atlas A equipped with a strongly continuous map to an orbifold Y , then
there is a well-defined pushforward virtual fundamental cycle in H˚pY ;Qq.
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Theorem 8.1. For each stable decorated dual graph Γ with n tails (not necessarily con-
nected), there exists an oriented topological virtual orbifold atlas AΓ on the compactified
moduli space MΓ, and a strongly continuous map
ev : AΓ Ñ X¯ΓW ˆMΓ.
which extends the map (8.1). They further satisfy the following properties. All homology
and cohomology groups are of rational coefficients.
(a) (DIMENSION) If Γ is connected, then the virtual dimension of the atlas is
“
dimCX¯ ´ 3
‰p2´ 2gq ` 2xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By ` 2n´ 2
nÿ
a“1
pιr
¯
τns
` rankCq ´ 2#EpΓq.
Here
¯
B P H ¯K2 pXq is the equivariant curve class associated to Γ.
(b) (DISCONNECTED GRAPH) Let Γ1, . . . , Γk be connected decorated dual graphs. Let
Γ “ Γ1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Γk be the disjoint union. Then one has
pevq˚
“
MΓ
‰vir “ kâ
α“1
pevq˚
“
MΓα
‰vir
.
Here the last equality makes sense with respect to the Ku¨nneth decomposition
H˚
`
X¯ΓW ˆMΓ
˘ » kâ
α“1
H˚
`
X¯ΓαW ˆMΓα
˘
.
(c) (CUTTING EDGE) Let Γ be the decorated dual graph and let Π be the decorated dual
graph obtained from Γ by shrinking a loops. Then one has
pιΠq˚ev˚
“
MΠ
‰vir “ ev˚ “MΓ‰vir X “MΠ‰ ;
Notice that X¯ΓW “ X¯ΠW , and the map
pιΠq˚ : H˚
`
X¯ΓW
˘bH˚`MΠ˘Ñ H˚`X¯ΓW ˘bH˚`MΓ˘
is induced from the inclusion ιΠ :MΠ ãÑMΓ.
(d) (COMPOSITION) Let Π be a decorated dual graph with one edge labelled by the pair
of twisted sectors r
¯
τ s, r
¯
τ s´1. Let Π˜ be the decorated dual graph obtained from Π by
normalization. Consider the fibre product
F :“MΠ˜
MˆΠ
MΠ.
Let pr2 : F ÑMΠ be the projection onto the second factor, and q : F ÑMΠ˜ be
the natural map. On the other hand, let ∆r
¯
τ s be the diagonal of the twisted sector
X¯
r
¯
τ s
W » X¯r¯τ s
´1
W . Then one has
1
degpqqq˚pr
˚
2
“
MΠ
‰vir “ “M
Π˜
‰vir
r PD
“
∆r
¯
τ s
‰
.
Here we use the slant product
r : H˚
`
X¯
r
¯
τ s
W ˆ X¯r¯τ s
´1
W
˘bH˚`X¯Π˜W ˘bH˚`MΠ˜˘Ñ H˚`X¯ΠW ˘bH˚`MΠ˜˘.
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From this theorem one can define a cohomological field theory on the Chen–Ruan coho-
mology of X¯W as follows. Indeed it is completely parallel to the case of orbifold Gromov–
Witten invariants [CR02] [AGV02]. Recall that the coefficient field is the Novikov field
of formal Laurent series
Λ :“
! 8ÿ
i“1
aiT
λi | ai P Q, lim
iÑ8
λi “ `8
)
where T is a formal variable. For each g, n with 2g ` n ě 3, and a collection of twisted
sectors
r
¯
τ s “ `r
¯
τ1s, . . . , r
¯
τns
˘ P CpKqn,
consider the set of decorated dual graphs with only one vertex and no edges of genus
g with n tails labelled by r
¯
τ 1s, . . . , r
¯
τns respectively. Such decorated dual graphs are
determined by an equivariant curve class
¯
B. Denote the corresponding moduli space by
Mrg,npr¯τ s; ¯Bq.
Then for classes
αa P H˚
`
X¯
r
¯
τas
W ;Q
˘
, β P H˚`Mg,n;Q˘,
define
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αn;βyg,n “ r
g
degpstq
ÿ
¯
B
A
ev˚
“
Mrg,npr¯τ s; ¯Bq
‰vir
, α1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αn b β
E
T xrω ¯
K
X s,¯
By.
(8.2)
Here we implicitly used the Ku¨nneth formula for the cohomology of products.
Before verifying the axioms of CohFT, one needs to show that the right hand side of
(8.2) is always an element of the Novikov field Λ. This follows from the compactness
(Theorem 6.16). Indeed, below any energy level E, if there are infinitely different classes
¯
Bk with xrω ¯KX s, ¯Bky ď E which contribute to the expression (i.e., the moduli spaces are
nonempty), then there is a sequence of solutions representing
¯
Bk. Then Theorem 6.16
implies that a subsequence converges modulo gauge transformation to a stable solution.
However, Proposition 6.14 says that the sequence of homology classes
¯
Bk should stabilize
for large k. This is a contradiction. Hence (8.2) is well-defined.
Then the correlation can extends to classes with Λ-coefficients, and extends as a mul-
tilinear function on the Chen–Ruan cohomology. The axioms of CohFT follows from the
properties of the virtual cycles and the proof is similar to the case of Gromov–Witten
theory. Notice that the fractional factors in the (COMPOSITION) property and in (8.2)
are similar to the case of FJRW invariants (see [FJR13]).
8.2. Relation with orbifold Gromov–Witten theory. An interesting and important
question to ask is what the relation between the CohFT defined here and the CohFT
defined by orbifold Gromov–Witten invariants. Without such a relation, it is hard to see
if our CohFT is nontrivial.
For convergence concern, take the subring of the Novikov field
Λ` “
! 8ÿ
i“1
aiT
λi P Λ | λi ą 0
)
.
For α P H˚
CR
pX¯W ; Λ`q, we have the GLSM potential
τ˜gpαq “
ÿ
ně0
xαb ¨ ¨ ¨ b α; 1yGLSMg,n
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and the Gromov–Witten potential
τgpαq “
ÿ
ně0
xαb ¨ ¨ ¨ b α; 1yGWg,n .
The corresponding invariants are just derivatives of τ˜g or τg at α “ 0, namely
xα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αnyGWg,n “
Bnτg
Bα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bαn p0q, xα1, . . . , αny
GLSM
g,n “
Bnτ˜gpαq
Bα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bαn p0q.
Recall that Gromov–Witten invariants can be deformed by inserting extra classes,
which corresponds to partial derivatives of τg at a nonzero point
9. In the case of La-
grangian Floer theory such interior insertions give rise to the so-called bulk deformation
(see [FOOO09, FOOO11]). Then the relation between GLSM invariants and Gromov–
Witten invariants can be stated as the following conjecture (see also [TX17]).
Conjecture 8.2. There is an element c P H˚
CR
pX¯W ; Λ`q such that
Bnτ˜g
Bα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bαn p0q “
Bnτg
Bα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bαn pcq.
Here the class c stands for “correction,” and it should count point-like instantons,
i.e. solutions to the gauged Witten equation over the complex plane. We give a very
brief sketch of the proof here and the details will appear in the forthcoming [TX]. The
argument is based on an extension of the adiabatic limit argument which originated from
the work of Gaio–Salamon [GS05]. Recall that we have chosen a fibrewise area form σg,n
on the universal curve over Mg,n of cylindrical type such that over long cylinders the
perimeters are a fixed constant (say 1). This choice is used to define the gauged Witten
equation. Replace σg,n by ǫ
´2σg,n and let ǫ to to zero. For the rescaled metric, the energy
functional of a gauged map pP,A, uq reads
EǫpP,A, uq “ 1
2
ż
ΣC
´
}dAu}2 ` ǫ2}FA}2 ` ǫ´2}µpuq}2 ` 2ǫ´2}∇W puq}2
¯
volΣC .
Here the integral and the norms are still taken with respect to the unscaled metrics, and
we also rescale W to ǫ´1W . Then the gauged Witten equation becomes
pdAuq0,1 ` ǫ´1∇W puq “ 0, ˚FA ` ǫ´2µpuq “ 0.
Then one can prove a theorem about compactness in the adiabatic limit, saying that
for a given sequence of ǫk Ñ 0 and a sequence of solutions pPk, Ak, ukq with a uniform
energy bound, a subsequence converges in a suitable sense to a holomorphic curve to X¯W
away from finitely many points in the domain. Moreover, near each one of the finitely
many points where the convergence does not hold, by rescaling the sequence converges
to a point-like instanton, namely a solution to the gauged Witten equation
pdAuq0,1 `∇W puq “ 0, ˚FA ` µpuq “ 0
over the complex plane C. These instantons are generalizations of affine vortices studied
in the context of vortex equation in [GS05] [Zil09, Zil05, Zil14] [VW16] [VXne]. Counting
such point-like instantons gives the class c, in the same way as the correction term
constructed by the second-named author with Woodward in [WX] for Lagrangian Floer
theory of GIT quotients. Moreover, since the Gromov–Witten theory is conformal, the
insertion at the original cylindrical ends and the insertion of the class c are treated
equally.
9However this is not true for GLSM.
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To prove Conjecture 8.2 one also needs to prove an inverse of the compactness theorem.
The c-deformed Gromov–Witten invariants of X¯W can be thought of as counting holo-
morphic curves in X¯W with ambient bubble trees, which is a singular object in the ǫ “ 0
boundary of the mixed moduli space. One needs to show that in the ǫ “ 0 boundary the
mixed moduli space has a collaring neighborhood parametrized by ǫ, in the virtual sense.
Such a gluing construction can be generalized from that in [Xu], although the analysis
could be much more involved.
8.3. Relation with the mirror symmetry. Mirror symmetry predicts that the A-
twisted topological string theory of a Calabi–Yau manifold M is isomorphic to the B-
twisted topological string theory of its mirror Calabi–Yau manifold M_, in particular
there is an identification between the A-side moduli (Ka¨hler parameters) and the B-side
moduli (complex paramters). The identification is generally called the mirror map. In
the case that M is realized as the classical vacuum of a gauged linear sigma model
pX,G,W,µq (when X is indeed a linear space and G acts linearly, for example, when
M is a Calabi–Yau hypersurface in a projective space), many evidences indicate that
the mirror map can be understood purely from the A-side, and it counts the correction
between the GLSM and the low-energy nonlinear sigma model (the Gromov–Witten
theory) (see [MP95]). A reasonable explanation of this phenomenon was given by Hori–
Vafa [HV00], which says that the mirror symmetry for vector spaces is trivial and the
only nontrivial effect for the compact Calabi–Yau comes from the point-like instanton
correction. From such a principle, there have been many A-side calculations of the
mirror map, for example, [Giv96] [CLLT17] [GW] [CK]. In particular, the counting of
affine vortices as done in [GW], provides the A-side mirror map interpretation for gauged
linear sigma model spaces with zero superpotential. Our forthcoming work [TX] will then
give the foundation of the general case with nonzero superpotential, following the idea
of [MP95].
9. Constructing the Virtual Cycle. I. Fredholm Theory
In this section we construct the virtual atlas in the “infinitesimal” level. Namely, we
prove that the deformation complex of the moduli space of gauged Witten equation is
Fredholm, and calculate the Fredholm index.
9.1. Moduli spaces with prescribed asymptotic constrains. We first fix the topo-
logical data. Let n ě 0 be the number of punctures and g ě 0 be the genus of the domain
curve. Let m1, . . . ,mn P Zr be a collection of monodromies of r-spin structures over a
genus g surface. Then there exists the component
Mrg,npm1, . . . ,mnq ĂMrg,n.
Another part of the topological data consists of asymptotic constrains of solutions. Let
τ1, . . . , τn P K be elements of finite orders, which are the monodromies of the K-
connections. Denote
τa “ τaιW pexpp2πima{rqq P K
and r
¯
τas its conjugacy class. With the above data fixed, let Xa Ă X be the fixed point
set of
¯
τa and X¯a Ă X¯ be the corresponding twisted sector
X¯a :“
“
KXa X µ´1p0q
‰{K.
Definition 9.1. Given a collection r
¯
τ s “ pr
¯
τ 1s, . . . , r
¯
τnsq of twisted sectors. Let M˜r¯τ sg,n
be the set of triples pC,vq, where
(a) C represents a point of Mr,mg,n .
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(b) v “ pP,A, uq is a smooth bounded solution to the gauged Witten equation (3.9)
over C such that the limiting monodromy of A at the a-th marked point is rτas.
Again one can define an equivalence relation among elements of M˜
r
¯
τ s
g,n. Denote the
corresponding quotient by M
r
¯
τ s
g,n. Here ends Definition 9.1.
One can define a natural topology onMg,npr
¯
τ sq which is Hausdorff and locally compact.
One can decompose the moduli space into connected components:
M
r
¯
τ s
g,n “
ğ
¯
BPH ¯
K
2 pX;Qq
M
r
¯
τ s
g,np
¯
Bq.
Meanwhile, we have a well-defined continuous evaluation map
ev :M
r
¯
τ s
g,n Ñ
nź
a“1
X¯
r
¯
τas
W . (9.1)
We would like to realizeM
r
¯
τ s
g,n as the zero set of certain Fredholm section, and calculate
the Fredholm index. In particular, we prove the following formal statement.
Proposition 9.2. The expected dimension of M
r
¯
τ s
g,np
¯
Bq is equal to
dimCX¯p2 ´ 2g ´ nq ` dimRMg,n ` ndimCX¯W ` 2xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By ´ 2
nÿ
a“1
ιr
¯
τas.
More generally, the compactified moduli space M
r
¯
τ s
g,n has lower strata indexed by dec-
orated dual graphs.
Proposition 9.3. Given a decorated dual graph Γ, the expected dimension of the moduli
space MΓpX,G,W,µq is equal to
dimCX¯p2´ 2g ´ nq ` dimRMg,n ` ndimCX¯W ` 2xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By ´ 2
nÿ
a“1
ιr
¯
τas ´ 2#EpΓq.
This result follows easily (also formally) from Proposition 9.2 and the property of the
degree shifting numbers ιrτ s (see (3.6)).
Remark 9.4. We remark that the expected dimension is the same as the expected di-
mension of the moduli space of holomorphic curves into the classical vacuum X¯W with
selected twisted sectors at punctures.
9.2. The Banach manifold and the Banach bundle. We first set up the Banach
manifold B and the Banach vector bundle E Ñ B for this problem. We fix the following
data and notations.
(a) Fix a smooth r-spin curve C. The only case for an unstable C is when it is an
infinite cylinder. Let Σ be the underlying punctured Riemann surface.
(b) Fix a cylindrical metric on Σ is fixed. Let PR Ñ Σ be the Up1q-bundle coming
from the Hermitian metric on the orbifold line bundle LC Ñ C.
(c) Fix a smooth K-bundle P Ñ Σ. Let
¯
P Ñ Σ be the
¯
K-bundle defined by PR and
P .
(d) Fix trivializations of
¯
P over certain cylindrical ends, and fix cylindrical coordinates
on these ends.
(e) Fix conjugacy classes rτ1s, . . . , rτns P CpKq all of which have finite orders. Let
r
¯
τ1s, . . . , r
¯
τns be the conjugacy classes in
¯
K combined with the monodromies of
the r-spin structure on C.
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When the above data are understood from the context, we only use the pair pC, P q to
represent them.
To define various norms, we also need a Riemannian metric on X whose exponential
map has good properties. The original Ka¨hler metric doesn’t satisfy our need, for exam-
ple, the level set of the moment map µ´1p0q is not totally geodesic. We choose a metric
hX on X that satisfies the following conditions.
‚ hX is invariant under the
¯
K-action.
‚ hX “ gX near the unstable locus of the G-action.
‚ XssW is totally geodesic near µ´1p0q.‚ XssW X µ´1p0q is totally geodesic.‚ J : TX Ñ TX is isometric.
We leave to the reader to verify the existence of such Riemannian metrics.
Let exp be the exponential map associated to hX . If
¯
P is a principal
¯
K-bundle and
Y Ñ Σ is the associated bundle with fibre X, then hX induces a fibrewise metric on Y
and we also use exp to denote the exponential map in the vertical directions.
Now we can define the Banach manifolds. First, the cylindrical metric on Σ allows us
to define the weighted Sobolev spaces
W k,p,wpΣq, @k ě 0, p ą 2, w P R.
Now define
A
k,p,w
C,P
to be the space of connections A on P of regularity W k,ploc satisfying the following condi-
tions. Over each cylindrical end Ua, with respect to the fixed trivializations of P |Ua ,
A “ d` λadt` α, where α P W k,p,wpUa, T ˚Ua b kq
where λa P k such that e2πiλa “ rτas. On the other hand, define
S
k,p,w
C,P
to be the space of sections u :
¯
P Ñ X of regularity W k,ploc , satisfying the following
condition. Over each cylindrical end Ua, under the fixed trivializations of P |Ua , we can
identify u as a map u : Ua Ñ X. Then we require that there exists a normalized critical
loop xa “ pxaptq, λ#a q in µ´1p0q XXW , such that e2πiλa P rτas and
ups, tq “ expxaptq ξaps, tq, where ξa PW k,p,wpUa, x˚aTXq.
(Here to differentiate ξa, we use the Levi–Civita connection of certain Riemannian metric
on X. The resulting Banach manifold is independent of choosing the metric.) We also
define a Banach manifold of gauge transformations. Let
G
k,p,w
C,P
be the space of gauge transformations g : P Ñ K of regularity W k,ploc , such that over the
cylindrical end Ua, with respect to the trivialization of P |Ua , g is identified with a map
g “ gaeh, where ga P K, h PW k,p,wpUa, kq.
Then we define
B
k,p,w
C,P Ă Ak,p,wC,P ˆ Sk,p,wC,P
to be the subset of pairs pA, uq such that over each Ua, p
¯
A, uq converges to a normalized
critical loop xa “ pxaptq,
¯
λaq belong to the twisted sector X¯r¯τasW .
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In most cases, we will take k “ 1 and in this case we will drop the index k from the
notations. There is a smooth action by the group Gp,w
C,P on B
p,w
C,P . Further, notice that for
any pA, uq P Bp,w
C,P , u is continuous. Hence an element represents an equivariant curve
class in H ¯
K
2 pX;Qq. Then we can decompose the Banach manifold by the equivariant
curve classes, i.e.,
B
p,w
C,P “
ğ
¯
BPH ¯
K
2 pX;Qq
B
p,w
C,P p¯Bq.
Each component is invariant with respect to the action by Gp,w
C,P . Next we define a Banach
vector bundle
E
p,w
C,P Ñ Bp,wC,P .
Over each point pA, uq of the Banach manifold, we have the vector bundle
u˚T vertY Ñ Σ
whose transition functions are of class W 1,ploc . It also has an induced Hermitian metric.
Fix a metric connection on u˚T vertY which is trivialized over cylindrical ends, we define
E
p,w
C,P |v “ Lp,wpΣ,Λ0,1 b u˚T vertY q ‘ Lp,wpΣ, adP q.
Then the union over all v P Bp,w
C,P gives a smooth Banach space bundle. An action by
the group Gp,wC,P makes it an equivariant bundle. It is straightforward to verify that the
gauged Witten equation (3.9) defines a smooth section
F
p,w
C,P : B
p,w
C,P Ñ Ep,wC,P .
Moreover, this section is equivariant with respect to the action of Gp,w
C,P . Hence we define
M˜
p,w
C,P :“
´
F
p,w
C,P
¯´1p0q.
It has the topology induced as a subset of the Banach manifold Bp,wC,P . Then define the
quotient which is equipped with the quotient topology:
M
p,w
C,P :“ M˜p,wC,P {Gp,wC,P .
Proposition 9.5. Let p ą 2 and w ą 0 be constants.
(a) Bp,w
C,P is a Banach manifold and E
p,w
C,P is a Banach vector bundle over it.
(b) Suppose v “ pA, uq P Bp,wC,P and it is asymptotic to the normalized critical loop
xa “ pxaptq,
¯
λaq at the a-th puncture, then the tangent space of Bp,wC,P at v “ pA, uq
can be identified with the Banach space
W 1,p,wpΣ,Λ1 b k‘ u˚TXq ‘
nà
a“1
Txap0q
´
K
`
X¯
τa
W X µ´1p0q
˘¯
.
(c) For any smooth r-spin curve C and any smooth solution v “ pP,A, uq to the
gauged Witten equation over C, there exist
¯
B P H ¯K2 pX;Qq and a smooth gauge
transformation g on P such that g˚pA, uq P Bp,w
C,P p¯Bq.
(d) There is a natural homeomorphism
M
p,w
C,P p¯Bq »MC,P p¯Bq
where the latter is equipped with the c.c.t. topology. Such homeomorphisms for
different p and δ are compatible in a natural sense.
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Remark 9.6. Notice that we only used underlying smooth structure of Σ and the cylin-
drical metric to define the spaces Ak,p,wC,P , S
k,p,w
C,P , G
k,p,w
C,P . Moreover, if we modify the
cylindrical metric over a compact subset of the punctured surface Σ, then the resulting
Banach manifolds are the same.
9.3. Gauge fixing. In this subsection we take a digress onto the discussion of gauge
fixing. This discussion is not only relevant to the index calculation, but is also useful in
the gluing construction. Let C, P be as above and we have defined the Banach manifold
B
p,w
C,P , the Banach space bundle E
p,w
C,P and the section F
p,w
C,P . Abbreviate the underlying
punctured surface of C by Σ.
First we would like to define a local distance function on Bp,w
C,P . Fix a reference point
v “ pA, uq P Bp,wC,P , for another pA1, u1q P Bp,wC,P , suppose u and u1 are C0 close and
u1 “ expu ξ, where ξ PW 1,ploc pΣC , u˚T vertY q.
Then we define
distpv,v1q “ }A1 ´A}Lp,wpΣq ` }DApA1 ´Aq}Lp,wpΣq
` }ξ}L8pΣq ` }DAξ}Lp,wpΣq ` }dµpuqξ}Lp,wpΣq ` }dµpuqJξ}Lp,wpΣq. (9.2)
As before, DAξ is actually the covariant derivative with respect to
¯
A. This is gauge
invariant in the sense that if g P Gp,wC,P , then distpg˚v, g˚v1q “ distpv,v1q. This function
gives a way to specify a natural open neighborhood of v. We do not need to know whether
distpv,v1q is equal to distpv1,vq or not. For ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small, denote temporarily
Bǫv “
!
v1 P Bp,wC,P | distpv,v1q ă ǫ
)
.
Definition 9.7. Given p ą 2, w ą 0 and ǫ ą 0. Suppose v,v1 P Bp,wC,P such that
distpv,v1q ă ǫ, and u1 “ expu ξ. We say that v is in Coulomb gauge relative to v, if
d˚ApA1 ´Aq ` dµpumidξ qJξ “ 0. (9.3)
Here umidξ is defined by
umidξ “ expu
ˆ
1
2
ξ
˙
and the ξ in (9.3) is identified via a tangent vector along umidξ .
If P is trivialized locally so that A and A1 are written as
A “ d` φds` ψdt, A1 “ d` φ1ds ` ψ1dt
and u, u1 are identified with genuine maps into X, then (9.3) reads
Bspφ1 ´ φq ` rφ, φ1 ´ φs ` Btpψ1 ´ ψq ` rψ,ψ1 ´ ψs ` dµpumidξ qJξ
“ Bspφ1 ´ φq ` rφ, φ1s ` Btpψ1 ´ ψq ` rψ,ψ1s ` dµpumidξ qJξ “ 0.
It clearly changes sign if we switch pA, uq with pA1, u1q. Hence we obtain the following
fact.
Lemma 9.8. v1 is on the Coulomb slice through v if and only if v is on the Coulomb
slice through v1.
Using the implicit function theorem it is routine to prove the following results (cf.
[CGMS02]) for the case where the domain curve is compact).
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Lemma 9.9. (Local slice theorem) Given v “ pA, uq P Bp,w
C,P . Then there exist ǫ ą 0,
δ ą 0 and C ą 0 satisfying the following condition. For any v1 “ pA1, u1q P Bǫv, there
exists a unique gauge transformation g “ eh P Gp,wC,P satisfying
}h}W 2,p,δ ď δ, d˚ApA1h ´Aq ` dµpumidξ1h q ¨ Jξ
1
h “ 0,
where A1h :“ pehq˚A1 and ξ1h is defined by expu ξ1h “ u1h :“ pehq˚u1. Moreover,
}h}W 2,p,w ď Cdistpv,v1q.
Proof. Define
RA1phq “ d˚ApA1h ´Aq ` dµpumidξ1
h
q ¨ Jξ1h P Lp,wpΣC , adP q.
We look for zeroes of this map via the implicit function theorem. A crucial step is to
show the invertibility of the linearization of R. When A “ A1 we have
LA :“ D0RAphq “ d˚AdAh` dµpuq ¨ JXh.
This defines a Fredholm operator LA : W
2,p,wpΣ, adP q Ñ Lp,wpΣ, adP q and it is easy to
show the positivity of this operator. Hence LA is invertible and bounded from below by
a constant C ą 0 (all the constants in this proof only depends on the gauge equivalence
class of v). On the other hand, there exists ǫ ą 0 such that if distpv,v1q ď ǫ, then
}LA1 ´ LA} ď C
2
.
Hence LA1 is invertible and its inverse is uniformly bounded. Then this lemma follows
from the implicit function theorem and the smoothness of the map RA1 . 
Lastly we consider the gauge fixing problem over the infinite cylinder, which has an
additional subtlety. Let v be a soliton. Notice that by reprarametrization, one obtains a
continuous family of solitons, locally parametrized by w P C. For w “ S ` iT which is
small, let vw “ puw, φw, ψwq be the reparametrized soliton, namely
uwps, tq “ ups ` S, t` T q, φwps, tq “ φps` S, t` T q, ψw “ ψps ` S, t` T q.
For another v1 which is close to v, the gauge fixing conditions relative to any vw belonging
to this family are different.
In particular, when w is small, by Lemma 9.9, one can gauge transform vw to the
Coulomb slice through v. Such gauge transformation is of the form ehw with hw P
W 2,p,wpΘ , kq small and unique. The following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 9.10. Suppose v “ pu, φ, ψq, then
Bhw
Bs
ˇˇˇˇ
w“0
“ φ, BhwBt
ˇˇˇˇ
w“0
“ ψ.
Proof. The implicit function theorem follows from the method of Newton iteration. For
w small enough, hw is close to the unique solution to
∆˚Ah` dµpuq ¨ JXh “ ´d˚A
`pφw ´ φqds ` pψw ´ ψqdt˘ ` dµpumidw qJξw,
where ξw and u
mid
w are defined by
expu ξw “ uw, umidw “ expu
ˆ
ξw
2
˙
.
The difference from hw and the actual solution h is of higher order in w. Hence differen-
tiating in w in the s-direction, one has
∆˚ABshw ` dµpuqJXBshw “ d˚A
`Bsφds` Bsψdt˘ ´ dµpuq ¨ JBsu.
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We only verify that Bshw “ φ solves the above equation; the case for the t-derivative is
similar. Indeed, the difference between the left hand side and the right hand side reads
´ pBs ` adφqpBsφq ´ pBt ` adψqpBtφ` rψ, φsq ` dµpuq ¨ JXφ
` pBs ` adφqpBsφq ` pBt ` adψqpBsψq ` dµpuq ¨ JBsu
“ pBt ` adψqpBsψ ´ Btφ` rφ,ψsq ` dµpuq ¨ JpBsu` Xφq
“ pBt ` adψq
`Bsψ ´ Btφ` rφ,ψs ` µpuq˘.
The last line vanishes by the vortex equation. 
9.4. The index formula. Now we form the deformation complex of our problem. Fix
the smooth r-spin curve C and a principal K-bundle P Ñ C. Recall P contains the
information of limiting holonomies. Given v “ pA, uq P M1,p,δ
C,P p¯Bq. Then we have the
following deformation complex.
Cv : E
0
v
Bv // E1v
Dv // E2v .
Here
E0v “W 2,p,δpΣ, adP q ‘
à
j
k
parametrizes infinitesimal gauge transformations h : Σ Ñ adP . E1v is the tangent space
of Bp,δC,P at v. E
2
v is the fibre of E
p,δ
C,P at v. The map Dv is the linearization of the gauged
Witten equation at v, while Bv is the infinitesimal gauge transformation given by
Bvphq “ pdAh,Xhpuqq.
Since the gauged Witten equation is gauge invariant, Dv ˝ Bv “ 0.
Theorem 9.11. The deformation complex Cv is Fredholm. Moreover, its Euler charac-
teristic is given by
dimCX¯
`
2´ 2g ´ n˘` ndimCX¯W ` 2xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By ´ 2
nÿ
j“1
ιpγjq.
In other words, this is the expected dimension of the moduli space.
Proposition 9.2 follows immediately since there are additional 6g´ 6` 2n parameters
for the variation of the conformal structures.
To prove Theorem 9.11, one needs to introduce certain gauge fixing conditions. Define
Cvpα, ξq :“ ´d˚Aα` dµpuq ¨ JXξ.
Define Dv : TvBC Ñ EC by
D˜vpα, ξq “
»——–
D
0,1
A ξ `∇ξ∇W `X 0,1α puq
´d˚AKα` dµpuq ¨ JXξ
˚dAKα` dµpuq ¨ ξ
fiffiffifl . (9.4)
Also consider the operator Cv ˝ Bv : LieGC Ñ E2v given by
Cv ˝ Bvh “ ´d˚AdAh` dµpuq ¨ JXh
By a standard result in functional analysis (see [TX15, Lemma 5.7]), we know that the
deformation complex of v is Fredholm if both Dv and Cv ˝ Bv are both Fredholm, and in
that case χpvq “ indD˜v´ indpCv ˝ Bvq. It is easy to see that Cv ˝ Bv is Fredholm of index
zero. Hence χpvq “ indDv. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 9.11 reduces to the proof
of the following proposition.
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Proposition 9.12. D˜v is Fredholm and
indD˜v “ dimCX¯p2´ 2g´nq`ndimCX¯W ` 2xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By´
nÿ
j“1
´
2ιpγj q` dimRX¯W,pγjq
¯
.
9.4.1. Riemann–Roch. Consider a smooth complex line bundle L Ñ Σ˚C . A smooth
connection A P ApLq is called a meromorphic connection if there exist trivializations
of L near the punctures, i.e., ξj : U
˚
j ˆ C Ñ LU˚j such that with respect to ξj , A “
d ` αj ` νjdθ, where αj extends to a continuous 1-form over the puncture. We assume
that νj “ inj{r is rational. Then L and the collection of νj determine an orbifold line
bundle L Ñ C, whose isomorphism class is independent of the trivializations ξi. On the
other hand, using ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξkq one defines a smooth line bundle Lξ Ñ ΣC . We define
degL “ degLξ `
kÿ
j“1
nj
r
P Q, tLu “ degLξ `
kÿ
j“1
t
nj
r
u P Z.
Both degL and tLu are independent of the choice of ξ. We call the rational number
ιjpLq :“ nj
r
´ tnj
r
u
the degree shifting. It is convenient to use it in the orbifold Riemann–Roch formula.
Recall that in the usual Riemann–Roch formula for smooth line bundles there appears
the degree of the line bundle. In the orbifold case the degree is in general a rational
number while the index must be an integer.
Now consider a real linear first order differential operator D : Ω0pLq Ñ Ω0,1pLq be a
real linear, first-order differential operator. D is called an admissible Cauchy–Riemann
operator if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) There is a meromorphic connection A on L such that D and BA differ by a zeroth
order operator.
(b) For each cylindrical end U˚j , there are real numbers λj , τj such that´
ξj ˝D ˝ ξ´1j
¯
f “ BfBs ` i
”Bf
Bt ` λjf
ı
` τj f¯.
Lemma 9.13. Suppose p ą 2 and δ P R. If for all j, ´δ ` λj ˘ τj R Z, then D extends
to a Fredholm operator D :W 1,p,δpΣC , Lq Ñ Lp,δpΣC ,Λ0,1 b Lq. Moreover, if we define
bδpL,Dq :“
kÿ
j“1
!
t´δ ` λj ` τju` t´δ ` λj ´ τju
)
,
then the real index of D is
indD “ 2´ 2g ` 2deg“Lξ‰` bδpL,Dq.
Proof. Because the Riemann–Roch formula satisfies cut-and-paste property, it suffices
to prove this lemma for the case when ΣC is a sphere with only one puncture. Using a
cylindrical coordinate near the puncture, we see that the operator D is (up to a compact
operator) is BBs ` L where
L “ J
˜
B
Bt `
«
λj ´τj
´τj λj
ff¸
`
«
´δ 0
0 ´δ
ff
When τj “ λj “ 0 and δ is slightly bigger than 0, we know that the index is equal to 2tLu,
while in this case bδpL,Dq “ 2. So we proved the Riemann–Roch formula in this special
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case. In general, the self-adjoint operator L has spectrum Z`λj˘τj´δ. From the above
special case, the spectrum crosses zero for bδpL,Dq times from negative to positive. By
the relation between spectral flow and index, we obtain the index formula. 
Corollary 9.14. Given p ą 2 and δ ą 0 sufficiently small. Let
DK : W
1,p,δ
´
ΣC , g‘
`
Λ1,0 b padPCq
˘¯Ñ Lp,δ´ΣC , `Λ0,1 b g˘‘ adPC¯
be a differential operator such that over each cylindrical end U˚j , using the cylindrical
coordinate w “ ds` idt and a trivialization of adP , for certain λj P k, one has
DK
«
f
hdw
ff
“
»—–
´ Bf
Bw ` riλj , f s ` h
¯
dw
Bh
Bw ` riλj , hs ` f
fiffifl .
Moreover, DK differs from B ‘ B: by a zeroth order operator. Then DK is Fredholm and
indDK “ 0.
Proof. Let the collection of trivializations of adPC|U˚j be ξ. Then adPC and ξ together
induces a continuous complex vector bundle Eξ Ñ ΣC . On the other hand, the trivial-
ization and the cylindrical coordinates induce an identification
g‘ pΛ1,0 b adPCq » g‘ g.
Define a real linear map ρpa, bq “ pa` b, a´ bq. Then ρ gives a different trivialization of
g‘ pΛ1,0 b adPCq over U˚j . These trivializations can be extended to a splitting
ρ : g‘ Λ1,0 b adPC » R` ‘R´.
Near the punctures, one has
ρDKρ
´1
«
f`
f´
ff
“
«
Bf`{Bw ` riλj , f`s ` f`
Bf´{Bw ` riλj , f´s ´ f´
ff
. (9.5)
If we regard f˘ “ a˘ ` ib˘, then the two components of (9.5) can be written as«
a˘
b˘
ff
ÞÑ
ˆ B
Bs ` J
B
Bt
˙«
a˘
b˘
ff
`
«
˘Id ´adλj
adλj ¯Id
ff«
a˘
b˘
ff
.
It is easy to see that the last 2ˆ2 matrix is Hermitian and invertible and exactly half of its
eigenvalues are positive. Then by the standard knowledge of indices of Cauchy–Riemann
type operators over surfaces with cylindrical ends, one has
indDK “ 2dimKp2´ 2gq ` deg
`
g‘ `Λ1,0 b Eξ˘˘´ 2ndimK
“ dimKp4´ 4gq ` 2dimKdegpKlogq ´ 2ndimK “ 0.
Here the term ´2ndimK comes from the limiting behavior of the operator (9.5), and we
used degEξ “ 0 because the adjoint representation of K is in SUpgq. 
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9.4.2. The splitting. We would like to construct a splitting of u˚T vertY ‘ pΛ1 b Eq into
line bundles so that we can apply the Riemann–Roch formula (Lemma 9.13) for these line
bundles. Suppose at the puncture zj, the section u (with respect to certain trivialization
of P ) converges to a loop e´λjtxj where xj P Xj “ Xγj and γj “ expp2πλjq. One can
split the tangent space TxjX as
TxjX » GX ‘HX » GX ‘
´
HX XNxjXj
¯
‘
´
HX X TxjXj
¯
»GX ‘
´
HX XNxjXj
¯
‘
´
HX X TxjXj XNxjXW
¯
‘
´
HX X TxjXj X TxjXW
¯
.
(9.6)
Here GX is the subspace generated by Xa and JXa for all a P k, and HX is the orthogonal
complement of GX .
The decomposition (9.6) is γj-equivariant. We can split the first factor GX as eigenspaces
of γj, denoted by
GX »
n1à
α“1
Lp1qα .
We also decompose the second factor HX XNxjXj into irreducible representations of the
cyclic group xγjy » Z{ajZ, as
HxjX XNxjXj »
n2à
α“1
Lp2qα , where n2 “ codimC
`
X¯rγj s, X¯
˘
.
Moreover, the Hessian of W restricted to the third factor HX X TxjXj X NxjXW is
nondegenerate. Since W is holomorphic, one can decompose the third factor as
HX X TxjXj XNxjXW »
n3à
α“1
Lp3qα , where n3 “ codimC
`
X¯W,pγjq, X¯pγj q
˘
.
Lastly, we can decompose the fourth component of (9.6) into
HxjX X TxjXj X TxjXW »
n4à
α“1
Lp4qα , where n4 “ dimCX¯W,pγjq.
For each cylindrical end U˚j , we can identify u
˚T vertY |U˚j with U˚j ˆ TxjX. According
to the above decomposition, we can trivialize u˚T vertY |U˚j as
u˚T vertY |U˚j »
à
1ďsď4
1ďαďns
Lpsqα ,
so that up to compact operators, the Cauchy–Riemann operator BA is equivalent to the
direct sum of admissible Cauchy–Riemann operators Dα on Lα such that
(a) For each L
p2q
α , zj is a type I puncture.
(b) For each L
p3q
α , zj is a type II1 puncture.
(c) For each L
p4q
α , zj is a type II2 puncture.
There is no topological obstruction to extend the trivializations of u˚T vertY |U˚j to ΣC.
Hence we can assume that u˚T vertY is decomposed over ΣC into complex line bundles
u˚T vertY » à
1ďsď4
1ďαďns
Lpsqα ,
such that the direct sum of all L
p1q
α is isomorphic to the trivial bundle with fibre g.
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Lemma 9.15. Let B P HK2 pXW ;Qq be the equivariant curve class represented by v, then
1ďαďnsÿ
2ďsď4
tLpsqα u “ xcK1 pTXq, By ´
kÿ
j“1
ιpγjq. (9.7)
Proof. The case that ΣC has no puncture is easy to prove. Hence we assume that ΣC has
at least one puncture. Then the bundle P ˚C is trivial. Take a trivialization of P over ΣC
which identifies the section u with a map u : ΣC Ñ X and induces identifications
adPC » ΣC ˆ g, u˚T vertY » u˚TX.
With respect to the first identification we can write A over each cylindrical end U˚j as
A “ d` α` λjdt.
Moreover, we can trivialize u˚TX|U˚j » U˚j ˆ TxjX. This completes u˚TX to a smooth
vector bundle pu˚TXqξ Ñ ΣC . Then it is easy to see that
xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By “ degpu
˚TXqξ `
nÿ
j“1
´iepλjq.
Here epλjq P iQ is the sum of eigenvalues of ∇Xλj on TxjX. Moreover, since adλj is
traceless on g, epλjq is equal to the sum of eigenvalues of ∇Xλj on HX . Hence we obtain
(9.7) as ´ιpγjq is exactly the sum of these eigenvalues. 
By the expression (9.4) and the splitting (9.6), as well as Corollary 9.14 and Lemma
9.15, one obtains
indDv “ indDK `
1ďαďnsÿ
2ďsď4
indDpsqα
“
1ďαďnsÿ
2ďsď4
´
p2´ 2gq ´ bpLi,Diq ` 2tLpsqα u
¯
“ dimCX¯p2 ´ 2gq ` 2
dimCX¯ÿ
i“1
tLiu´
nÿ
j“1
´
dimRX¯W,pγjq ´ rankC∇2W |TxjXj
¯
“ dimCX¯p2 ´ 2g ´ nq ` ndimCX¯W ` 2xc¯K1 pTXq, ¯By ´
nÿ
j“1
´
2ιpγj q ` dimRX¯W,pγjq
¯
.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 9.12.
10. Constructing the Virtual Cycle. II. Gluing
In this section we construct a local virtual orbifold chart for every point of the com-
pactified moduli space Mrg,npX,G,W,µ;Bq. The main result of this section is stated
as Corollary 10.17, while a crucial step is Proposition 10.16, in which via the gluing
construction we obtain local charts for the thickened moduli space. The construction of
the thickened moduli space, which is similar to the case of Gromov–Witten theory (see
[LT98b] [FO99] [Par16]), depends on many choices.
The construction depends on a number of choices we have to make. We will use the
environment Choice to explicitly declare them.
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10.1. Stabilizers of solutions. An automorphism of a solution a priori consists of two
parts, one coming from the domain symmetry, i.e., the underlying r-spin curve has an
automorphism, the other coming from the gauge symmetry. To construct a local model,
we first show that any stable solution has finite automorphism group.
Definition 10.1. (Isomorphisms of stable solutions) Let C1, C2 be smooth or nodal r-
spin curves and v1 P M˜C1 , v2 P M˜C2 . An isomorphism from pC1,v1q to pC2,v2q is a pairpρ, gq, where ρ : C1 Ñ C2 is an isomorphism of r-spin curves, and g : P1 Ñ P2 is a smooth
isomorphism of principal K-bundles that covers ρ. We require that pρ, gq satisfies the
following condition.
‚ For each irreducible component α1 of C1, the isomorphism ρ of r-spin curves
provides a corresponding irreducible component α2 of C2 and a biholomorphic
map γα1 : Σ
˚
α1 Ñ Σ˚α2 that preserves the punctures. Moreover, there is a bundle
isomorphism gα1 : P |Σ˚α1 Ñ P |Σ˚α2 that covers γα1 . We require that
A1|Σ˚α1 “ g
˚
α1A2|Σ˚α2 , u1|P1|Σ˚α1 “ u2|P2|Σ˚α2 ˝ gα1 .
In particular, a gauge transformation on P induces an isomorphism from pC,vq to
pC, g˚vq. Isomorphisms can be composed. For any pair pC,vq, denote by AutpC,vq the
automorphism (self-isomorphism) group.
Then we show that automorphism groups of stable solutions are finite. A key point
is that when n ě 1, a solution converges at punctures to points in µ´1p0q where K-
stabilizers are finite. When the curve has no punctures, we need to require that the area
is sufficiently large (compare to the energy) so that solutions are also close to µ´1p0q.
Lemma 10.2. (Finiteness of automorphism groups)
(a) Suppose n ě 1. Then for every λ ą 0, every B P HK2 pXssW ;Qq, every stable solu-
tion v to the gauged Witten equation over a smooth or nodal curve C representing
a point in Mrg,npX,G,W,µ;Bqλ, the automorphism group Γv is finite.
(b) For every B P HK2 pXssW ;Qq there exists λB ą 0 such that for every λ ě λB, every
stable solution v to the gauged Witten equation over a smooth C representing a
point in Mrg,0pX,G,W,µ;Bqλ, the automorphism group Γv is finite.
Proof. Consider pC,vq and its automorphism group AutpC,vq. Let Aut0pC,vq Ă AutpC,vq
be the subgroup of automorphisms pρ, gq which fix every irreducible component of C.
Since there are at most finitely many permutations among components, it suffices to
prove that Aut0pC,vq is finite. Hence we only need to prove the finiteness for a smooth
r-spin curve C.
First consider the case that C is stable. Then ρ is an automorphism of the stable r-spin
curve, which is finite. Then it suffices to consider automorphisms pρ, gq such that ρ “ IdC .
Since g fixes the connection, g is a covariantly constant section of P ˆAdK. Hence such
g corresponds to a subgroup of K. On the other hand, if C has a marking, at which the
section u approaches to µ´1p0q. Since g has to fix the section, and stabilizers of µ´1p0q
are at most finite. Hence there are at most finitely many gauge transformations that fix
v.
If C is stable but has no marking, then ΣC has finite volume. By the energy inequality
(Theorem 5.12), one has
C ` xω ¯KX , ¯By “ Epvq ě λ
2
ż
ΣC
|µpuq|2.
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Hence for λB being sufficiently large and when λ ě λB, there is a nonempty subset of
ΣC whose images under u is in the region of X where the K-action has no continuous
stabilizer. Hence for the same reason as the above case the automorphism group is finite.
Lastly we consider the case when C is unstable, namely v is a soliton. In this case
C “ R ˆ S1. Let w “ s ` it be the cylindrical coordinate. We can view the r-spin
structure pLC , φCq as a trivial one. Namely, the log-canonical bundle ωC is trivialized
by dw, LC is the trivial bundle and φC : L
b5
C Ñ ωC is the identity of the trivial bundle.
Then for an automorphism pρ, gq of v, the curve isomorphism ρ is a translation of the
cylinder, namely, ps, tq ÞÑ ps`S, t`T q for certain constants S, T . Then ρ˚LC and LC are
both canonically identified with the trivial bundle. Therefore the bundle isomorphism
contained in ρ,
LC Ñ ρ˚LC »
canonical
LC
is essentially an element of Zr, and there is a group homomorphism Autv Ñ Zr. Hence
to prove that Autv is finite, it suffices to consider the subgroup of automorphism whose
images in Zr are trivial. Furthermore, by the finite energy condition, it is easy to see
that S must be zero, namely ρ is a rotation of the infinite cylinder.
Claim. T is a rational multiple of 2π.
Proof of the claim. We can transform v into temporal gauge, namely
A “ d` ψdt.
Hence we can abbreviate v by a pair pu, ψq. Since g preserves A upto a rotation, g must
only depend on t. Furthermore, we can also fix the gauge at ´8 so that
lim
sÑ´8
pψps, tq, ups, tqq “ pη´, x´ptqq
where η´ P k and x´ptq “ px´ptq, η´q is a critical loop, i.e.
x1´ptq ` Xη´px´ptqq “ 0.
Then
e2πη´x´p0q “ x´p2πq “ x´p0q “: x´, x´ptq “ e´η´tx´.
Since x´ P µ´1p0q which has finite stabilizer, e2πη´ is of finite order in K, say order k.
Then we can lift v to k-fold covering of the infinite cylinder, denoted by pu˜, ψ˜q, which is
defined by
u˜ps˜, t˜q “ ups˜, t˜q, ψ˜ps˜, t˜q “ ψps˜, t˜q.
The automorphism is also lifted to the k-fold cover by ρ˜ps˜, t˜q “ ps˜, t˜ ` T q, g˜ps˜, t˜q “
gps˜, t˜q “ gpt˜q. Then using the gauge transformation
h˜ps˜, t˜q “ e´η´ t˜
the pair v˜ is transformed to v˜1 “ pu˜1, ψ˜1q such that
lim
sÑ´8
u˜1ps˜, t˜q “ x´, lim
sÑ´8
ψ˜1ps˜, t˜q “ 0.
The automorphism is transformed to the T -rotation and
g˜1 “ h˜´1g˜h˜.
Therefore, g˜1 fixes the constant loop x´. So g˜
1pt˜q is a constant element γ´ of the finite
stabilizer of x´. Then it follows that
gptq “ e´η´tγ´eη´t. (10.1)
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Since the T -rotation and gptq altogether fixes the loop x´ptq “ e´η´tx´, we see
e´η´tγ´1´ e
η´t ¨ e´η´pt`T qx´ “ e´η´tx´ ùñ γ´1´ e´η´Tx´ “ x´.
Therefore eη´T is a stabilizer of x´. Since there is no continuous stabilizer of x´, either
T is a rational multiple of 2π or η´ “ 0.
We need to prove that in the case η´ “ 0, T still has to be a rational multiple of 2π.
Indeed, if η´ “ 0, then (10.1) implies that gptq ” γ´. Since γk´ “ 1, we see that the
kT -rotation is an automorphism of pC,vq. If T is an irrational multiple of 2π, it follows
that v is independent of t. Then the gauged Witten equation is reduced to the ODE for
pairs pu, ψq : RÑ X ˆ k:
u1psq ` JXψpsqpupsqq “ 0, ψ1psq ` µpupsqq “ 0.
Indeed this is the negative gradient flow equation of the Morse–Bott function
px, ηq ÞÑ xµpxq, ηy.
whose critical submanifold is µ´1p0q ˆ t0u and which has only one critical value 0. It
follows that v must be trivial, which contradicts the stability condition. Therefore T is
a rational multiple of 2π whether η´ “ 0 or not. 
Therefore, we can only consider automorphisms of pC,vq whose underlying automor-
phism of the cylinder is the identity. They are given by gauge transformations of the
form (10.1), hence only depends on a stabilizer γ´ of x´. Therefore there are only finitely
many such automorphisms. 
10.2. Thickening data.
10.2.1. Thickening data. Recall the notion of generalized r-spin curves in Subsection 2.3
and resolution data in Subsection 2.2.
Definition 10.3. (cf. [Par16, Definition 9.2.1]) A thickening datum α is a tuple
pCα,vα,y˚α, rα,Eα, ια,Hαq
where
(a) Cα is a smooth or nodal r-spin curve with n punctures.
(b) vα is a stable smooth solution over Cα.
(c) y˚α is an unordered list of lα points on Cα that makes pCα,y˚αq a stable generalized
r-spin curve of type pn, 0, lαq. Moreover, we require the following condition. Let
Γα be the automorphism group of pCα,vαq, then the image of the natural map
Γα Ñ AutpCαq lies in the finite subgroup AutpCα,y˚αq.
(d) rα is a resolution data for pCα,y˚αq (see Subsection 2.2), which induces an explicit
universal unfolding of pCα,y˚αq, denoted by
πα : Uα Ñ Vα “ Vα,def ˆ Vα,res.
The resolution data induces a smooth (orbifold) fibre bundle Yα Ñ Vα. Notice
that the automorphism Γα acts on Vα via the map Γα Ñ AutpCα,y˚αq, and also
acts on the total space Yα.
(e) Eα is a finite dimensional representation of Γα.
(f) ια is a Γα-equivariant linear map
ια : Eα Ñ C8
`
Yα,Ω
0,1
Yα{Vα
bC T vertYα
˘
.
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We also require that for all eα P Eα, ιαpeαq is supported away from the nodal
neighborhoods.10 Moreover, the restriction of the image ιαpEαq to the central
fibre of Uα Ñ Vα is transverse to the image of Dα : T ˝vαBα Ñ Eα.
(g) Hα Ă X is a compact smooth embedded codimension two submanifold with
boundary (not necessarily K-invariant) that satisfies the following condition. The
resolution data rα induces a thin-thick decomposition of Cα and a trivialization
of the K-bundle over the thin part Cthinα , hence the matter field uα restricted to
the thin part is identified with an ordinary map uthinα : C
thin
α Ñ X. We require
the following conditions.
(i) uthinα intersects with Hα transversely in the interior exactly at y
˚
α.
(ii) There is no intersection on either BCthinα or BHα.
(iii) Hα is transverse to the complex line spanned by Bsuthinα `Xφthinα and Btuthinα `
Xψthinα at each point of y
˚
α.
Here ends Definition 10.3.
The pregluing construction (i.e. the definition of approximate solutions) depends on
choosing a gauge. The last condition on gauge implies the following convenient fact: the
family of approximate solutions have inherited symmetry.
10.2.2. Thickened moduli space within the same stratum. Fix the thickening datum (see
Definition 10.3)
α “ pCα,vα,y˚α, rα,Eα, ια,Hαq.
We would like to construct a family of gauged maps over the fibres of Uα Ñ Vα which
have the same combinatorial type as Cα. First we need to setup a Banach manifold,
a Banach space bundle and a Fredholm section. Recall that in the resolution data,
Va “ Vα,def ˆ Vα,res, and the resolution data rα contains a smooth trivialization
Uα|Vα,defˆt0u » Vα,def ˆ Cα.
Let the coordinates of Vα,def and Vα,res be η and ζ respectively. This trivialization induces
a smooth trivialization of the universal log-canonical bundle (viewed as the cotangent
bundle of punctured surfaces), and hence a smooth trivialization the Up1q-bundle PCα,η
over each fibre. On the other hand, rα contains trivializations of Pα Ñ Vα,def . Then
define
Bα “ Vα,def ˆ Bp,wCα,Pα .
Here Bp,w
Cα,Pα
is the Banach manifold defined in Subsection 9.2. Moreover, including vectors
in the obstruction space, define
Bˆα “ Eα ˆ Vα,def ˆ Bp,wCα,Pα.
Let the Banach space bundle Eˆα Ñ Bˆα to be the pull-back of Ep,wCα,Pα Ñ Bp,wCα,Pα. Then,
using the linear map ια, one can define operator associated to the Eα-perturbed gauged
Witten equation
Fˆαpeα, η,vq “ Fα,ηpvq ` ιαpeαqpCα,η ,vq. (10.2)
Here Fα,η includes both the gauged Witten equation over the fibre Cα,η and the gauge
fixing condition relative to the gauged map vα.
Let the linearization of the operator Fˆα be
Dˆα : Eα ‘ Vα,def ‘ TvαBα Ñ Eα.
10Notice that we do not require the obstruction space Eα to be gauge invariant.
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When the deformation parameter is turned off, one obtains the linear map
Dα : Eα ‘ TvαBα Ñ Eα. (10.3)
By the transversality assumption it is surjective. Define
Vα,map “ kerDα Ă Eα ‘ TvαBα.
Denote a general element of Vα,map by ξ and add the subscript α whenever necessary.
Then we are going to construct a family
vˆα,ξ,η “
´
vα,ξ,η, eα,ξ,η
¯
, ξ P Vα,map, η P Vα,def
where vα,ξ,η is a gauged map over the bundle Pα,η Ñ Cα,η.
The following construction needs another choice. We choose a bounded right inverse
to the operator DEα in (10.3)
Qα : Eα Ñ Eα ‘ TvαBα.
It induces a right inverse to Dˆα, denoted by
Qˆα : Eα Ñ Vα,def ‘Eα ‘ TvαBα. (10.4)
Using the exponential map of the Banach manifold Bα, we define the approximate solution
as
vˆ
app
α,ξ,η “
´
v
app
α,ξ,η, e
app
α,ξ,η
¯
“
´
expvα ξ, eξ
¯
, ξ P Vα,map, η P Vα,def ,
where eξ P Eα is the Eα-component of ξ.
Lemma 10.4. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that when }ξ} and }η} are sufficiently
small, one has ›››Fˆα´eappα,ξ,η, η,vappα,ξ,η¯››› ď C´}ξ} ` }η}¯.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
Then the implicit function theorem implies that one can correct the approximate
solutions by adding a vector in the image of the right inverse Qˆα and the correction is
unique. Therefore, we obtain a family
vˆα,ξ,η “
´
vα,ξ,η, eα,ξ,η
¯
(10.5)
which solves the Eα-perturbed gauged Witten equation over the r-spin curve Cα,η.
10.2.3. Pregluing. Now we construct approximate solutions by allowing nonzero gluing
parameters. The construction relies on choosing certain cut-off functions. We fix a pair
cut-off functions ρ˘ : RÑ r0, 1s satisfying
suppρ´ “ p´8, 0s, ρ|p´8,´1s “ 1, suppdρ´ “ r´1, 0s, ρ`ptq “ ρ´p´tq. (10.6)
For all T ąą 1, also denote
ρT´ptq “ ρ´p tT q, ρ
T
`ptq “ ρ`p tT q.
Consider a typical node w P IrreCα. Let the monodromies of the r-spin structure at
the two sides of w be γ´, γ` P Zr.
Using the resolution data and the functions z ÞÑ ˘ log z we can identify the two sides
of the nodes as semi-infinite cylinders
C´ “ ra,`8q ˆ S1, C` “ p´8, bs ˆ S1.
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The bundle LR is then trivialized up to Zr action. Moreover, the resolution data
trivializes PK over C´ \ C`. Then we can identify the connection as forms
A|C´ “ d` α´, A|C` “ d` α`.
The restrictions of the section u onto C´ and C` are identified with maps
u´ : C´ Ñ XW , u` : C` Ñ XW .
Then using the cut-off function ρ and the exponential map of XssW we can define the
approximate solution as in the case of Gromov–Witten theory. For any gluing parameter
ζ “ pζwqw, introduce
´ log ζw “ 4Tw ` iθw.
For k P R`, let ΣkT Ă ΣC be the closed subset obtained by removing the radius e´kTw
disk around each nodal points (but not punctures). The long cylinder is then identified
with
Nw,kT “ rpk ´ 2qT, p2 ´ kqT s ˆ S1.
Then we have
Ση “ ΣT Y
à
w
Nw,T
where the intersections of ΣT and Nw,T are only their boundaries.
Moreover, suppose pA˘, u˘q converges to the loop px˘, η˘q : S1 Ñ XW X µ´1p0q ˆ k
as z approaches wˆ˘. The gauge we choose guarantees that the two loops are identical,
denoted by pxw, ηwq. Further, using the exponential map of XssW , we can write
u˘ps, tq “ expxwptq ξ˘ps, tq, where ξ˘ PW 1,p,δpC˘, x˚wTXssW q.
Definition 10.5. (Central approximate solution) Given a thickening datum α as denoted
in Definition 10.3, for any gluing parameter ζ P Vˆres, we obtain an r-spin curve Cα,η,ζ
with extra unordered marked points, which represents a point in Mrg,n,lα . The central
approximate solution is the object vα,η “ pAα,η , uα,ηq where
‚ pAα,η, uα,ηq|ΣT “ pAα, uαq|ΣT .‚ For each node w with ηw ‰ 0, we have
Aα,η|Nw,T “ d` aη “ d` ρT´a´ ` ρT`a`, uα,η|Nw,T “ expxw
`
ρT´ξ´ ` ρT`ξ`
˘
. (10.7)
We also consider an auxiliary object v1η that is defined over the unresolved curve C.
Indeed, we can include Σ2T ãÑ ΣC and define v1η|Σ2T “ vη|Σ2T . Further, (10.6) and
(10.7) implies that vη is equal to the loop pxw, ηwq near the boundary of Σ2T . Then over
ΣC r Σ2T , v
1
η is defined to be the loop pxw, ηwq.
10.2.4. Thickened moduli spaces. We postponed the definition of I-thickened moduli
spaces here because its definition relies on the description of approximate solutions.
Definition 10.6. (Thickened solutions) (cf. [Par16, Definition 9.2.3]) For a finite set I
of thickening data, an I-thickened solution is a quadruple
pC,v, pyαqαPI , ppφαqαPI , peαqαPIq
where
(a) C “ pΣC ,~zC , LC , ϕCq is a smooth or nodal r-spin curve of type pg, nq and for each
α P I, yα is an unordered list of marked points yα labelled by α P I. We require
that for every α P I, pC,yαq is a stable generalized r-spin curve.
(b) v “ pP,A, uq is a smooth gauged map over C.
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(c) For each α P I, pφα : P Ñ Pα is an inclusion of K-bundles which covers an
isomorphism φα : C » Cφα “ Cα,η,ζ for some fibre Cφα Ă Uα such that φαpyαq “
yα,η,ζ “ yφα . Remember there is an approximate solution vappα,η,ζ on Cα,η,ζ . There
is also a thick-thin decomposition
Cφα “ Cthickφα Y Cthinφα .
(d) v and pφα need to satisfy the following condition. For each α and each irreducible
component v, ppφ´1α q˚vv is in Coulomb gauge with respect to vappα,η,ζ |Cφα,v . Here
Cφα,v Ă Cφα is the component identified with Cv. Moreover, over the intersection
Cφα,vXCthinφα where theK-bundle is trivialized, ppφ´1α q˚uv is identified with a smooth
map uthinv : C
thin
φα,v
Ñ X. We require that yαXΣv “ uthinv &Hα and the intersections
are transverse and are away from the boundaries.
(e) For every α P I, eα P Eα.
(f) The following I-thickened gauged Witten equation is satisfied:
FCpvq `
ÿ
αPI
ιαpeαqpC,v,yα, pφαq “ 0.
Two I-thickened solutions pC,v, pyαq, ppφαq, peαqq and pC1,v1, py1αq, ppφ1αq, pe1αqq are iso-
morphic if for every α P I, eα “ e1α, and if there is a commutative diagram
P
pφα //

pρ
!!
Pα

P 1
pφ1αoo

C
φα //
ρ
??Uα C
1φ
1
αoo
where ρ is an isomorphism of r-spin curves and pρ is an isomorphism of bundles such that
v “ pρ˚v1.
Here ends Definition 10.6.
The I-thickened solutions give local charts of the moduli spaces (in a formal sense).
Indeed, it is straightforward to define a topology on the space of isomorphism classes of
I-thickened solutions, denoted by MI . The finite group
ΓI “
ź
αPI
Γα
acts on MI continuously as follows. For any γ “ pγαq P ΓI , define
γ ¨
´
C,v, pyαq, ppφαq, peαq¯ “ ´C,v, pyαq, pγPαα ˝ pφαq, pγα ¨ eαq¯.
Since all ια are Γα-equivariant, this is indeed an action on MI . Furthermore, there is
hence a continuous, Γα-equivariant map
S˜I :MI Ñ EI :“
à
α
Eα
sending an I-thickened solution to teαu P EI . Denote
UI “MI{ΓI , EI “ pMI ˆEIq{ΓI .
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and the induced section SI : UI Ñ EI . There is the canonical map
ψI : S
´1
I p0q ÑM
by only remembering the data C and v, and sending pC,vq to its isomorphism class. The
image of ψI is denoted by FI and denote
CI “ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , FIq. (10.8)
By the definition of local charts (Definition 7.18), CI is a local chart if we can verify the
following facts:
‚ MI is a topological manifold.
‚ FI is an open subset of M.
‚ ψI is a homeomorphism.
They will be treated in the next section for general I. In the rest of this section, we will
prove the corresponding results for the case that I contains a single thickening datum α.
10.2.5. Constructing thickening data. Now we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 10.7. Let Γ be a stable decorated dual graph. For any p P MΓ, there exists a
transverse thickening datum α centered at p.
First, choose a representative vα as a soliton solution to the gauged Witten equation
over a smooth or nodal r-spin curve Cα. Let Γα be the automorphism group of pCα,vαq.
Then Γα acts on the set of irreducible components IrreC and the subset UnstC Ă IrreC
of unstable components is Γ -invariant. For each Γ -orbit O of unstable components,
for each representative v P UnstC of this orbit, by the stability condition, the soliton
vv “ pAv, uvq is nonconstant. Notice that we regard the K-bundle over this rational
component is trivialized and uv is regarded as a genuine map into X. Hence the subset
of Σv of points where the covariant derivative DAvuv is nonzero is an open and dense
subset. Hence we can choose a codimension two submanifold HO with boundary which
intersects transversely with uv at some point of Σv. Choose HO for every Γ -orbit O of
unstable components, and define
Hα “
ď
OPUnstC{Γ
HO.
11
Then let yα be the (unordered) set of intersection points between Hα and the images of
all unstable components.
Now the smooth or nodal r-spin curve Cα “ pΣCα ,~zCαq together with the collection
yα (which is unordered) form a stable generalized r-spin curve. Then one can choose a
resolution data rα of pCα,yαq. It contains the following objects
(a) A universal unfolding πα : Uα Ñ Vα, where Vα “ Vα,def ˆ Vα,res.
(b) A smooth principal K-bundle PK,α Ñ Uα whose restriction to the central fibre is
identified with PK,α Ñ Cα.
(c) The universal cylindrical metric induces a fibrewise cylindrical metric, and hence
a Hermitian metric on the bundle LR,α Ñ Uα. This provides a unit circle bundle
PR,α. Together with PK,α one obtains a principal Kˆ-bundle Pα Ñ Uα.
(d) A thick-thin decomposition Uα “ U thickα Y U thinα .
(e) A trivialization of the thick part of the universal unfolding
tthickC : U
thick
α » Vα ˆ Cthickα .
11Different HO might intersect. So we actually need maps from the disjoint union of HO into X.
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(f) Trivializations of the K-bundles
tthinP : PK,α|Uthinα » K ˆ U thinα , tthickP : PK,α|Uthickα » Vα ˆ PK,α|Cthickα .
Moreover, tthinP extends the trivialization of PK,α over C
thin
α .
(g) Pα induces a fibre bundle Yα Ñ Uα whose fibres are X. The above trivializations
induce trivializations of Yα
tthinY : Yα|Uthinα » X ˆ U thinα , tthickY : Yα|Uthickα » Vα ˆ Yα|Cthickα . (10.9)
Now we construct the obstruction space Eα and the inclusion ια. For each irreducible
component Σv Ă ΣCα , the augmented linearization of the gauged Witten equation over
Σv at vv is a Fredholm operator
Dv : TvvBv Ñ Ev.
Here TvvBv consists of infinitesimal deformations of the gauged map vv. Inside there is
a finite-codimensional subspace
T ˝vvBv Ñ TvvBv
consisting of infinitesimal deformations whose values at all punctures and nodes on this
component vanish. Then as in the case of Gromov–Witten theory, one can find a finite
dimensional space of sections Eα Ă Lp,δpΣv,Λ0,1 b u˚vT vertYvq satisfying the following
conditions.
(a) Elements of Ev are smooth sections and are supported in a compact subset Ov Ă
Σv that is disjoint from the special points.
(b) There is a K-invariant open neighborhood O of µ´1p0q in XssW such that uvpOvq
is contained in Pv ˆK O.
(c) Ev is transverse to the image DvpT ˝vvBvq.
We may regard each ev P Ev as a smooth section of π˚YvΛ0,1bT vertYv restricted to the
graph of uv. Then we extend them to global smooth sections of π
˚
Yv
Λ0,1 b T vertYv over
Yv, or equivalently, construct a linear map
ιv : Ev Ñ C8pYv, π˚YvΛ0,1 b T vertYvq.
Then define
Eα “
à
vPIrreCα
Ev.
We have a linear map
ια : Eα Ñ C8pYα, π˚Y Λ0,1 b T vertYαq. (10.10)
We have not imposed the Γα equivariance condition. Recall that Γα acts on Yα and
the bundle π˚Y Ω
0,1 b T vertYα. Hence by enlarging Eα so that it becomes Γα-invariant
while remaining finite-dimensional. Hence the above inclusion is Γα-equivariant.
Lastly we need to construct a Γα-equivariant linear map
ια : Eα Ñ C8pYα,Ω0,1Yα{Vα b T vertYαq
which extends (10.10). Notice that we have a Γα-equivariant decomposition
Eα “ Ethickα ‘Ethinα
and such that ια “ ιthickα ‘ ιthinα where
ιthickα : E
thick
α Ñ C8pY thickα , π˚Y Λ0,1 ‘ T vertY thickα q, (10.11)
ιthinα : E
thin
α Ñ C8pY thinα , π˚Y Λ0,1 b T vertY thinα q. (10.12)
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For the part Ethickα which comes from obstructions over stable components, using the
trivialization tthickY in (10.9), the map (10.11) can be extended to
ιthickα : E
thick
α Ñ C8pYthickα ,Ω0,1Yα{Vα b T vertYthickα q.
On the other hand, for the part Ethinα which comes from the unstable components, since
over the thin part the resolution data provides canonical cylindrical coordinates as well
as a trivialization of Yα|Uthinα , one has the identification
C8pYthinα , π˚Y Ω0,1 b T vertYαq » C8pU thinα ˆX,TXq
Then using the trivialization tthinY in (10.9), one can extend the inclusion (10.12) to a
linear map
ιthinα : E
thin
α Ñ C8pYthinα , π˚Y Ω0,1 b T vertYαq.
Both ιthinα and ι
thick
α remain Γα-equivariant. Hence their direct sum ια :“ ιthickα ‘ ιthinα
provides the last piece of the thickening datum α.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 10.7.
10.3. Nearby solutions. Let α be a thickening datum, which contains an r-spin curve
Cα and stable solution vα to the gauged Witten equation. Then for any gluing parameter
ζ, we have constructed an approximate solution vappα,ζ over every curve of the form Cα,η,ζ .
Notice that the role of the deformation parameter η is only to vary the complex structure
(including the position of the markings) on the same curve.
We would like to have a quantitative way to measure the distance between an α-
thickened solution to the central one. When the α-thickened solution is defined over a
resolved domain, we consider the distance from a corresponding approximate solution.
Hence we need to define certain weighted Sobolev norm over the approximate solution.
Definition 10.8. (Weight function over the resolved domain) Let rα be the resolution
datum contained in the thickening datum α. Let U˚α Ă Uα be the complement of the
nodes and punctures. Define a function
ωα : U
˚
α Ñ R`
as follows. For each component of the thin part U thinα,i Ă U thinα , if it corresponds to a
marking with fibrewise cylindrical coordinate s` it, then define
ωα|Uthinα,i “ e
s.
If the component U thinα,i corresponds to a node, then for each corresponding gluing param-
eter ζi with the long cylinder w
`
i w
´
i “ ζi with |w˘i | ď ri, then define
ωα|Uthinα,i “
#
|w`i |´1,
a|ζi| ď |w`i | ď ri,
|w´i |´1,
a|ζi| ď |w´i | ď ri.
Then extend ωα|Uthinα to a smooth function over the thick part that has positive values
with minimal value at least 1. For any deformation parameter η P Vα,def and gluing
parameter ζ P Vα,res with pη, ζq P Vα, define
ωα,η,ζ :“ ωα|Cα,η,ζ .
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Definition 10.9. (Weighted Sobolev norms over the resolved domain) Let α be a thick-
ening data and wα be the weight function defined in Definition 10.8. Then for any
pη, ζq P Vα, define the weighted Sobolev norm
}f}
W
k,p,w
α,η,ζ
“
kÿ
l“0
” ż
ΣCα,η,ζ
|∇lf |pωpwα,η,ζνα,η,ζ .
ı 1
p
Here να,η,ζ P Ω2pΣCα,η,ζ q is the area form of the family of cylindrical metrics specified in
Subsection 2.5, ∇ is the covariant derivative associated to the same cylindrical metric,
and | ¨ | is the norm on tensors associated to the same cylindrical metric.
Now for any pη, ζq, the object pCα,η,ζ ,yα,η,ζq is a stable generalized r-spin curve. There
is also the principal K-bundle Pα,η,ζ Ñ Cα,η,ζ which is contained in the resolution data.
Forgetting yα,η,ζ , one can define the Banach manifold
B
p,w
α,η,ζ “ Bp,wCα,η,ζ ,Pα,η,ζ
of gauged maps from Cα,η,ζ toX which satisfy the prescribed asymptotic constrain. There
is also the Banach space bundle
E
p,w
α,η,ζ “ Ep,wCα,η,ζ ,Pα,η,ζ Ñ B
p,w
α,η,ζ .
On the fibres of Ep,wα,η,ζ and the tangent spaces of B
p,w
α,η,ζ , we define the weighted Sobolev
norms associated to the weight function wα,η,ζ . Notice that for any gauged map v “
pA, uq P Bp,wα,η,ζ , we use the covariant derivative associated to A in the definition of higher
Sobolev norms.
Definition 10.10. (ǫ-closedness) Let pC,yq be a stable generalized r-spin curve and
v “ pP,A, uq be a smooth gauged map over C. Let ǫ ą 0 be a constant. We say that
pC,v,yq is ǫ-close to α, if there exists an inclusion of bundles
P
pφα //

Pφα “ Pα,η,ζ

C
φα // Cφα “ Cα,η,ζ
satisfying the following conditions.
(a) η P Vǫα,def and ζ P Vǫα,res.
(b) If we view ppφ´1α q˚v as a gauged map over Cα,η,ζ which is smoothly identified with
Cα,ζ , then it is in the ǫ-neighborhood of v
app
α,ζ in the Banach manifold B
p,w
α,ζ .
We say that pC,vq is ǫ-close to α if there exists a stabilizing list y such that pC,v,yq
is ǫ-close to α. Here ends Definition 10.10.
We need to prove that the notion of ǫ-closedness defines open neighborhoods of pα in
Mα. This is necessarily to construct the manifold charts of Mα near this point.
Lemma 10.11. For any ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small, there exists an open neighborhood W ǫα
of pα in Mα such that for any point p P W ǫα, any representative pC,v,y, φα, gα, eαq of p,
the triple pC,v,yq is ǫ-close to α.
Proof. One can estimate the distance between ppφ´1α q˚v and the approximate solution
v
app
α,ζ by utilizing the annulus lemma (Lemma 4.6). The details are left to the reader. 
Similarly, suppose pCα,vαq represents a point pα in the moduli spaceMrg,npX,G,W,µq.
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Lemma 10.12. For any ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small, there exists an open neighborhood W ǫα
of pα in M
r
g,npX,G,W,µq such that for any point p P W ǫα, any representative pC,vq of p
is ǫ-close to α.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
Lemma 10.13. Given a thickening datum α, there exists ǫα ą 0 satisfying the following
condition. Let pC,vq be ǫα-close to α. Then there exist yα and pφα satisfying the following
conditions.
(a) yα stabilizes C as a generalized r-spin curve and pC,v,yαq is ǫα-close to α.
(b) pφα is an isomorphismpφα : pC,yα, P q » pCα,η,ζ ,yα,η,ζ , Pα,η,ζq
such that ppφ´1α q˚v is in the ǫα-neighborhood of vappα,ζ .
(c) ppφ´1α q˚v is in the Coulomb slice through vappα,ζ .
(d) If we write ppφ´1α q˚v “ pA, uq, then
yα “ uthin&Hα.
In particular, if pC,vq is a stable solution to the gauged Witten equation, then`
C,v,yα, pφα, 0α˘
is an α-thickened solution.
Proof. By definition, there exist y, pφα and η, ζ satisfying the first two conditions above.
Without loss of generality, we assume that C “ Cα,η,ζ and v “ pPα,η,ζ , A, uq is defined over
Cα,η,ζ . One can choose an order among points of y, say y1, . . . , yl. A small deformation
of y can be written as
y1 ` w1, . . . , yl ` wl, w1, . . . , wl P C
since the resolution datum rα provides cylindrical coordinates near y1, . . . , yl. Such a
small deformation y1 “ y ` w induces a small deformation of η and ζ, denoted by ηw
and ζw. Then there exists a canonical isomorphism
Cα,η,ζ » Cα,ηw,ζw .
One can then identify the approximate solution vappα,ζw as defined over Cα,η,ζ .
Now we consider a nonlinear equation on variables w and hα P W 2,p,wα,η,ζ pΣC , adP q. For
each small w, there is a unique small gauge transformation kw “ ehw making k˚wv
in the Coulomb slice of vappα,ζw . Regard Hα as defined by the local vanishing locus of
f1, . . . , fl : X Ñ C. Then define
Fvpw, hq “
»———–
f1pk˚wuthinw py1qq
¨ ¨ ¨
flpk˚wuthinw pylqq
h´ kw
fiffiffiffifl . (10.13)
We would like to use the implicit function theorem to prove the existence of a zero. First
consider the case that v “ vappα,ζ . At w “ 0, we claim that
Bk˚wuthinw
Bw1i
pyiq „ Bsuthinα pyiq ` Xφthinα pyiq,
Bk˚wuthinw
Bw2i
pyiq „ Btuthinα pyiq ` Xψthinα pyiq.
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The error can be controlled by |ζ|. Here wi “ w1i ` iw2i is the complex coordinates of wi.
Indeed, the derivatives of uthinw in w
1
i and w
2
i at yi are clearly Bsuthinα and Btuthinα . The
the fact that the derivatives of hw are very close to φ
thin
α and ψ
thin
α follows from a gluing
argument and Lemma 9.10. The proof is left to the reader.
By the last condition on the hypersurface Hα in the definition of thickening data (see
Definition 10.3), the derivative of the first l coordinates of (10.13) is surjective. On the
other hand, the derivative of h´hw on h is uniformly invertible. Hence, when ǫα is small
enough and ppφ´1α q˚v is in the ǫα-neighborhood of vappα,ζ , the implicit function theorem
implies the existence and uniqueness of a solution Fvpw, hq “ 0. 
We also need to show the uniqueness of pyα, pφαq up to automorphisms of pCα,vαq.
Lemma 10.14. Let α be a thickening datum. There exists ǫα ą 0 satisfying the following
condition. Let pC,vq be a stable solution to the gauged Witten equation which is ǫα-close
to α, and such that`
C,v,yα, pφα, 0α˘, `C,v,y1α, pφ1α, 0α˘
are both α-thickened solution with
distpvappα,ζ , ppφ´1α q˚vq ď ǫα, distpvappα,ζ1 , pppφ1αq´1q˚vq ď ǫα.
Then yα “ y1α and there exists γ P AutpCα,vαq such that
γPα ˝ pφα “ pφ1α.
Proof. Let ǫi be a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero and let pCi,viq be
a sequence of stable solutions to the gauged Witten equation which are ǫi-close to α.
Suppose we have two sequences`
Ci,vi,yi, pφi, 0α˘, `Ci,vi,y1i, pφ1i, 0α˘
which are α-thickened solutions satisfying
dist
`
v
app
α,ζi
, ppφ´1i q˚vi˘ ď ǫi, dist`vappα,ζ1i , pppφ1iq´1q˚vi˘ ď ǫi.
If we can show that for large i, yi “ y1i and there exists γi P AutpCα,vαq such that
γPαi ˝ pφi “ pφ1i
then the lemma follows. Suppose this is not the case. Then by taking a subsequence, we
may assume that all Ci has the same topological type, and that the maps pφi, pφ1i : Ci Ñ
Cα,ηi,ζi have their combinatorial types independent of i. More precisely, let the r-spin
dual graphs of Ci be Π and the r-spin dual graph for Cα be Γ. Then there are two fixed
maps ρ, ρ1 : ΓÑ Π modelling the maps pφi and pφ1i. Let v P VpΠq be an arbitrary vertex,
which corresponds to a subtree Γv Ă Γ and Γ1v Ă Γ. Then consider the isomorphismspφi,v : Ci,v » Cα,ηi,ζi,v, pφ1i,v : Ci,v » Cα,η1i,ζ1i,v.
We claim that there is a subsequence (still indexed by i) for whichpφ1i,v ˝ pφ´1i,v
converges to an isomorphism
γv : pCα,v, Pα,vq » pC1α,v, P 1α,vq.
Here Cα,v, C
1
α,v Ă Cα are the r-spin curves corresponding to the subtrees Γv and Γ1v.
Moreover, one has
γ˚v v
1
α,v “ vα,v.
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The proof of the claim is left to the reader.
By the above claim, γv induces a family of isomorphisms
pγUαv , γPαv q : pCα,ηv,ζv , Pα,ηv ,ζvq » pCα,γvηv ,γvζv , Pα,γvηv ,γvζvq.
Here pηv, ζvq denote the deformation and gluing parameters on the subtree Γv, and
pγvηv, γvζvq are the transformed deformation and gluing parameters on the subtree Γ1v.
We can see that for i sufficiently large, one has that
|γvηi ´ η1i| Ñ 0, | logpγvζi,vq ´ log ζ 1i,v| Ñ 0.
It means that there is a (canonical) isomorphism
ϑi,v : Cα,γvηi,v,γvζi,v » Cα,η1i,v,ζ1i,v
and that the extra markings γvyi,ηv ,ζv differ from yi,η1v,ζ1v by a small shift. Moreover,
there is a bundle isomorphism pϑi,v lifting ϑi,v such that we can write
ehi,v “ ki,v “ pφi,vppφ1i,vq´1pϑi,v ˝ γPαv : Pα,ηi,v ,ζi,v Ñ Pα,ηi,v ,ζi,v ,
and
}hi,v}W 2,p,w
ηi,v,ζi,v
Ñ 0.
Now using pφi,v we may regard vi restricted to the component v (denoted by vi,v) is
defined over Cα,ηi,v,ζi,v with extra marked points equal to yα,ηi,v,ζi,v and we regard v
app
α,ζ1i,v
defined on the same curve with possibly different extra markings yα,η1i,v ,ζ1i,v . But the
two sets of markings are very close to each other (distance measured via the cylindrical
metric). Moreover, we have the condition that vi,v is in Coulomb gauge relative to v
app
α,ζi,v
while k˚i,vvi,v is in the Coulomb slice through v
app
α,ζ1i,v
, and
uthini,v pyα,ηi,v ,ζi,vq Ă Hα, k˚i,vuthinpyα,η1i,v ,ζ1i,vq Ă Hα.
Then by the uniqueness part of the implicit function theorem and Lemma 10.13, we have
that for i large, ki,v is the identity and yα,ηv ,ζv “ yα,η1v,ζ1v . Hence it follows that for big i,
one has
γPαi,v ˝ pφi,v “ pφ1i,v
Putting all components of Ci together, one obtains an automorphism γ P AutpCα,vαq
and obtains that for large i,
γPα pφi “ pφ1i
and
yi “ y1i ðñ γUαyα,ηi,v ,ζi,v “ yα,η1i,v,ζ1i,v .
Hence we finished the proof. 
10.4. Thickened moduli space and gluing. In this subsection we construct a chart
of topological manifold for the moduli space of α-thickened solutions. This induces a
virtual orbifold chart of the moduli spaceM. We first show that the α-thickened moduli
space Mα is a topological manifold near pα.
Proposition 10.15. There is a Γα-invariant neighborhood of pα which is a topological
manifold.
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It suffices to construct a chart, and the construction is based on gluing. For each
irreducible component v of Cα, there is the augmented linearization map
Dv : TvvBv Ñ Ev
which is a Fredholm operator. The domain of the total linearization is the subspace of
direct sum of TvvBv under the constrain given by the matching condition. Let T
1
vv
Bv Ă
TvvBv be the finite-codimensional subspace consisting of infinitesimal deformations whose
values at special points are zero. Then set
T 1vαBα “
à
v
T 1vvBv
The restriction Dα : T
1
vα
Bα Ñ Eα is still Fredholm.
The following is the main gluing theorem for the α-thickened moduli space. Let M`α
be the moduli space of the same type of objects as Mα without imposing the condition
that yα “ uthin&Hα. Then M`α contains Mα as an Γα-invariant subset.
Proposition 10.16. Abbreviate ξ “ pξ, η, ζq. Let α be a thickening datum. Then for
ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small, there exist a family of objects
vˆα,ξ “
`
vα,ξ, eα,ξ
˘
, ξ “ pξ, η, ζq P Vǫα,map ˆ Vǫα,def ˆ Vǫα,res (10.14)
where vα,ξ is a gauged map over Pα,η,ζ Ñ Cα,η,ζ and eα,ξ P Eα. They satisfy the following
conditions.
(a) When ξ “ pξ, η, 0q, vˆα,ξ coincides with vˆα,ξ,η of (10.5).
(b) The family if Γα-equivariant in the sense that for any γα P Γα,
pvα,γαξ, eα,γαξq “ pvα,ξ ˝ γ´1α , γαeα,ξq.
(c) There holds
Fˆα,η,ζ
`
vˆα,ξ
˘ “ 0.
(d) The natural map Vǫα,map ˆ Vǫα,def ˆ Vǫα,res ÑM`α defined by
ξ ÞÑ “Cα,η,ζ ,vα,ξ,yα,η,ζ , pφα,η,ζ , eα,ξ‰ (10.15)
is a Γα-equivariant homeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of pα. Here yα,η,ζ
and pφα,η,ζ are defined tautologically.
As a consequence one obtains a local chart of the original moduli space. Namely, define
Uˆ ǫα “
!
ξ P Vǫα,map ˆ Vǫα,def ˆ Vǫα,res | uthinα,ξ &Hα “ yα,η,ζ
)
.
In the following notations, we omit the dependence on ǫ. This is a topological manifold
acted continuously by Γα. Define
Uα “ Uˆα{Γα, Eα “ pUˆα ˆEαq{Γα. (10.16)
Then Eα Ñ Uα is an orbifold vector bundle. The natural map Sˆα :Mα Ñ Eα induces a
section
Sα : Uα Ñ Eα (10.17)
and there is an induced map
ψα : S
´1
α p0q ÑMΓ ψα
“
vˆα,ξ
‰ “ “Cα,η,ζ ,vα,ξ‰. (10.18)
Let the image of ψα be Fα.
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Corollary 10.17. When ǫ is small enough, the 5-tuple
Cα “ pUα, Eα, Sα, ψα, Fαq (10.19)
is a topological virtual orbifold chart around of MΓ around pα.
Proof. According to Definition 7.18, one only needs to prove that ψα is a homeomorphism
onto Fα and Fα is an open neighborhood of pα. Since Uα is a topological orbifold
which is locally compact, while the moduli space MΓ is Hausdorff, to prove that ψα
is a homeomorphism, one only needs to verify it is one-to-one. Suppose there are two
isomorphism classes of α-thickened solutions
p “
”
C,v,yα, pφα, 0αı, p1 “ ”C1,v1,y1α, pφ1α, 0αı
whose Γα-orbits are mapped to the same point in MΓ. Then by definition, pC,vq is
isomorphic to pC1,v1q, meaning that there is an isomorphism ρ : C Ñ C1 as r-spin curves
and an isomorphism h : P Ñ P 1 as K-bundles that cover ρ such that h˚v1 “ v. Therefore
we may regard the two α-thickened solutions are defined on the same r-spin curve C with
the same gauged map v. Their differences are the stabilizing points yα, y
1
α and the bundle
inclusions pφα, pφ1α. Moreover, by Proposition 10.16, they are isomorphic as α-thickened
solutions to two specific exact solutions, and hence in particular ǫα-close to α. Then by
Lemma 10.14, yα “ y1α, and pφα and pφ1α differ by an action of Γα. It means that the two
points in Mα are on the same Γα-orbit, from which injectivity of ψα follows.
It remains to show the local surjectivity, namely Fα contains an open neighborhood of
pα. Suppose on the contrary that this is not true. Then there exists a sequence of stable
solutions pCi,viq which converge modulo gauge in c.c.t. to pCα,vαq. Then by Lemma
10.12, given any ǫ ą 0, for sufficiently large i, pCi,viq will be ǫ-close to α. Then by
Lemma 10.13, for large i one can upgrade pCi,viq to an α-thickened solution, and the
isomorphism classes of the sequence of α-thickened solutions converge in the topology of
Mα to pα. Hence for large i, the isomorphism class pi of pCi,viq is indeed in the image
of ψα, which is a contradiction. 
10.5. Proof of Proposition 10.16. The strategy of the proof is standard. However we
need to set up the Fredholm theory more carefully.
First we construct a family of approximate solutions using the pregluing construction
as in Definition 10.5. More precisely, we have obtained a family of α-thickened solutions´
Cα,ξ,η,yα,ξ,η,vα,ξ,η, φα,ξ,η, gα,ξ,η, eα,ξ,η
¯
.
Notice that the domains Cα,ξ,η are smoothly identified with the domain Cα where the
identification is contained in the thickening datum α. Hence we only need to repeat
the pregluing construction of Definition 10.5 while replacing the central element vα by
vα,ξ,η. Then for each small gluing parameter ζ P Vǫα,res, denoting ξ “ pξ, η, ζq, we obtain
a gauged map
v
app
α,ξ :“ vappα,ξ,η,ζ.
Define
e
app
α,ξ “ eappα,ξ,η,ζ “ eα,ξ,η
and
vˆ
app
α,ξ “ pvappα,ξ , eappα,ξ q.
Our next task is to “estimate the error” of the approximate solution.
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Lemma 10.18. There exist Cα ą 0 and ǫα ą 0 such that for |ζ| ď ǫα, we have
}Fˆα,η,ζpvˆappα,ξ q}W 0,p,w
α,η,ζ
ď Cα|ζ|2´τ´w.
Proof. For every irreducible component Σv Ă Σα,η,ζ , the gauged Witten equation plus the
gauge fixing condition relative to the central approximate solution has three components,
denoted by Fˆ1, Fˆ2, Fˆ3.
For a “ 1, 2, 3, we first estimate Fˆapvˆappα,ξ q over ΣT . Indeed, over ΣT Ă Σα,η,ζ , we have
vˆ
app
α,ξ,η,ζ “ vˆα,ξ,η. Hence we have
Fˆα,η,ζpvˆappξ q “ Fα,η,ζpv˜η,η1q`ια,η,ζpeα,ξ,η, uα,ξ,ηq “ ια,η,ζpeα,ξ,η, uα,ξ,ηq´ια,η,0peα,ξ,η, uα,ξ,ηq.
Since the inclusion ια is smooth in ζ, and the supports of the images of ια,η,ζ are contained
in a region where the weight function is uniformly bounded, there is Cα ą 0 such that
}Fˆα,η,ζpvˆappα,η q}W 0,p,wα,η,ζ pΣT q ď Cα|ζ|.
Then look at the neck regions, where the domain complex structure is fixed and the
obstruction vanishes. Hence
Fˆapvˆappα,ξ q “ Fapvappα,ξ q.
Recall how the approximate solution is defined in Definition 10.5. Here we see over the
interval C˘T “ ˘r0, T s the approximate solution is
u
app
α,ξ “ expxwptqpρT˘ξ˘q, φapp “ ρT˘β˘,s, ψapp “ ρT˘β˘,t ` ηwptq.
Here pxptq, ηptqq is the limiting critical loop at the node w which satisfies
x1ptq ` Xηptqpxptqq “ 0.
Using the splitting TX “ HX ‘GX , we can decompose
ξ˘ “ ξH˘ ` ξG˘ .
Then by the exponential decay property (see Theorem 5.9), one has
sup
C˘T
”
}ξ˘ps, tq} ` }Bsξ˘ps, tq} ` }∇tξ˘ps, tq `∇ξ˘Xη}
ı
ď e´τT , (10.20)
and for a “ s, t,
sup
C˘T
”
}β˘,aps, tq} ` }Bsβ˘,aps, tq} ` }Btβ˘,aps, tq ` rηptq, β˘,aps, tqs}
ı
ď e´τT . (10.21)
Moreover, denote the derivative of the exponential map by two maps E1, E2, namely
d expx ξ “ E1px, expx ξqdx`E2px, expx ξq∇ξ.
Then because the metric is
¯
K-invariant, for all
¯
a P
¯
k, one has (see [GS05, Lemma C.1])
X
¯
apexpx vq “ E1px, expx vqX
¯
apxq `E2px, expx vq∇vX
¯
apxq. (10.22)
Moreover, the bundle is trivialized over the neck region. Hence we can identify the
connections with 1-forms and sections with maps.
–Estimate F1 over the neck region. One has
F1pvappα,ξ q “ Bsuappα,ξ ` Xφappα,ξ pu
app
α,ξ q ` J
´
Btuappα,ξ ` Xψappα,ξ puappq
¯
`∇W puappα,ξ q.
We estimate each term above as follows. First, by the definition of E1, E2, one has›››Bsuappα,ξ ››› “ ›››Bs` expxwptq ρT˘ξ˘˘››› “ ›››E2`BsρT˘ξ˘ ` ρT˘Bsξ˘˘››› ď C´}ξ˘} ` }Bsξ˘}¯.
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Further by (10.22), one has›››Xφappα,ξ puappα,ξ q››› “ ›››XρT˘β˘,s` expxwptq ρT˘ξ˘˘››› “ ρT˘›››E1`Xβ˘,spxwptqq˘`E2`∇ρT˘ξ˘Xβ˘,s˘››› ď C››β˘,s››.
Also by (10.22), one has
Btuappα,ξ ` Xψappα,ξ pu
app
α,ξ q
“ Bt
`
expxwptq ρ
T
˘ξ˘
˘` Xψapp
α,ξ
`
expxwptq ρ
T
˘ξ˘
˘
“ E1x1wptq ` ρT˘E2p∇tξ˘q ` E1Xψapp
α,ξ
` E2∇ρT˘ξ˘Xψappα,ξ
“ ρT˘E2p∇tξ˘q ` E1XρT˘β˘,t ` ρT˘E2∇ξ˘Xψappα,ξ
“ ρT˘E2
`
∇tξ˘ `∇ξ˘Xηw
˘` ρT˘E1pXβ˘tq ` pρT˘q2E2∇ξ˘Xβ˘,t
Hence ›››Btuappα,ξ ` Xψappα,ξ puappα,ξ q››› ď C´}ξ˘} ` }∇tξ˘ `∇ξ˘Xηw} ` }β˘,t}¯.
Lastly because ∇W pxwptqq ” 0, one has›››∇W puappα,ξ q››› “ ›››∇W pexpxwptq ρT˘ξ˘q››› ď C}ξ˘}.
In all the above estimates, the constant C can be made independent of ξ. Then using
(10.20), (10.21), one has›››F1pvappα,ξ q›››
Lp,wpC˘,T q
ď Ce´τT
” ż
C˘,T
epwsdsdt
ı 1
p ď Ce´pτ´wqT . (10.23)
–Estimate F2 over the neck region. Over the neck region one has
F2pvappα,ξ q “ Bsψappα,ξ ´ Btφappα,ξ `
”
φ
app
α,ξ , ψ
app
α,ξ
ı
` µpuappα,ξ q
“ BspρT˘β˘,tq ´ BtpρT˘β˘,sq ` ρT˘
“
β˘,s, ηwptq ` ρT˘β˘,t
‰` µ´ expxwptq ρT˘ξ˘¯.
Using (10.21), one has›››BspρT˘β˘,tq ´ BtpρT˘β˘,sq ` ρT˘rβ˘,s, ηwptq ` ρT˘β˘,ts›››
Lp,wpC˘T q
ď Ce´pτ´wqT .
On the other hand, we know µpxwptqq ” 0. Hence by (10.20), one has›››µ´ expxwptq ρT˘ξ˘¯›››
L
p,w
α,ζ
pC˘T q
ď C››ρT˘ξG˘››Lp,wpC˘T q ď Ce´pτ´wqT .
Hence we have ›››F2pvappα,ξ q›››
L
p,w
α,ζ pC˘T q
ď Ce´pτ´wqT . (10.24)
–Estimate F3 over the neck region. The estimate of F3 is slightly different because
the gauge fixing is relative to the approximate solution. Let the two sides of the original
singular solutions be
pu˘α , φ˘α , ψ˘α q, pu˘α,ξ,η, φ˘α,ξ,η, ψ˘α,ξ,ηq.
The central approximate solution is
puappα,ζ , φappα,ζ , ψappα,ζ q.
Over the semi-infinite cylinders rT,`8q ˆ S1 we write
u˘α,ξ,η “ expu˘α v˘α,ξ,η.
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Over the long cylinder r´T, T s ˆ S1 we write
u
app
α,ξ “ expuappα,ζ vα,ξ.
Then
F3pvappα,ξ q “ Bspφappα,ξ ´ φappα,ζ q `
“
φ
app
α,ζ , φ
app
α,ξ ´ φappα,ζ
‰
` Bt
`
ψ
app
α,ξ ´ ψappα,ζ
˘` “ψappα,ζ , ψappα,ξ ´ ψappα,ζ ‰` dµpuappα,ζ q ¨ Jvα,ξ
We still estimate each term separately.›››Bs`φappα,ξ ´ φappα,ζ ˘››› “ ›››Bs`ρT˘pφ˘α,ξ,η ´ φ˘α q˘››› ď C´}φ˘α,ξ,η ´ φ˘α } ` }Bspφ˘α,ξ,η ´ φ˘α q}¯.
Lastly we estimate dµ ¨ Jvα,ξ. We know that
sup
rT,`8qˆS1
›››dµpu˘α q ¨ Jv˘α,ξ,η››› ď Ce´τT .
Moreover, by (10.20), over C˘T , the C
0 distance between uappα,ζ and u
˘
α is controlled by
e´τT , while the C0 distance between uappα,ξ and u
˘
α,ξ,η is controlled by e
´τT . Hence we still
have
sup
C˘T
›››dµpuappα,ζ q ¨ Jvα,ξ››› ď Ce´τT .

10.5.1. Estimate the variation of the linear operator. Consider the Eα-perturbed, aug-
mented operator
Fˆα,ζ : Eα ˆ Bp,wα,ζ Ñ Ep,wα,ζ .
We identify a neighborhood of vˆappα,ζ in EαˆBp,wα,ζ with a neighborhood Oˆα,ζ of the origin
in the tangent space. Then an element vˆ near vˆappα,ζ is identified with a point xˆ P Oˆα,ζ .
We also trivialize the bundle Ep,wα,ζ . Then the map Fˆα,η,ζ can be viewed as a nonlinear
operator between two Banach spaces. To apply the implicit function theorem one needs
to have a quadratic estimate.
Lemma 10.19. (Quadratic estimate) There exist δα ą 0, ǫα ą 0 and Cα ą 0 such that
for all |ζ| ď ǫα and xˆ, xˆ1 P Oˆα,ζ corresponding to vˆ, vˆ1 with
}xˆ}, }xˆ1} ď δα,
we have ›››Dˆvˆ ´ Dˆvˆ1››› ď Cα´}xˆ} ` }xˆ1}¯›››xˆ´ xˆ1›››.
Proof. It can be proved by straightforward calculation. Notice that because the weight
functions defining the weighted Sobolev norms are uniformly bounded from below, we
always have the Sobolev embedding
W
1,p,w
α,η,ζ ãÑ C0
with a uniform constant. The details are left to the reader. 
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10.5.2. Constructing the right inverse. We construct a right inverse to the linear operator
Dˆα,ζ . Choose a constant ~ P p0, 12q. Define
χ~T˘ : RÑ r0, 1s
such that
suppχ~T´ Ă p´8, ~T s, suppχ~T` Ă r´~T,`8q;
χ~T´ |p´8,0s ” χ~T` |r0,`8q ” 1, sup |∇χ~T´ |, sup |∇χ~T` | ď 2~T . (10.25)
Now we compare the approximate solution vappα,ζ with vα. For each irreducible compo-
nent v P IrreΣCα , we can identify Σv,2T with a compact subset of Σα,ζ and
Σα,ζ “
ď
v
Σv,2T .
Further the intersections of the pieces on the right hand side are circles. Furthermore,
by the construction of the approximate solution, we know that the distance
dist
´
u
app
α,ζ |Σv,2T , uα|Σv,2T
¯
is sufficiently small. Then we can define the parallel transport
Parv : u
˚
αTX|Σv,2T Ñ puappα,ζ q˚TX|Σv,2T .
The union over all components v is denoted by Par . Further, the bundle adPC .
We define two maps,
Cut : Evapp
α,ζ
Ñ Evα ,
and
Glue : Eα ‘ TvαBp,wα Ñ Eα ‘ Tvapp
α,ζ
B
p,w
α,ζ .
–Definition of Cut. Given ς P Evapp
α,ζ
and each irreducible component v of Cα, restrict ς
to Σv,2T , and use the inverse of Parv to obtain an element of Evα over the component v.
This is well-defined as an element of E is only required to have Lp,δ-regularity.
–Definition of Glue. Glue maps Eα identically to Eα. For ξ P TvαBp,wα and each
irreducible component v of Cα, restrict vη to Σv,p2`~qT .
We estimate the norms of Cut and Glue.
Lemma 10.20. There is a universal constant C ą 0 such that
}Cut} ď C, }Glue} ď C.
Proof. By the way we define the norms (see Subsection 9.2 and Definition 10.8, Definition
10.9), we see that }Cut} ď 1. To estimate the norm of Glue, it remains to estimate the
norm of the first order derivatives. Given ξv P Tvα,v , we see that
}Gluepξvq}W 1,p,δ “ }ξv}W 1,p,δpΣv,2T q ` }Pastepξvqq}W 1,p,δpr2T,p2`~qT sˆS1q.
The last term can be controlled as follows.
}Pastepξvq}W 1,p,δpr2T,p2`~qT sˆS1q ď
´
1` 2
~T
¯
}ξv}W 1,p,δ ď 2}ξv}W 1,p,δ .
This gives a bound on the norm of Paste. 
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Now we can define the approximate right inverse. Recall that we have chosen a right
inverse to the linear operator Dˆα:
Qˆα : E
p,w
α |vα Ñ Eα ‘ TvαBp,wα .
Then define
Qˆ
app
α,ζ “ Glue ˝ Qˆα ˝ Cut . (10.26)
By Lemma 10.20, there exist Cα ą 0 and ǫα ą 0 such that
}Qˆappα,ζ } ď Cα, @ζ P p0, ǫαq. (10.27)
Next we show that the family of operators Qˆappα,ζ are approximate right inverses to Dˆα,ζ .
Lemma 10.21. For T sufficiently large, one has›››Dˆα,ζ ˝ Qˆappα,ζ ´ Id››› ď 12 . (10.28)
Proof. We need to estimate ›››Dˆα,ζ`Qˆappα,ζ pςq˘´ ς›››
L
p,w
α,ζ
for any ς P Eα,ζ |vappα,ζ . Since the regularity of ς is only Lp and Σα,ζ is the union of Σv,2T
for all irreducible components v of Σα, it suffices to consider the case that ςζ is supported
in Σv,2T for one component v. Without loss of generality, assume that v has only one
cylindrical end and let the cut-off function be denoted by χ~Tv . Denote the parallel
transport
ςα “ Par´1ς P Lp,wpΣα,v, u˚αT vertY ‘ adP ‘ adP q.
Then by definition, over Σv,2T where χ
~T
v ” 1, one has
Dˆα,ζ
`
Qˆ
app
α,ζ pςq
˘ ´ ς “ Dˆα,ζ`Par`Qˆαpςαq˘˘´ Par`Dˆα`Qˆαpςαq˘˘. (10.29)
Over the complement of Σv,2T where ς ” 0, one has
Dˆα,ζ
`
Qˆ
app
α,ζ pςq
˘ ´ ς “ Dˆα,ζ`Par`χ~Tv `Qˆαpςαq˘˘˘´ ParDαQαξα
“ “Dˆα,ζ , χ~Tv ‰Par`Qˆαpςαq˘ ` χ~Tv `Dˆα,ζPar ´ ParDˆα˘`Qˆαpςαq˘.
Hence the last line coincides with (10.29). Since Dˆα,ζ is a first order operator, by (10.25),›››“Dˆα,ζ , χ~Tv ‰Par`Qˆαpςαq˘›››
L
p,w
α,ζ
ď sup ˇˇ∇χ~Tv ˇˇ››Qˆαpςαq››Lp,w
α,ζ
ď 2Cα
~T
}ς}Lp,w
α,ζ
. (10.30)
The last coefficient can be made arbitrarily small when T is large. On the other hand,
to estimate ›››χ~Tv `Dˆα,ζPar ´ ParDˆα˘`Qˆαpςαq˘›››
we need to estimate the variation of the linear maps. Indeed, using the same method as
proving Lemma 10.19, one can show that when ζ is small, one has›››χ~Tv `Dˆα,ζPar ´ ParDˆα˘`Qˆαpςαq˘››› ď Cα}ς}Lp,w
α,ζ
}ζ} (10.31)
for some abusively used Cα ą 0. Combining (10.30) and (10.31), one obtains (10.28). 
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It follows from Lemma 10.21 that when |ζ| is sufficiently small, one has the following
exact right inverse to Dˆα,ζ :
Qˆα,ζ :“ Qˆappα,ζ ˝
`
Dˆα,ζ ˝ Qˆappα,ζ
˘´1
.
(10.27) and Lemma 10.21 further imply that the norm of Qˆα,ζ is uniformly bounded for
all ζ by a constant Cα ą 0.
Now we can apply the implicit function theorem. Let us recall the precise statement
(see [MS04, Proposition A.3.4]).
Lemma 10.22. (Implicit function theorem) [MS04, Proposition A.3.4] Let X, Y be
Banach spaces, U Ă X be an open subset, and F : U Ñ Y be a C1 map. Let x˚ P U
be such that the differential dF px˚q : X Ñ Y is surjective and has a bounded linear
right inverse Q : Y Ñ X. Choose positive r ą 0 and C ą 0 such that }Q} ďď C,
Brpx˚,Xq Ă U , and
}x´ x˚} ď r ùñ }dF pxq ´D} ď 1
2C
. (10.32)
Suppose that x1 P X satisfies
}F px1q} ă r
4C
, }x1 ´ x˚} ă r
8
.
Then there exists a unique x P X such that
F pxq “ 0, x´ x1 P ImQ, }x´ x˚} ď r.
Moreover,
}x´ x1} ď 2C}F px1q}.
Indeed, we identify x˚ with the central approximate solution vˆappα,ζ , identity
X “ Eα ‘ Tvappα,ζ B
p,w
α,ζ , Y “ Ep,wα,ζ |vappα,ζ ,
Then one can apply the implicit function theorem. More precisely, for each approximate
solution vˆappα,ξ , we can write it uniquely as
vˆ
app
α,ξ “ expvˆappα,ζ xˆ
app
α,ξ , where xˆ
app
α,ξ P Tˆvˆappα,ζ .
We summarize the result as the following proposition.
Proposition 10.23. There exists ǫα ą 0, δα ą 0, Cα ą 0 satisfying the following
properties. For each ξ P Vα,map ˆ Vα,def ˆ Vα,res with }ξ} ď ǫα, there exists a unique
xˆcorα,ξ P Tˆvˆapp
α,ζ
satisfying
Fˆα,ξ
´
expvˆapp
α,ζ
`
xˆ
app
α,ξ ` xˆcorα,ξ
˘¯ “ 0, xˆcorα,ξ P ImQˆα,ζ , ›››xˆappα,ξ ››› ď δα.
Moreover, there holds ›››xˆcorα,ξ››› ď Cα›››Fˆα,ξpvˆappα,ξ q›››.
Now we denote
vˆα,ξ :“ vˆα,ξ,η,ζ :“ expvˆapp
α,ζ
`
xˆα,ξ
˘
:“ expvˆapp
α,ζ
`
xˆ
app
α,ξ ` xˆcorα,ξ
˘
and call it the exact solution. Then we are ready to prove Proposition 10.16. Indeed, Item
(a), (b), (c) of Proposition 10.16 all follow from the construction. The Γα-equivariance of
Item (d) also follows from the construction. Hence we only need to prove that the map
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(10.15) is a homeomorphism onto its image. Indeed, since the domain is locally compact
and the target is Hausdorff, one only needs to prove that it is injective and its image
contains an open neighborhood of p`α in M
`
α .
–Injectivity Given two ξ1 “ pξ1, η1, ζ1q, ξ2 “ pξ2, η2, ζ2q. Suppose the corresponding
exact solutions are isomorphic. Then by definition (see Definition 10.6), η1 “ η2 and
ζ1 “ ζ2. Hence vˆα,ξ1 and vˆα,ξ2 are in the same Banach manifold Eα ˆ Vα,def ˆ Bp,wα,ζ1 .
Then vˆα,ξ1 “ vˆα,ξ2 follows from the implicit function theorem.
–Surjectivity We need to prove the following fact: for any sequence of points in M`α
represented by α-thickened solutions (without the requirement at the markings yα)´
Cn,vn,yn, pφn, en¯
that converge to p`α , for sufficiently large n,
`
Cn,vn,yn, pφn, enq is isomorphic to a member
of the family of exact solutions of (10.14). Indeed, by Lemma 10.11, given any ǫ ą 0, for
n sufficiently large, pCn,vn,yn, pφn, enq is ǫ-close to α. Then we can identify pCn,ynq with
the fibre pCα,φn ,yφnq and regard vn as a gauged map over Pα,φn Ñ Cα,φn . Suppose Cα,φn
corresponds to deformation parameter ηn and gluing parameter ζn. Then the ǫ-closedness
implies that
distpvn,vappα,ζnq ď ǫ.
Then vn belonging to the family (10.14) is a fact that follows from the implicit function
theorem. This finishes the proof of Proposition 10.16.
10.6. Last modification. The construction of this section provides for each thickening
datum α and a sufficiently small number ǫα ą 0 a virtual orbifold chart Cα of the moduli
space MΓ for any stable decorated dual graph. In particular, one can construct a chart
of the top stratum Mrg,npX,G,W,µ; ¯Bq. Further, one can shrink the set V
ǫ
α,res of gluing
parameters to obtain subcharts. Indeed, Vα,res has canonical coordinates corresponding
to the nodes. Choose a vector ~ǫ “ pǫ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ǫmq with 0 ă ǫi ă ǫα corresponding to how
much we can resolve the i-th node. We require that V~ǫα,res is Γα-invariant. From now on,
a thickening datum α also contains a small positive number ǫα ą 0 and such a vector ~ǫ.
Each such thickening datum provides a chart Cα by restricting the previous construction.
11. Constructing the Virtual Cycle. III. The Atlas
In the previous section we have shown that we can construct for each stable decorated
dual graph Γ and each point p PMΓ, one can construct a local chart
Cp “ pUp, Ep, Sp, ψp, Fpq
whose footprint is an open neighborhood of p. See Corollary 10.17. The aim of this
section is to construct a good coordinate system out of these charts on the moduli space,
which allows one to define the virtual fundamental cycle and the correlation functions.
As the first step, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 11.1. Let Γ be a stable decorated dual graph. Then there exist the following
objects.
(a) A finite collection of topological virtual orbifold charts on MΓ
C‚pi “ pU‚pi , E‚pi , S‚pi , ψ‚pi , F ‚piq, i “ 1, . . . , N.
(b) Another collection of topological virtual orbifold charts
C‚I “ pU‚I , E‚I , S‚I , ψ‚I , F ‚I q, I P I “ 2t1,...,Nu r tHu.
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(c) Define the partial order on I by inclusion. Then for each pair I ď J , a weak
coordinate change
T ‚JI : C
‚
I Ñ C‚J .
They satisfy the following conditions.
(a) Each C‚pi is constructed by the gluing construction in the last section. In particular,
for each i, there is a thickening datum αi which contains an obstruction space Eαi ,
and a Γi-invariant open neighborhood U˜
‚
pi
of the αi-thickened moduli space Mαi
which is a topological manifold such that
U‚pi “ U˜‚pi{Γi, E‚pi “
`
U˜‚pi ˆEpi
˘{Γi.
Moreover, pi is contained in F
‚
pi
.
(b) For each I P I which is identified with the set of thickening data tαi | i P Iu, there
is a ΓI-invariant open subset U˜
‚
I ĂMI of the I-thickened moduli space which is
a topological manifold, such that
U‚I “ U˜‚I {ΓI , E‚I “
`
U˜‚pi ˆEI
˘{ΓI .
Moreover, F ‚I “
Ş
iPI F
‚
pi
.
(c) For I “ tiu, C‚tiu “ C‚pi.
(d) The charts C‚I and the coordinate changes T
‚
JI satisfy the (COVERING CONDITION)
property and the (COCYCLE CONDITION) property of Definition 7.24.
(e) All charts and all coordinate changes are oriented.
The construction of the objects in Proposition 11.1 is done in an inductive way. From
now on we abbreviate
M :“MΓ.
Moreover, we know that
M “
ğ
Γ1ďΓ
MΓ1 .
Then we list all strata Γ1 indexing the above disjoint union as
Γ1, . . . , Γa
such that
Γk ď Γl ùñ k ď l.
In each step we also need to make various choices and all relevant choices will be high-
lighted as CHOICE or CHOOSE.
11.1. The inductive construction of charts. We first state our induction hypothesis.
INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS. For k P t1, . . . , a´1u we have constructed the following objects.
(a) A collection of virtual orbifold charts
Ckpi “ pUkpi , Ekpi , Skpi , ψkpi , F kpiq, i “ 1, . . . , nk.
(b) A map
ρk : tp1, . . . , pnku Ñ tΓ1, . . . , Γku. (11.1)
(c) Define Ik “ 2t1,...,nku r tHu. For any I P Ik, a chart
CkI “ pUkI , EkI , SkI , ψkI , F kI q.
They satisfy the following condition.
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(a) These charts satisfy Item (a), (b) and (c) of Proposition 11.1 if we replace C‚pi by
Ckpi and C
‚
I by C
k
I . In particular
F kI “
č
iPI
F kpi . (11.2)
(b) For each l ď k, one has
Ml :“
ď
sďl
MΓs Ă
ď
sďl
ď
ρkppiq“Γs
F kpi . (11.3)
(c) For all l ď k and I Ă t1, . . . , nlu, we have
F kI ‰ H ðñ F kI XMl ‰ H (11.4)
END OF THE INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS.
Suppose the INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS holds for k. We aim at extending the objects
stated in the induction hypothesis to k`1 and modify the charts and coordinate changes
which have been already constructed. In the following argument, the base case k “ 1 can
also be deduced. Now we start the induction. Notice that Mk is compact. Denote
Yk`1 :“Mk`1 r
ď
1ďiďnk
F kpi
which is also compact. Then for each p P Yk`1, we CHOOSE a thickening datum αp
at p which provides a chart Cp “ pUp , Ep , Sp , ψp, F p q of M around p. Then because
Yk`1 is compact, we can then CHOOSE a finite collection of such charts around points
pnk`1, . . . , pnk`1 with footprints F

pnk`1
, . . . , F pnk`1
such that
Yk`1 Ă
nk`1ď
i“nk`1
F pi . (11.5)
Define
Ik`1 “ 2t1,...,nk`1u r tHu.
Extend the map ρk of (11.1) to a map
ρk`1 : t1, . . . , nk`1u Ñ tΓ1, . . . , Γk`1u, ρk`1piq “
#
ρkpiq, i ď nk;
Γk`1, nk ă i ď nk`1 (11.6)
By (11.4) of INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS, by shrinking the range of the gluing parameters,
one can CHOOSE shrinkings F kpi Ă F

pi
for all i P tnk ` 1, . . . , nk`1u such that (11.5) still
holds with F pi replaced by F
k
pi
and such that for all I P Ik`1, we have
F kI :“
č
iPI
F kpi ‰ Hðñ F kI XMk`1 ‰ H.
Now we are going to construct the charts
Ck`1I “ pUk`1I , Ek`1I , Sk`1I , ψk`1I , F k`1I q, @I P Ik`1.
If I P Ik, then Ck`1I will be obtained later by shrinking CkI . We assume that I P Ik`1rIk.
If F kI “ H, define Ck`1I to be the empty chart. Then assume F kI ‰ H. Fix such an I.
By abusing notations, we regard I as a set of thickening data. Recall that one has
define the moduli space of I-thickened solutions, denoted by MI . Every point of MI is
represented by a tuple `
C,v, tyαu, tpφαu, teαu˘.
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It has a Hausdorff and second countable topology, and has a continuous ΓI -action. More-
over, there is a ΓI -equivariant map S˜I :MI Ñ EI , and a natural map
ψ˜I : S˜
´1
I p0q ÑM.
Proposition 11.2. For I P Ik`1 r Ik with F kI ‰ H, there is a ΓI-invariant open
neighborhood U˜I ĂMI of ψ˜´1I pF kI XMk`1q ĂMI which is a topological manifold.
Proof. By our assumption, there exists i P tnk ` 1, . . . , nk`1u X I. Hence F kI XMk`1 Ă
MΓk`1 . Choose any point p P F kI XMk`1. Then it can be represented by an I-thickened
solution
vˆI :“
`
C,v, tyαu, tpφαu, t0αu˘.
By forgetting the data for α ‰ αi, we obtain an αi-thickened solution
vˆαi :“
`
Cαi ,vαi ,yαi ,
pφαi , 0αi˘.
Then we can identify the curve Cαi and the bundle Pαi Ñ Cαi as a fibre over the unfolding
Uαi Ñ Vαi contained in the thickening datum αi. Then vˆαi belongs to the family vˆαi,ξi,ηi
(10.5) for α “ αi, where ξi P Vαi,map and ηi P Vαi,def .
Remember that we used the right inverse to the linearization of the αi-thickened gauged
Witten equation
Qˆαi : Eαi Ñ Vαi,def ‘Eαi ‘ TvαiBαi
chosen in (10.4) for α “ αi. By the inclusion Eαi Ă EI , we obtained a right inverse
QˆI,αi : Eαi Ñ Vαi,def ‘EI ‘ TvαiBαi .
Notice that the stratum Γk`1 also specifies a stratum of the I-thickened moduli space
with a point pI represented by the I-thickened solution vˆI . This combinatorial type
provides a Banach manifold of gauged maps BΓk`1 that contains vˆI . Then using the right
inverse QˆI,αi and the implicit function theorem, we can construct a family of I-thickened
solutions of combinatorial type Γk`1 which are close to vˆI in the Banach manifold BΓk`1 ,
parametrized by a topological manifold acted by ΓI .
Then by turning on the gluing parameters, a family of approximate solutions can be
constructed as I-thickened objects. The same gluing construction provides a collection of
I-thickened solutions parametrized by a topological manifold of the expected dimension.
The gluing construction is the same as that of Section 10 because, here we just enlarged
the space of obstructions from Eαi to EI . 
Then take such a ΓI -invariant neighborhood U˜

I ĂMI of ψ˜´1I pF kI XMk`1q, we obtain
a chart
CI “ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , F I q
Notice that we have the inclusion
F kI XMk`1 Ă F I .
Let us summarize the charts we have obtained. For all i P t1, . . . , nk`1u, we have
charts Ckpi with footprints F
k
pi
. For all I P Ik, we have charts CkI with footprints F kI . For
all I P Ik`1 r Ik, we have charts CI with footprints F I . We would like to shrink these
charts so that their footprints satisfy (11.2) of INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS for k ` 1.
Indeed, we can shrink all Ckpi to a chart C
k`1
pi
with footprints F k`1pi which satisfy the
following conditions. Define
F k`1I “
č
iPI
F k`1pi .
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(a) (11.3) still holds. More precisely, for all l ď k ` 1, we have
Ml Ă
ď
sďl
ď
ρk`1ppiq“Γs
F k`1pi
(b) (11.4) still holds. More precisely, for all l ď k ` 1 and I P Ik`1,
F k`1I ‰ Hðñ F kI XMl ‰ H.
(c) For all I P Ik`1 r Ik, we have
F k`1I Ă F I .
Then shrink all CkI for I P Ik (resp. CI for I P Ik`1r Ik) to Ck`1I so that the shrunk
footprint is F k`1I . Together with the map ρk`1 defined by (11.6) these charts satisfy
conditions for charts listed in INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS for k` 1. Therefore the induction
can be carried on. After the last step of the induction, denote the charts we constructed
by
CNI “ pUNI , ENI , SNI , ψNI , FNI q.
They satisfy Item (a), (b) and (c) of Proposition 11.1 if we replace C‚I by C
N
I . Moreover,
the footprints of CNI cover M.
11.2. Coordinate changes. Now we start to define the coordinate changes. Since the
moduli spaceM is metrizable, one can find precompact open subsets F ‚pi Ă F
N
pi
such that
the union of F ‚pi still cover M. Define
F ‚I :“
č
αiPI
F ‚pi . (11.7)
Then
F ‚I Ă
č
αi
F ‚pi Ă FNI .
Consider I ď J P I which corresponds to two sets of thickening data, which are still
denoted by I and J . Denote
EJI “
à
αPJrI
Eα, ΓJI “
ź
αPJrI
Γα,
where Eα are the vector spaces of obstructions which are acted by Γα. Define
S˜JI :MJ Ñ EJI
to be the natural map. Then there is a natural map
ψ˜JI : S˜
´1
JI p0q ÑMI
by forgetting yα, pφα, eα for all α P J r I. This is clearly equivariant with respect to the
homomorphism ΓJ Ñ ΓI which annihilates ΓJI , hence descends to a map
ψJI : S˜
´1
JI p0q{ΓJI ÑMI .
Lemma 11.3. There is a ΓJ -invariant open neighborhood N˜
N
JI Ă MJ of S˜´1J p0q such
that the map
ψJI : pN˜NJI X S˜´1JI p0qq{ΓJI ÑMI (11.8)
is a homeomorphism onto a ΓI-invariant open neighborhood U˜
N
JI of ψ˜
´1
I pF ‚J q ĂMI .
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Proof. First we show the surjectivity. For any pI P ψ˜´1I pF ‚J q Ă ψ˜´1I pF ‚I q, it is represented
by an I-thickened solution `
C,v, tyαuαPI , tpφαuαPI , t0αuαPI˘.
By our construction, for any β P J r I, pC,vq is ǫβ-close to β (see Definition 10.10).
Hence by Lemma 10.13, there exist yβ and pφβ such that`
C,v,yβ , pφβ, 0β˘
is a β-thickened solution. Moreover, by essentially the same method as in the proof of
Lemma 10.13, for any point p1I PMI that is sufficiently close to pI , for any representative
that contains a gauged map pC1,v1q, it is ǫβ-close to β and can be completed to a β-
thickened solution. Apply this for all β P J r I, it means that any p1I PMI sufficiently
close to pI is in the image of the map (11.8). Since ψ˜
´1
I pF ‚J q is compact, one can choose
an open neighborhood U˜NJI ĂMI of π´1I pFJ q which is contained in the image of (11.8).
Then we could find a ΓJ -invariant open subset N˜
N
JI ĂMJ such that
N˜NJI X S˜´1JI p0q “ V˜ NJI :“ ψ˜´1JI pU˜NJIq. (11.9)
On the other hand, Lemma 10.14 says that the map
πJI : V˜
N
JI{ΓJI Ñ U˜NJI
is bijective. Its continuity is obvious. Hence using the fact that a continuous bijection
from a compact space to a Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism, and using the fact
that the thickened moduli spaces are locally compact and Hausdorff, after a precompact
shrinking of U˜NJI which still contains ψ˜
´1
I pF ‚J q, one proves this lemma. 
Define
UNJI “ U˜NJI{ΓI
which is an open suborbifold of UNI . Lemma 11.3 implies that the inclusion V˜
N
JI ãÑMJ
induces a map between orbifolds
φNJI : U
N
JI Ñ UNJ .
The natural inclusion EI Ñ EJ induces a bundle mappφNJI : ENI |UNJI Ñ ENJ
which covers φNJI .
Proposition 11.4. For every I there exists a shrinking C‚I of C
N
I and an open subset
U‚JI Ă UNJI
satisfying the following conditions.
(a) The footprint of C‚I is F
‚
I (defined previously in (11.7)).
(b) T ‚JI :“ pU‚JI , φ‚JI , pφ‚JIq :“ pU‚JI , φNJI |U‚JI , pφNJI |U‚JI q is a coordinate change from C‚I
to C‚J .
Proof. According to the definition of coordinate changes (Definition 7.22), we first show
that the map
φNJI : U
N
JI Ñ UNJ
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is a topological embedding of orbifolds. Indeed, one only needs to show that the map
S˜JI :MJ Ñ EJI is transverse over V˜ NJI . Indeed, choose i P I. For every pJ P V˜ NJI which
descends to an isomorphism of I-thickened solutions pI “ πJIppJq, for any representative`
C,v, tyαu, tpφαu, teαu˘
of pI , since pI is very close to ψ˜
´1
I pF ‚J q Ă ψ˜´1I pF ‚I q, the linearization of the I-thickened
equation
DˆI : TvB ‘EI Ñ Ev
is surjective. Here B is the corresponding Banach manifold and E Ñ B is the Banach
vector bundle. Therefore we can construct a tubular neighborhood as follows. For any
pJ near V˜
N
JI which is represented by a J-thickened solution`
C,v, tyαu, tpφαu, teαu˘,
the J-thickened solution implies that
FˆIpv,eIq “ error .
Here e “ teαuαPJ is decomposed as peI ,eJIq where eI P EI and eJI P EJI and the error
term can be controlled by the size of eJI . When the neighborhood of V˜
N
JI is sufficiently
small, the error term is sufficiently small. Then by the implicit function theorem, there
is a unique pair pv1,e1Iq lying in the same Banach manifold such that
FˆIpv1,e1Iq “ 0, pv1,e1Iq ´ pv,eIq P ImQˆI .
This constructs a ΓJ -invariant neighborhood N˜
N
JI of V˜
N
JI , a ΓJ -equivariant projection
ν˜JI : N˜
N
JI Ñ V˜ NJI . The implicit function theorem also implies that S˜JI induces an
equivalence of microbundles. Hence S˜JI is transverse along V˜
N
JI and φ
N
JI is an orbifold
embedding.
It then follows that pφNJI is a bundle embedding covering φNJI . It is obvious that the
pair pφNJI , pφNJIq satisfies the (TANGENT BUNDLE CONDITION) of Definition 7.20. It remains
to shrink the charts and coordinate changes so that Item (a) and Item (b) of Definition
7.22 are satisfied. We only show it for a pair I ď J , from which one can obtain a way
of shrinking all the charts and coordinate changes so that all T ‚JI becomes a coordinate
changes. First, one can find open subsets U‚I Ă U
N
I such that
ψNI
`
U‚I X pSNI q´1p0q
˘ “ F ‚I , ψNI `U‚I X pSNI q´1p0q˘ “ F ‚I .
Moreover, we may take U‚I such that for all J P I,
U‚J Ă
` č
IďJ
N˜NJI
˘{ΓJ (11.10)
where N˜NJI is the one we chose by Lemma 11.3. Then take
U‚JI “ U‚I X pφNJIq´1pU‚Jq Ă UNJI .
That is, U‚JI is the “induced” domain from the shrinkings C
‚
I and C
‚
J . Define T
‚
JI “
pU‚JI , φ‚JI , pφ‚JIq where pφ‚JI , pφ‚JIq is the restriction of pφNJI , pφNJIq onto U‚JI .
T ‚JI satisfies Item (a) of Definition 7.22 automatically, because the footprint of U
‚
I ,
U‚J and U
‚
JI are precisely F
‚
I , F
‚
J and F
‚
J . To verify Item (b), suppose xn is a sequence
of points in U‚JI which converges to x8 P U‚I and yn “ φ‚JIpxnq converges to y8 P
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U‚J . Notice that each ψ˜
´1
J pynq is a sequence of ΓJ -orbits of J-thickened solutions with
S˜JIpπ´1J pynqq “ 0. Then S˜JIpπ´1J py8qq “ 0 and by (11.9) and (11.10), we have
ψ˜´1J py8q Ă N˜NJI X S˜´1JI p0q “ V˜ NJI ùñ y8 P φNJIpUNJIq.
Since φNJI is injective, continuous, and xn Ñ x8, we must have x8 P U‚JI and φ‚JIpx8q “
φNJIpx8q “ y8. This establishes Item (b) and finishes the proof. 
Therefore, we have constructed all objects needed for establishing Proposition 11.1.
Two more items need to be verified. Firstly, the (COCYCLE CONDITION) for all the co-
ordinate changes T ‚JI follows immediately from the construction. Second, all the charts
and coordinate changes have canonical orientations, as the linearized operator is of the
type of a real Cauchy–Riemann operator over a Riemann surface with cylindrical ends
without boundary, and the asymptotic constrains at infinities of the cylindrical ends are
given by complex submanifolds or orbifolds. Therefore Proposition 11.1 is proved.
11.3. Constructing a good coordinate system. To obtain a good coordinate system
from the objects constructed by Proposition 11.1, one first needs to make them satisfy
the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) property of 7.24). This can be done by shrinking the
charts. Our method is modified from the one used in the proof of [MW17, Lemma 5.3.1].
Indeed, for all i P I, choose precompact shrinkings F ˝pi Ă F ‚pi such that there holds
M “
Nď
i“1
F ˝pi .
We also choose an ordering of I as
I1, . . . , IM
such that
Ik ď Il ùñ k ď l.
Choose intermediate precompact shrinkings between F ˝pi and F
‚
pi
as
F ˝pi “: G1pi Ă F 1pi Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă GMpi Ă FMpi :“ F ‚pi . (11.11)
Then for all Ik P I, define
F ˝Ik :“
´ č
iPIk
F kpi
¯
r
´ ď
iRIk
Gkpi
¯
.
These are open subsets of the moduli space M.
Lemma 11.5. The collection tF ˝I | I P Iu satisfies the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) prop-
erty, namely,
F ˝I X F ˝J ‰ H ùñ I ď J or J ď I.
Proof. Choose any pair Ik, Il P I with
F ˝Ik X F ˝Il ‰ H.
Without loss of generality, assume that k ă l. We claim that Ik ď Il. Suppose it is not
the case, then there exists i P Ik r Il. Take x in the intersection. Then by the definition
of F ˝I and (11.11),
x P F ˝Ik Ă F kpi Ă Glpi .
On the other hand,
x P F ˝Il ĂMrGlpi ĂMrGlpi .
This is a contradiction. Hence Ik ď Il. 
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Therefore, we can shrink the charts C‚I provided by Proposition 11.1 to subcharts C
˝
I
whose footprints are F ˝I . The shrinkings induce shrunk coordinate changes T
˝
JI from T
‚
JI .
If for any I P I, the shrunk F ˝I “ H, then we just delete C‚I from the collection of charts
and redefine the set I. Then by Definition 7.24, the collection
A˝ :“
´
tC˝I | I P Iu, tT ˝JI | I ď J P Iu
¯
form a virtual orbifold atlas on M in the sense of Definition 7.24.
Lastly, from A˝ one can obtain a good coordinate system. More precisely, choose
precompact open subsets
FI Ă F
˝
I , @I P I
which still cover M. Then by Theorem 7.28, there exists a precompact shrinking A of
A˝ which is a good coordinate system (see Definition 7.27), denoted by
A “
´
tCI | I P Iu, tTJI | I ď J P Iu
¯
.
11.4. The virtual cycle. It is obvious that the good coordinate system A has a thick-
ening (see Definition 7.35). Then by Theorem 7.37, there exist transverse multi-valued
perturbations t on A whose perturbed zero locus |s˜´1p0q| Ă |A| is an oriented compact
weighted branched topological manifold. Using the strongly continuous map
ev : AÑ X¯ΓW ˆMΓ
we can pushforward the fundamental class of |s´1p0q| to a rational class
ev˚rMΓsvir P H˚pX¯ΓW ;Qq bH˚pMΓ;Qq.
The correlation function of the form (8.2) can then be defined. This formally ends our
construction of the GLSM correlation functions, except that we need to verify the desired
properties in order to give a cohomological field theory on the Chen–Ruan cohomology
of X¯W .
Lastly we would like to prove that the virtual cycle is independent of the various
CHOICES we made during the construction. The main reason for this independence is
that the good coordinate systems coming from any two different systems of CHOICES can
be put together to a good coordinate system over the space MΓ ˆ r0, 1s.
First, from the general argument, if we take a shrinking of the good coordinate system
(i.e., a “reduction” in the sense of McDuff–Wehrheim), then the resulting virtual cycle
remains in the same homology class.
Then we compare two different systems of CHOICES made during the inductive con-
struction of this section. One can stratify MΓ ˆ r0, 1s by
MΠ ˆ t0u, MΠ ˆ t1u, MΠ ˆ p0, 1q (11.12)
Suppose we have two systems of structure as stated in Proposition 11.1, say basic charts
Cr0spi , i “ 1, . . . , N0, Cr1sqj , j “ 1, . . . , N1,
sum charts
C
r0s
I0
, I0 P I0 :“ 2tp1,...,pN0u r tHu, Cr1sI1 , I1 P I1 :“ 2tq1,...,qN1u r tHu
and weak coordinate changes. Then by multiplying them with r0, 1
4
q (resp. p3
4
, 1s), one
obtains a system of basic charts indexed by elements in tp1, . . . , pN0u \ tq1, . . . , qN1u.
They can be viewed as a system of basic charts that cover the first two types of strata
of (11.12). Then by repeating the previous inductive construction with MΓ replaced by
MΓˆr0, 1s. One can complete the induction process to construct a weak virtual orbifold
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atlas A˜ over the productMΓˆr0, 1s, or more precisely, prove an analogue of Proposition
11.1 for Mˆ r0, 1s.
Then from the weak atlas A˜ one can shrink it to make a good coordinate system, such
that when restrict to the two boundary strata, gives shrunk good coordinate systems
of MΓ. Then a transverse perturbation provides a cobordism between the weighted
branched manifolds for the two initial systems of CHOICES.
There were other CHOICES that we made for the construction, for example, the CHOICE
on a Riemannian metric in order to define the gauge fixing condition. Different such
CHOICES can all be compared by using the cobordism argument. We leave such compar-
ison to the reader to check.
12. Properties of the Virtual Cycles
In the last section we verify the properties of the virtual fundamental cycles of the
moduli spaces of gauged Witten equation listed in Theorem 8.1. As we have shown in
Section 8, these properties imply the axioms of the CohFT.
12.1. The dimension property. The (DIMENSION) property of the virtual cycles fol-
lows directly from the construction and the index calculation given in Section 9.
12.2. Disconnected graphs. It is easy to see that the (DISCONNECTED GRAPH) property
can be proved by induction on the numbers of connected components. Hence it suffices
to consider the case that Γ “ Γ1\Γ2. On the other hand, this property is not as easy as it
seems, as there is no obvious notion of “products” of good coordinate systems or virtual
orbifold atlases. Hence one needs to work more carefully. Here we prove the following
proposition about the product of two moduli spaces. Abbreviate
X “MΓ1 , Y “MΓ2 , Z “ X ˆ Y.
Proposition 12.1. There exist the following objects.
(a) Good coordinate systems
AX , AY , and AZ
on X, Y , and Z respectively. Let the charts be indexed by I, J and K respectively.
(b) A strongly continuous map
evZ : AZ Ñ X¯Γ1W ˆ X¯Γ2W ˆMrΓ1 ˆMrΓ2 .
(c) An injective map
ι : KÑ I ˆ J .
(d) For each K P K, a precompact open embedding
ηK : CZ,K ãÑ CX,I ˆ CY,J , where ιpKq “ I ˆ J P I ˆ J .
They satisfy the following properties.
(a) If ιpKq “ I ˆ J , ιpK 1q “ I 1 ˆ J 1 with K ď K 1, then I ď I 1 and J ď J 1.
(b) For each K with ιpKq “ I ˆ J , if we view CZ,K as a precompact shrinking of
CX,I ˆCY,J via the open embedding ηK then for all pairs K ď K 1, the coordinate
changes TK 1K are the induced coordinate changes.
(c) The evaluation maps are compatible. Namely, if ιpKq “ I ˆ J , then
evZ,K “ pevX,I ˆ evY,Jq ˝ ηK .
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Then we can construct a perturbation on (a shrinking of) AZ which is of “product
type.” Indeed, suppose tX and tY be transverse perturbations of AX and AY respectively
such that the perturbed zero loci are compact oriented weighted branched manifolds
contained in the virtual neighborhoods |AX | and |AY |. The perturbations consist of
chartwise multi-valued sections
tX,I : UX,I
mÑ EX,I , tY,J : UY,J mÑ EY,J .
Via the embeddings ηK , one can restrict the product of tX and tY to a perturbation tZ
defined by
tZ,K : UZ,K
mÑ EZ,K , tZ,K “ tX,I b tY,J ˝ ηK , where ιpKq “ I ˆ J.
The collection obvious satisfies the compatibility condition with respect to coordinate
changes, hence a valid perturbation of tZ on AZ . We call it the induced perturbation, or
the product perturbation. Moreover, if both tX and tY are transverse, so is tZ . However,
it is not obvious whether the perturbed zero locus is compact or not.
Proposition 12.2. There exist transverse perturbations tX , tY of AX and AY respec-
tively satisfying the following conditions.
(a) The induced perturbation tZ is transverse.
(b) Via the inclusion |AZ | ãÑ |AX | ˆ |AY |, one has (as topological spaces equipped
with the quotient topology)
|s˜´1Z p0q| “ |s˜´1X p0q| ˆ |s˜´1Y p0q|. (12.1)
Proof. The first property about transversality can always be achieved by generic small
perturbations. Hence we only prove Item (b). Take precompact shrinkings
F 1X,I Ă FX,I , @I P I; F 1Y,J Ă FY,J , @J P J
such that
X “
ď
IPI
F 1X,I , Y “
ď
JPJ
F 1Y,J .
Then we can take two sequences of precompact shrinkings
F 1X,I Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Uk`1X,I Ă UkX,I Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă UX,I , I P I
and
F 1Y,J Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Uk`1Y,J Ă UkY,J Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă UY,J , J P J
such that č
kě1
UkX,I “ F 1X,I ,
č
kě1
UkY,J “ F 1Y,J . (12.2)
Define
|UkX | :“
ğ
IPI
UkX,I{O, |UkY | “
ğ
JPJ
UkY,J{ O .
Also choose thickenings NX “ tNX,I 1I | I ď I 1u, NY “ tNY,J 1J | J ď J 1u of AX and
AY (see Definition 7.35, since the bundles EX,I , EY,J naturally split as direct sums, a
thickening only contains a collection of tubular neighborhoods). By Theorem 7.37, there
exist two sequence of perturbations s˜X,k and s˜Y,k satisfying
|s˜´1X,kp0q| Ă |UkX |, |s˜´1Y,kp0q| Ă |UkY |.
Let the induced perturbation on AZ be s˜Z,k. We claim that for k sufficiently large, (12.1)
holds and s˜´1Z,kp0q is sequentially compact.
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First we show (12.1) in the set-theoretic sense. Suppose it is not the case. Then there
exist a subsequence (still indexed by k) and two sequences of points
xk P |s˜´1X,kp0q|, yk P |s˜´1Y,kp0q|
such that pxk, ykq R |s˜´1Z,kp0q|. By the precompactness of |UkX |, |UkY | and (12.2), there exist
subsequences (still indexed by k) such that
lim
kÑ8
xk “ x8 P X, lim
kÑ8
yk “ y P Y.
Then there exists some K P K with ιpKq “ I ˆ J , and uZ,8 P UZ,K , uX,8 P UX,I ,
uY,8 P UY,J such that
px8, y8q “ ψZ,Kpu8q “ pψX,IpuX,8q, ψY,J puY,8qq, ηKpuZ,8q “ puX,8, uY,8q.
Claim. For k sufficiently large, there exists uX,k P UX,I (resp. uY,k P UY,J) which repre-
sents xk (resp. yk) in the virtual neighborhood, namely
πXpuX,kq “ xk, πY puY,kq “ yk.
Proof of the claim. Since I and J are finite sets, by taking a subsequence, we may assume
that there is I 1 P I (resp. J 1 P J ) such that sequence xk (resp. yk) is represented by a
sequence of points u1X,k P U1X,I 1 (resp. u1Y,k P U1Y,J 1), i.e.
πXpu1X,kq “ xk, πY pu1Y,kq “ yk.
Since U1X,I 1 and U
1
Y,J 1 are precompact, by taking a further subsequence, we may assume
that
u1X,k Ñ u1X,8 P F 1X,I 1 Ă UX,I 1 , u1Y,k Ñ u1Y,8 P F 1Y,J 1 Ă UY,J 1 .
Then ψX,I 1pu1X,8q “ x8, ψY,J 1pu1Y,8q “ y8. Then by the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) of
the atlases A1 and A2, we know I ď I
1 or I 1 ď I (resp. J ď J 1 or J 1 ď J).
If I 1 ď I, then uX,8 P UX,II 1 . Since UX,II 1 Ă UX,I 1 is an open subset, the convergence
u1X,k Ñ u1X,8 implies that for k sufficiently large, u1X,k P UX,II 1. Hence
xk “ πXpu1X,kq “ πXpuX,kq, where uX,k :“ φX,II 1pu1X,kq.
On the other hand, if I ď I 1 and dimUX,I “ dimUX,I 1 , the embedding φX,I 1I is an
open embedding hence is invertible. Then uX,8 P UX,I 1I and u1X,8 “ φX,I 1IpuX,8q. Since
φ´1X,I 1IpUX,I 1Iq is an open subset of UX,I 1 and contains the element u1X,8, for k sufficiently
large, there exists uX,k P UX,I 1I with u1X,k “ φX,I 1IpuX,kq. Hence
xk “ πXpu1X,kq “ πXpuX,kq.
Lastly, assume that I ď I 1 but dimUX,I ă dimUX,I 1 . Then the embedding φX,I 1I
has positive codimension. Let NX,I 1I Ă UX,I 1 be the tubular neighborhood given by
NX . If u
1
X,k R NX,I 1I , then the limit u1X,8 R NX,I 1I . This contradicts the fact that
x8 P FX,I 1 X FX,I . Hence u1X,k P NX,I 1I . We also know that the perturbations s˜X,k are
NX-normal. Hence u
1
X,k P NX,I 1I X s˜´1X,I,kp0q implies that u1X,k P ImφX,I 1I . Hence there
exists uX,k P UX,I 1I with u1X,k “ φX,I 1IpuX,kq and hence
xk “ πXpuX,kq.
The situation for u1Y,k is completely the same. 
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Therefore, in the topology of the chart UX,I and UY,J , one has
puX,k, uY,kq Ñ puX,8, uY,8q P ηKps´1Z,K,kp0qq Ă s´1X,I,kp0q ˆ s´1Y,I,kp0q.
Since ηKpUZ,Kq is an open subset of UX,I ˆ UY,J , for k sufficiently large, there exist
unique uZ,k P UZ,K such that ηKpuZ,kq “ puX,k, uY,kq, and uZ,k converges to uZ,8. Hence
s˜Z,KpuZ,kq “ 0 ùñ pxk, ykq P |s˜´1Z,kp0q|.
This is a contradiction. Hence for k sufficiently large, as sets,
|s˜´1Z,kp0q| “ |s˜´1X,kp0q| ˆ |s˜´1Y,kp0q|.
Fix a large k and abbreviate s˜X,k “ s˜X , s˜Y,k “ s˜Y , s˜Z,k “ s˜Z . We prove that |s˜´1Z p0q| is
sequentially compact in the quotient topology. Given any sequence xl P |s˜´1ˆ p0q| identified
with a pair px1,l, x2,lq P |s˜´11 p0q| ˆ |s˜´12 p0q|, by the compactness of |s˜´11 p0q| ˆ |s˜´12 p0q|, we
may assume a subsequence (still indexed by l) converges to px1,8, x2,8q P |s˜´11 p0q| ˆ
|s˜´12 p0q| “ |s˜´1ˆ p0q|. Then there exists J P Iˆ with ιpJq “ I1 ˆ I2 and u8 P UJ , u1,8 P
U1,I1 , u2,8 P U2,I2 such that
x1,8 “ π1,I1pu1,8q, x2,8 “ π2,I2pu2,8q, ηJpu8q “ pu1,8, u2,8q.
Similar to the proof of the previous claim, for l sufficiently large, there exists u1,l P U1,I1
and u2,l P U2,I2 such that
x1,l “ π1,I1pu1,lq, x2,l “ π2,I2pu2,lq; u1,l Ñ u1,8, u2,l Ñ u2,8.
Since ηJpUˆ,Jq Ă U1,I1ˆU2,I2 is an open subset, for l sufficiently large, pu1,l, u2,lq P ηJ pUJq.
Denote ul “ η´1J pu1,l, u2,lq. Then ul Ñ u8. Since the map
s´1ˆ,Jp0q Ñ |s˜´1ˆ p0q|
is continuous we see
xl “ πˆ,Jpulq Ñ πˆ,Jpu8q “ x8.
Hence |s˜´1ˆ p0q| is sequentially compact.
Lastly, when s˜X and s˜Y are transverse, so is s˜Z . Then |s˜´1Z p0q| is second countable.
Hence sequential compactness is equivalent to compactness. Since the identity map
|s˜´1Z p0q| Ñ }s˜´1Z p0q}
is continuous and bijective, and the subspace topology is Hausdorff, this map is actually a
homeomorphism. Hence |s˜´1Z p0q| is compact Hausdorff and second countable. Moreover,
|s˜´1X p0q| and |s˜´1Y p0q| are also compact, Hausdorff and second countable. It is easy to
see that the map |s˜´1Z p0q| Ñ |s˜´1X p0q|ˆ |s˜´1Y p0q| sends converging sequences to converging
sequences, hence is continuous. Since the domain of the map is compact and the target
is Hausdorff, this map is a homeomorphism. 
Moreover, the strongly continuous evaluation maps clearly agrees. Namely, one has
|Aˆ| |evˆ| //
|η|

X¯ΓW ˆMΓ1\Γ2

|A1| ˆ |A2| |ev1|ˆ|ev2| //
`
X¯Γ1W ˆMΓ1
˘ˆ `X¯Γ2W ˆMΓ2˘
.
By restricting to the zero locus, one obtains the (DISCONNECTED GRAPH) property for the
two graphs Γ1 and Γ2. Namely
pevΓ1\Γ2q˚
“
MΓ1\Γ2
‰vir “ pevΓ1q˚“MΓ1‰vir b pev2q˚“MΓ2‰vir.
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12.2.1. Proof of Proposition 12.1. Recall the construction virtual orbifold atlases (see
Proposition 11.1) and good coordinate systems on moduli spaces. Suppose we can con-
struct a collection of charts!
CX,i “ pUX,i, EX,i, SX,i, ψX,i, FX,iq | i “ 1, . . . ,M
)
,
with footprints FX,i cover X and a collection of charts!
CY,j “ pUY,i, EY,j , SY,j, ψY,j, FY,jq | j “ 1, . . . , N
)
,
with footprints FY,j cover Y . By the method of Section 11, we have a collection of charts
C˝X,I “ pU˝X,I , E˝X,I , S˝X,I , ψ˝X,I , F ˝X,Iq, I P I :“ 2t1,...,Mu rH
and
C˝Y,I 1 “ pU˝Y,I 1 , E˝Y,I 1 , S˝Y,I 1, ψ˝Y,I 1 , F ˝Y,I 1q, I 1 P I 1 :“ 2t1,...,Nu rH.
Their footprints (which could be empty) are
F ˝X,I “
č
iPI
FX,i, F
˝
Y,I 1 “
č
jPI 1
FY,j .
For each pair I ď J (resp. I 1 ď J 1), one has coordinate changes T ˝X,JI (resp. T
˝
Y,J 1I 1)
from C˝X,I to C
˝
X,J (resp. from C
˝
Y,I 1 to C
˝
Y,J 1), whose footprints are F
˝
X,J (resp. F
˝
Y,J 1).
We denote the two collections of data A˝X and A
˝
Y , but keep in mind that, although
the coordinate changes satisfy the (COCYCLE CONDITION), they are not virtual orbifold
atlases since they may not satisfy the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION).
Order elements of I and I 1 as
I1, . . . , Im; I
1
1, . . . , I
1
n
such that
Ik ď Il ùñ k ď l; I 1k ď I 1l ùñ k ď l.
Choose precompact shrinkings of all FX,i as
GX,i,1 Ă FX,i,1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă GX,i,m Ă FX,i,m “ FX,i;
and
G1Y,j Ă F
1
Y,j Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă GmY,j Ă FmY,j “ FY,j .
such that
X “
Mď
i“1
GX,i,1, Y “
Nď
j“1
G1Y,j.
Furthermore, for all k “ 1, . . . ,m, choose precompact shrinkings as
GkY,j “: GkY,j,1 Ă F kY,j,1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă GkY,j,n Ă F kY,j,n :“ F kY,j.
Then for I “ Ik P I, define
F ‚X,Ik :“
´ č
iPIk
FX,i,k
¯
r
´ ď
iRIk
GX,i,k
¯
;
for 1 ď k ď m and I 1 “ I 1l P I 1, define
F
k,‚
Y,I 1l
:“
´ č
jPI 1
l
F kY,j,l
¯
r
´ ď
jRI 1
l
GkY,j,l
¯
. (12.3)
One has the following covering properties of the above open sets.
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Lemma 12.3. One has
X “
ď
IPI
F ‚X,I ;
and for all k P t1, . . . ,mu,
Y “
ď
I 1PI 1
F
k,‚
Y,I 1 .
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 11.5. 
Define the partial order on K “ I ˆ I 1 by inclusion, i.e.
I ˆ I 1 ď J ˆ J 1 ðñ I ď J, I 1 ď J 1. (12.4)
For K “ I ˆ I 1 “ Ik ˆ I 1l , define
F ‚K “ F ‚IkˆI 1l :“ F
‚
X,Ik
ˆ F kY,I 1
l
Ă X ˆ Y.
Lemma 12.3 implies that the collection of F ‚K for all K P K is an open cover of X ˆ Y .
Furthermore, one has the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) with respect to the partial order
(12.4).
Lemma 12.4. The collection F ‚K satisfy the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) property of
Definition 7.24. Namely, for each pair K1,K2 P K, one has
F ‚K1 X F ‚K2 ‰ H ùñ K1 ď K2 or K2 ď K1.
Proof. Suppose
K1 “ Ik1 ˆ I 1l1 , K2 “ Ik2 ˆ I 1l2 .
Suppose px, yq P F ‚K1 X F ‚K2 . Then x P F ‚X,Ik1 X F
‚
X,Ik2
. Then by the (OVERLAPPING
CONDITION) of the collection F ‚X,I , either Ik1 ď Ik2 or Ik2 ď Ik1 . Without loss of general-
ity, assume the former is true. Then k1 ď k2. We then need to prove that either I 1l1 ď I 1l2 ,
or k1 “ k2, and in the latter case, either I 1l1 ď I 1l2 or I 1l2 ď I 1l1 .
If k1 “ k2, then one has
y P F k1,‚
Y,I 1l1
X F k1,‚
Y,I 1l2
.
Then it is similar to the proof of Lemma 11.5, that either I 1l1 ď I
1
l2
or I 1l2 ď I
1
l1
. It remains
to consider the case that k1 ă k2. Suppose in this case I 1l1 ď I 1l2 does not hold. Then
there exists j˚ P I 1l1 r I 1l2 . One one hand, one has
y P
č
jPI 1
l1
F k1Y,j,l1 Ă F k1Y,j˚,l1 Ă Gk2Y,j˚,l2 .
The last inclusion follows from the property of GkY,j,l and F
k
Y,j,l and the fact that k1 ă k2.
On the other hand, one has
y P Y r
ď
jRI 1
l2
Gk2Y,j,l2 Ă Y rGk2Y,j˚,l2 .
This is a contradiction. Hence I 1l1 ď I
1
l2
. 
Define
J :“
!
pk, I 1q | k P t1, . . . ,mu, I 1 P I 1
)
.
Define the partial order on J by
pk, I 1q ď pl, J 1q ðñ k ď l, I 1 ď J 1.
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The above construction also provides a covering of Y by
F ‚Y,J :“ F k,‚Y,I 1 , J “ pk, I 1q P J .
Recall the latter is defined by (12.3). Clearly these open sets cover Y . Moreover, this
open cover satisfies the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION).
Lemma 12.5. The open cover tF ‚Y,J | J P J u of Y satisfies (OVERLAPPING CONDITION)
of Definition 7.24.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Lemma 12.4. The details are left to the reader. 
Now we start to construct good coordinate systems AX , AY and AZ . The collection
tF ‚X,Iu satisfies the (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) property of Definition 7.24. Therefore,
by the same method as in Section 11, one can construct a good coordinate system
AX “
´
tCX,I | I P Iu, tTII 1 | I 1 ď I P Iu
¯
of X whose collection of footprints are arbitrary precompact shrinkings FX,I Ă F
‚
X,I the
union of which still equals X. We take the shrinkings FX,I so close to F
‚
X,I so that we
still have
Z “ X ˆ Y “
ď
IkPI, I 1PI 1
FX,Ik ˆ F k,‚Y,I 1 .
On the other hand, for an arbitrary collection of precompact shrinkings
FY,J Ă F
‚
Y,J , @J P J ,
one can construct a good coordinate system on Y
AY :“
´ 
CY,J “ pUY,J , EY,J , SY,J , ψY,J , FY,Jq | J P J
(
,
 
TY,J 1J | J ď J 1 P J
(¯
Notice that one has the inclusion
UY,I Ă U
˝
Y,J .
Moreover, one can take the shrinkings FY,J so close to F
‚
Y,J such that the collection
F_Z,K :“ FX,Ik ˆ FY,J , where K “ Ik ˆ I 1 P K “ I ˆ I 1 and J “ pk, I 1q
still cover the product Z “ X ˆ Y . The (OVERLAPPING CONDITION) remains true for
F_Z,K . Then choose precompact shrinkings FZ,K Ă F
_
Z,K for all K P K that still cover
Z “ XˆY , one can construct a good coordinate system AZ on Z “ XˆY by shrinking
the product charts
C˝Z,K “ C˝X,I ˆ C˝Y,J , where K “ I ˆ J P K
to a chart
CZ,K “ pUZ,K , EZ,K , SZ,K , ψZ,K , FZ,Kq.
Moreover, we can make the shrinking so small that for all K,
UZ,K Ă UX,I ˆ UY,J Ă U˝X,I ˆ U˝Y,I 1 , where K “ I ˆ I 1, I “ Ik, J “ pk, I 1q.
Then for the three good coordinate systems AX , AY and AZ , we see the map
ι : KÑ I ˆ J
and the precompact open embeddings
ηK : CZ,K Ñ CX,I ˆ CY,J , where ιpKq “ I ˆ J
are obviously defined. The properties of ι, ηK and the evaluation maps are very easy to
check. This finishes the proof of Proposition 12.1.
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12.3. Cutting edge. Let Γ be a stable decorated dual graph and let Π be the decorated
dual graph obtained by shrinking a loop in Γ which is still stable. Let the underlying
stable dual graphs be Γ and Π respectively. Then one has the commutative diagram
MΠ //
st

MΓ
st

MΠ
ιγ //MΓ
. (12.5)
When construct the virtual orbifold atlas on MΓ, one always build from lower strata to
higher strata, and in each chart CI the orbifold UI always contains the gluing parameters.
Hence the vertical map st :MΓ ÑMΓ induces a strongly continuous map st : AΓ ÑMΓ
which is transverse to the orbifold divisorMΠ. By the construction of Subsection 7.8, it
gives a virtual orbifold atlas on MΠ. On the other hand, by looking at the procedure of
constructing the virtual orbifold atlas onMΠ, one can see this induced atlas is the same
as one that we can construct, basically by turning off a corresponding gluing parameter.
Then by Proposition 7.42, one has
pιΠq˚ev˚
“
MΠ
‰vir “ ev˚“MΓ‰vir X “MΠ‰.
This finishes the proof of the (CUTTING EDGE) property.
12.4. Composition. Let Π be a decorated dual graph with a chosen edge labelled by a
pair of twisted sectors r
¯
τ s, r
¯
τ s´1. Let Π˜ be the decorated dual graph obtained by normal-
ization, namely, cutting the edge. Then one has the following commutative diagram
MΠ //
evΠ

M
Π˜
ev
Π˜

∆r
¯
τ s
// pX¯r¯τ sW q2
. (12.6)
Here the vertical arrows are evaluations at the tails obtained by cutting off the chosen
edge. However, in general the square is not Cartesian. This is because automorphisms of
elements inM
Π˜
may not glue to an automorphism of the corresponding element inMΠ.
First suppose it is a Cartesian square. Then when constructing the virtual orbifold atlas
onMΠ˜, by thickening the obstruction spaces, one can make the strongly continuous map
ev
Π˜
transverse to the diagonal. Then by the construction of Subsection 7.8, one obtains
an induced virtual orbifold atlas on MΠ. Moreover, by Proposition 7.42, one has
pevΠq˚
“
MΠ
‰vir “ pev
Π˜
q˚
“
M
Π˜
‰vir
r PDr∆r
¯
τ ss.
In general when (12.6) is not Cartesian, MΠ differs from the actual fibre product by an
integer factor which is the degree of the map
q :MΠ˜
MˆΠ
MΠ ÑMΠ˜.
The above property of the virtual cycle still holds in this general case. This finishes the
proof of the (COMPOSITION) property.
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